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Dermott Patrick Rogers was the ultimate
rags to riches story, only he defined his riches as
his family and friends. He was a loving husband,
father and grandfather. Family was everything to
Dermott and he passed away on
February 26, 2021 at the age of 81
surrounded by his wife and children.
For us, his life will go on when we
remember his incredible optimism.
He was famous for saying , “the sun
will come up tomorrow.” His sun
has set, but his family promised
him we would live on in the spirit
he lived, by living every day to the
fullest and putting family first.
Dermott loved his wife Dorothy so
much that he would still call her his bride and they
were married nearly 59 years. He had a unique way
of loving each of his six children individually and
always knew just when you needed him. Each of
us has a story where he would just show up at our
door and offer the support only a father can give.
Dermott had 7 grandchildren, three girls and
four boys. The girls he cherished as he did his

own daughters and the boys he joked he would
enroll in the Dermott P. Rogers School of Charm.
He welcomed his son-in-laws and daughter-inlaws into the family, and treated each of them
as if they were his own son or
daughter. Dermott’s personality
was so engaging that even his dog
Kelly showed some of his traits.
We take comfort in knowing that
he is now reunited with his own
siblings, John, Joan and Donald,
who he cherished.
Dermott lived like an Irishman
and he was the life of the party,
fun, boisterous, loved his wine and
golfing with the gang. He spoke
with what we called his “Irish whisper,” so you’d
never have any trouble hearing him. He made
friends wherever he went because he cared about
people and lived by the mantra, “everybody has to
be somebody.” You knew you could count on him
and his generosity was endless.
He is survived by his wife Dorothy Rogers along
with six children and seven grandchildren.

* Women
* * In* The
* Fastener
* * * Industry
* * *(WIFI)
* *distributors
* * *in *the *United
* States,
* * offering
* * a*wide*
is excited to announce that Jan Morr, VP of
WIFI, has accepted a position as the Regional
Sales Manager at Würth House of Threads, an
operating company of Würth Industry
North America (WINA). Her role will
cover Würth business throughout the
Midwest. Jan has been in the fastener
industry for eleven years. Her career
has encompassed manufacturing of
structural bolts to currently selling
for a division of the world’s largest
fastener distributor. She has also
been an integral part of Women in the
Fastener Industry, an organization built around
women supporting women. WIFI is a wonderful
non-profit organization that mentors, trains, and
empowers women in the fastener industry.
It is not surprising that Jan accepted the
position at Würth. As one of the premier industrial

range of products and services from standard
to specialty fasteners, inventory management,
engineering assistance, and more, the company
offered her an excellent opportunity
to advance her career in the fastener
industry.
Jan will be working inside WINA’s
newly formed Construction Services
Division, comprised of Würth companies
House of Threads, Weinstock Bros,
Würth Action Bolt, and recently acquired
Atlantic Fasteners. The new division is
backed by over 230 years of experience
and will service the construction industry with
structural fasteners, safety equipment and PPE,
inventory management solutions, manufacturing
capabilities, and more.
For more information about Women In The
Fastener Industry visit www.fastenerwomen.com.
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Bruno Marbacher
Bruno Marbacher earned his mechanical engineering degree in Switzerland, he also holds a
business degree. He started out as a tool and die maker (poly-mechanic) and over the years he
has held various management positions in quality and engineering. During his time in America
he has developed and given numerous seminars on topics related to the proper use of mechanical
fasteners and machine elements, and assists engineers in solving fastening/assembly issues. His
has groomed and directed many young engineers in fastening/assembly technology. He now
offers his 40 years of experience through writing and lecturing.

THINGS THAT AFFECT THE COST OF FASTENERS
FROM DESIGNING THEM TO INSTALLING THEM
Dear reader - prior to retirement, I have worked in
the fastener industries for over 40 years. I saw a lot,

not to the same extent. With cold forming versus machining
a part, 50% and more cost reduction can be achieved.

was involved in a lot. I designed and made forming
and stamping tools, interacted with many manufacturing

Manufacturer’s Costs

engineers, buyers, salespeople, end user engineers etc.

In what form these individual costs are applied to the

That includes people who designed and managed inventory

final product’s price, varies from one manufacturer to

management systems etc. All that experience is shared

the other. Manufacturers in the various countries take a

below. I am fully aware that some of the experiences you

different approach to cost calculations as well. Also, certain

had, may differ from mine. So, let Link Magazine know. I

costs are not always a factor and are dependent upon the

will review your comments and suggestions and write an

type of product. How these costs are applied varies as well.

updated version.

Some manufacturers go thru a thorough calculation others
do a little more guesswork. There are costs that have a

Cost Factors & Cost Calculations

direct impact, others such as overhead have an indirect
impact on the final per piece cost.

RAW MATERIAL VOLUME

For quoting purposes, raw material volume/cost must
be calculated to come up with material cost per a given
COMPLEX PARTS

cold headed part.
Depending on complexity of the finished part these

We cover things that affect the cost of parts – fasteners,

will take some time to calculate. Nowadays, a computer

stampings, other cold formed or machined parts, etc. In

program may be used. For a standard faster estimating

this article we focus on cold heading. Some of the factors

the raw material volume/weight (cut-off weight) is basically

may apply to other manufacturing process as well, however,

straight forward.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 98
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Laurence Claus
Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

A “GALLING DEVELOPMENT”- WHAT EVERY
DISTRIBUTOR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD GALLING
A number of year’s back I was engaged by a

that occurs when material transfers from one surface to

Midwestern distributor to review an application problem

the other when they are sliding together. When parts

that had intermittently plagued one of their more important

become subject to galling, the process begins modestly

customers. Upon meeting with their customer, I learned

at a microscopic level but quickly progressives into a

the problem occurred during the assembly of a stainless

worsening macro condition. It all starts when the mating

steel Nylon insert lock nut to a like stainless steel screw.

surfaces that are sliding against each other begin to

Although this was a sporadic problem, when it occurred

experience an increase in heat and friction that results in

the customer would experience assembly difficulties

the surfaces beginning to adhere to one another. As torque

like nuts that were very hard to turn, nuts that reached

continues to be applied to the turning fastener, the areas

installation torque levels before seating, and in the worst

of adhesion promote tearing of the weaker metal below

cases, nuts that became totally frozen (seized) in mid-run

its surface and redepositing it on the adjacent surface.

down position, often breaking the screw in torsion.

The result is a lump or ball-like deposit of material from

Anyone that has been selling stainless steel hardware

the original surface adhered to the adjacent surface. The

for a while may immediately recognize that this case

ASTM G40 Standard says, “Galling is a form of surface

demonstrates all the signs of thread galling. Fortunately

damage arising between sliding solids, distinguished by

for users, galling is usually an infrequent problem and

macroscopic, usually localized, roughening and creation

one that can be addressed in multiple ways. However,

of protrusions (e.g. Lumps) above the original surface.” [1]

when it occurs it is, at best, a nuisance and, at worst,

These newly adhered lumps then “plow into” the

a dangerous condition that could leave incompletely

approaching virgin surfaces as the fastener continues to

fastened joints vulnerable to failure.

be turned onward often damaging any protective surface

Since galling is a problem characteristic to fasteners,

layer and exposing, soft, bare metal. The original lumps

it is a failure that all distributors should understand

develop more friction and heat which progressively

and be prepared to troubleshoot with their customers.

accelerates tearing and generates additional lumps,

This article will provide the reader with a fundamental

grows original lumps in size, or promotes additional

understanding of what galling is, the telltale signs, and

adhesion between the surfaces until the point that the

ways that it can be addressed or completely eliminated

threads are completely frozen together and the fastener

when it appears.

can no longer turn or is broken.

What Is Galling?
So what exactly is galling? Galling, also commonly
referred to as Cold Welding, is a form of adhesive wear

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Although this condition is theoretically possible with
any material it is generally limited to softer materials,
especially those which produce natural protective oxide
layers.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 100
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
TEL 323-817-2226 FAX 310-481-1909 EMAIL morgan.wilson@fastenershows.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO PLANS TO
SUPPORT THE FASTENER INDUSTRY YEAR-ROUND

International Fastener Expo (IFE), North America’s

content to regularly strengthen and educate the industry.

largest expo for every type of fastener, machinery/

Please contact info@fastenershows.com if you have a

tooling and other industrial-related products is thrilled to

relevant product release or company update to share.

announce year-round offerings in addition to its flagship

“To further our commitment in supporting the industry

show to continue to support, connect and educate the

and our customers, IFE is excited to be a year-round

industry.

source of content and networking to continue building

In November, IFE hosted Match & Meet by IFE, the
first digital event of its kind. Match & Meet facilitated

relationships throughout the community,” said Morgan
Wilson, Show Manager, International Fastener Expo.

industry connections with education and networking

The flagship show, International Fastener Expo,

opportunities through a proven AI-powered platform. Over

will take place September 21 – 23, 2021, at Mandalay

500 attendees and 60 exhibitors came together during

Bay Resort in Las Vegas. The health and safety of all

the event. Within the two days, 3,800 total connections

exhibitors, attendees, partners and staff is of utmost

were made and 8,500 messages were exchanged,

importance. In planning for the event, the team is taking

leading to over 700 meetings and video calls. The Match

every precaution to ensure a safe and successful event

& Meet post-show report provides additional details

for all. The IFE Health and Safety Plan details what

about the event. The platform is open until May 2021

health protocols are in place and what visitors can

and participants can continue to connect and learn

expect during their time in Las Vegas. In addition, the

with sessions on-demand until that time. With such

team is regularly in contact with Mandalay Bay to ensure

a successful launch into digital events, the IFE team

that the event is compliant with all guidelines from MGM

anticipates similar opportunities in the future.

Resorts.

IFE also launched a blog and newsletter, both
of which are committed to distributing quality, timely

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

Registration for International Fastener Expo will open
soon, please visit fastenershows.com for updates.
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
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Salim Brahimi Director of Engineering & Technology
INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard, Independence, OH 44131
TEL 216-241-1482 FAX 216-241-5901
EMAIL sbrahimi@indfast.org WEB www.indfast.org

AN INTERVIEW WITH SALIM BRAHIMI:
THE HISTORY OF THE IFI BOOK OF FASTENER STANDARDS
Introduction
On the occasion of its 90th anniversary, the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) has released the
2021 Edition of the IFI Book of Fastener
Standards.

years of evolving industry standards and practice. It
has earned its role as the fastener industry “bible” and
has been distributed to major manufacturing
and construction interests throughout the
world and is trusted as the blueprint

For the past 80 years, the book has

for the fastener supply industry and

been an evolving, trusted compilation

the companies they serve. It is a

of the most used fastener standards

compilation of significant knowledge

for inch fasteners and non-ISO metric

and

fasteners. The 11th edition, for 2021,

industry leaders.

contributions

of

numerous

contains 96 standard specifications
issued by ASTM, ASME, SAE and IFI. It

[Link] Are there any specific

includes updates to 36 standards that

contributions or contributors that

were revised since the 2018 edition,

stand out in the history of the book?

as well as several new standards.

This edition of the IFI Book of

Today, we spoke with Dr. Salim

Fastener Standards is dedicated to

Brahimi, the Director of Engineering

the late Joe Greenslade. Joe served

and Technology for the Industrial

as IFI Technical Director from 2007

Fasteners Institute to learn about the

to 2015. He was a fastener industry

history of the IFI Book of Fastener

icon, highly respected and admired

Standards and its role as the “bible”

for everything he accomplished – but

of the fastener industry.

mostly for the person he was. For
all he did to advance the technology

[Link] How long has IFI been publishing the IFI

of mechanical fasteners and the practice of fastening,

Book of Fastener Standards?

for his dedication to fastener education, for his spirit of

The first edition of the Book of Standards was

innovation, for his mentorship, for his friendship, IFI is

published by the Industrial Fasteners Institute in 1941.

honored to dedicate this 2021 Edition of the IFI Book of

The 2021 release is the 11th edition, representing 80

Fastener Standards to Joe Greenslade.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 102
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@dysartnewsfeatures.com

GOOGLE MAY UPDATE: LOWER RANKINGS
FOR POORLY DESIGNED WEB SITES
Google is promising to double-down on its policy to
Of course, Google’s announcement that a crackdown
penalize poorly designed Web sites with lower rankings in
is coming has sent reverberations across the Web, given
search engine returns with its next update – slated for rollout
that it dominates search worldwide.
in May. Essentially, fastener distributor Web sites that
According to Statista, 87% of all Web searches are
exhibit poor performance on mobile devices, use annoying
made using the Google search engine. (www.statista.com/
pop-up ads, are tough to interact with or are plagued
statistics/216573/worldwide-market-share-of-search-engines/)
by similar shortcomings – are
While Google has been
going to be policed by the
penalizing poorly designed
Google search engine.
Web sites with lower search
“These signals measure
engine rankings for a number
how users perceive the
of years, this latest initiative
experience of interacting with
will focus solely on how Web
a Web page and contribute to
sites are performing on mobile
our ongoing work to ensure
devices.
GOOGLE RANKING PENALTIES ARE COMING IN MAY FOR
people get the most helpful
That makes sense, given
POORLY DESIGNED WEB SITES
and enjoyable experiences
that nearly three-quarters of all
from the Web,” says Jeffrey
Internet users will solely use
Jose, product manager,
smartphones to access the
Search, for Google.
Web by 2025, according to a
Sowmya Subramanian,
report by the World Advertising
director of engineering, Search
Research Center (www.warc.
Ecosystem adds “Great page
com/content/paywall/article/
experiences enable people to
warc-datapoints/almost_
get more done and engage
three_quarters_of_internet_
GOOGLE’S CRACKDOWN WILL FOCUS ON HOW WELL YOUR
more deeply.”
users_will_be_mobileonly_
WEB SITE PERFORMS ON MOBILE DEVICES
Dubbed ‘Google Page
by_2025/124845).
Experience,” the ranking system is expected to hit fastener
With this crackdown, Google is also trial-ballooning the
distributor Web sites competing for the same keywords and
idea of using a graphic icon in the Web address bar to indicate
keyphrases the hardest.
if a Web site is poorly designed and poorly performing.
For example: Two competitor fastener distributor
The graphic-icon warning approach served the search
sites using the same keywords and keyphrases that
giant well a few years back, when it used an exclamation
feature comparably excellent content will find that a poorly
symbol in the Web site address bar to warn Web surfers
designed Web site will get a lower ranking on Google, while
that they were clicking to a Web site that did not use
the excellently designed Web site will come out on top.
HTTPs.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 104
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Guy Avellon
Guy Avellon has been in MRO and Fastener Distribution for over 30 years, in such positions Sales
Engineer, Chief Engineer, Manager of Product Marketing, Product Engineering & Quality and
Director of Quality & Engineering. He founded GT Technical Consultants where he performs failure
analysis, lectures on fastener safety, works for law firms and designs/audits Quality systems. He is a
member of SAE, is Vice Chairman of the ASTM F16 Fastener Committee, Chairman of the F16.01 Test
Methods Committee and received the ASTM Award of Merit in 2005. Guy can be contacted at 847477-5057, Email: ExpertBoltGuy@gmail.com or visit www.BoltFailure.com.

WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT FASTENER FAILURES
No one likes to have a customer tell them that

or yield strength, the fastener does become slightly

their products failed and are no good. Especially if the

longer, but remains in the connection. When the external

customer begins to tell other users or contractors that

service loads are removed, the joint returns to a relaxed

they were unsatisfied with the products purchased from

condition but the bolt remains slightly longer and

your company. Situations like this need to be handled

appears to be loose. The bolt may not have a ‘dog bone’

very quickly.

appearance but will have a change in thread pitch.

There are many ways a fastener can fail but the

It is always best to check the thread pitch of the

majority of failures I have investigated were due to

fasteners as the thread deformation may not always

installation or application errors. Less than 1% was the

be visually apparent. Checking the thread pitch of a

cause of a material defect. Therefore, it is imperative

questionable fastener is done with a thread pitch gauge.

that a dialogue begins with the customer to determine

However, when one is not readily available, the thread

the conditions of how the fasteners were used.

pitch may always be compared using a new bolt of the

The following outlines the causes and effects of

same diameter and thread pitch. Simply place the entire

various installation errors. The most common failures

length of the new bolt on top of the entire length of the

come from fasteners being overloaded or underloaded.

questionable bolt.

Overloaded
By being ‘overloaded’ it means that the bolt or cap

It is very important to check the entire length of the
threads because there will be no thread pitch change
of the threads where the nut held the bolt or the first

screw has been stretched past its yield strength. This

five or so threads of a cap screw in a tapped hole. This

type of failure can be identified visually by a ‘dog bone’

is because all of the stretching in tension and thread

appearance of the threaded portion, much like taffy

deformation occurs between the nut and bolt head.

when pulled.

Overloaded Causes
[1] Improper Fastener Grades
¤

Here, the bolt is not strong enough for the applied
loads and will yield.

¤

The bolt may fail or be loose when the external
loads are removed.

An overloaded fastener will also cause a loose
connection. If the service loads exceed the proof load

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

¤

If the nut does not match the grade of the bolt, the
nut will fail.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 108
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PENN ENGINEERING
5190 Old Easton Road, Danboro, PA 18916
TEL 1-800-237-4736
FAX 215-766-0143

EMAIL

info@pemnet.com

WEB

www.pemnet.com

SELF-CLINCHING FASTENERS & STAINLESS STEEL ASSEMBLIES:
APPLICATION SUCCESS by Michael J. Rossi, Marketing Services Supervisor
When designers need an ideal fastening solution
for attachment applications in which metal sheets may
be too thin to be tapped, or where extruded or stamped
threads would be impractical, self-clinching fasteners are
often the answer.
Upon permanent installation, they become an integral
part of the assembly – never loosening or falling out,
never needing to be restrained from rotation with a tool,
and never having to be handled again.
On the flip side, self-clinching fasteners can also
allow for repeated component removal and re-attachment
as needed, unlike conventional welds and adhesives.
They can significantly reduce loose hardware count and
promote thinner and lighter designs. The end result –
quicker assembly, lower production costs, and optimized
performance and reliability.

The Self-Clinching Installation Process
In general, installation of self-clinching fasteners
is accomplished by pressing the fastener into place in
a properly sized drilled or punched hole. This process
causes displaced sheet material (softer than the fastener)
to cold flow into a specially designed annular recess in the
shank or pilot of the fastener, locking the fastener into
place.
A common misconception is that all stainless steel
self-clinching fasteners will perform as intended in all
stainless sheets. However, the self-clinching installation
process requires that the fastener always be harder than
its host sheet.
With differing stainless-steel levels available, and
varying degrees of corrosion resistance required depending
on the application, the decision-making process for
choosing a fastener can be challenging.
When pairing stainless steel self-clinching

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

fasteners with stainless steel assemblies, the following
considerations can help point the way to application
success.

Ensure Your Fastener Is Harder
Than The Host Sheet
Due to the installation method, the fastener must
always be sufficiently harder (typically 20 points on the
HRB hardness scale or 50 points on the HB hardness
scale) than the host material to ensure proper and
permanent installation. Sheets must also be in the
annealed condition to allow the displaced sheet material
to cold flow into the fastener’s undercut without fracturing.
Our catalog provides guidance on the max panel hardness
that each fastener is designed for.

Determine The Required Level Of
Corrosion Resistance
Know what kind of corrosion protection your application
requires. Precipitation-hardened stainless clinch fasteners
can provide extremely high corrosion resistance for use in
challenging environments including medical, food service,
fluid handling, and marine applications, among others.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 110
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Larry Borowski President
GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC.
2234 Wenneca Avenue, Fort Worth, TX 76102
TEL 817-870-8888 FAX 817-870-9199
EMAIL sales1@greensladeandcompany.com

WEB www.greensladeandcompany.com

MEASUREMENT OF NON-STANDARD FASTENERS
Quite often we get inquiries from customers asking

criteria. For example, we can start with a ½-13 Hex bolt

how to measure a particular feature on a special

and reduce the head height and machine two of the flats

fastener.

The “special” part of the fastener can range

narrower for a clearance issue. It would be expected

from material, to machined surfaces on threads or

that the head be first checked for standard conformance,

heads, to a special design resembling a faster. It can

and afterward be checked that the new height and new

also simply be a modification to size to accommodate a

across flats dimensions conformed to the new criteria.

special coating. Whatever it is that makes the fastener

If these modifications are controlled by a different

deviate from the standards, results in a “Non-Standard”

engineering drawing, that becomes your new criteria for

fastener.

inspection. If you are the manufacturer, care should be

Special material can cause performance issues, but

taken that the “standard” bolt you are starting with is

in this article we are going to focus on dimensional

capable of meeting the new drawing after modification.

measurements of non-atandard fasteners, specifically

For example, if the modified head requires a stricter

screws and bolts.

concentricity callout than the standard head, there may

A screw or bolt can be broken

down into two fundamental parts, which we will cover
individually. These are the head, which includes the
recess or drive feature, and the threads or shank.

be problems meeting the modified print requirements.
For those applications where the cost of special
tooling and processing is warranted, the sky is the
limit on what a fastener head can look like. In these

Measurement of Non-Standard Heads
Many times, engineers or end users cannot find

cases, the engineering print takes precedence over any
“standard.”

a head that meets their needs for the application at
hand, and they are not willing to go through the cost
of special tooling and processing to get it. The result
is a modified head, in some form or another. In these
cases, the heads should be checked for conformance to
“standard specifications” prior to the modification. After
the modification, the feature that was modified should
be checked to insure that it dimensionally meets the new

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC.
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233
EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

FRUSTRATED WITH YOUR CRM?
by Dennis Cowhey

Almost everyone I have talked to about their CRM

you waste your time and open up possibilities for errors.

efforts is frustrated. Their implementation has failed, or

Automating data sharing is often incomplete because

they are grappling with whatever they have. CRM systems

the two systems do not share the same definitions of

are often expensive, complicated, and are not integrated

what should be stored.

with the ERP software used to run the company.

The difference between one system’s user interface

People spend time and money on a CRM system

and another can be large or small. In both cases, it

because they want to make themselves and their

causes aggravation and slows down productivity. Two

salespeople more productive. Frequently the added

systems are not truly integrated unless they both use the

complexities and extra processes added by the CRM

same user interface.

system have the opposite of the desired effect.

The ERP developers and the CRM developers see

It is not uncommon for these changes to be met with

the world differently. These subtle differences regularly

resistance and a lack of user adoption. The salespeople skip

bring about design conflicts. ERP systems focus on

steps and find workarounds. A system is only as effective

keeping track of the history of what has happened

as the information flowing through it. For this reason, a CRM

and what quantifiably needs to be done. CRM systems

system has to be easier to use than it is not to use.

approach things based on what should have happened

At Computer Insights, Inc., we decided to help

and what someone hopes will happen.

relieve peoples’ frustrations by creating an optional

A quote to a prospect is one simple example of the

integrated CRM system in The Business Edge. Over the

difference in mindsets. A quote in an ERP system has

years, we have talked to hundreds of business owners

actual dollar amounts, quantities, and the date it was

about the challenges they face. We have taken that

created. Where a CRM system is more interested in an

knowledge and combined it with our mantra of “Simple,

estimated opportunity value. The ERP system sees a

Focused, Effective” and created a module called “CRM

single quote for three pieces at $100 that was created

Actions” that is woven into The Business Edge system.

last Thursday. On the other hand, the CRM system sees

TM

True Integration

the same quote as a potential to sell a quarter-million
dollars to the prospect over the next twelve months

Why do so many people struggle with integrating

with an estimated initial close-date of the first of next

the ERP system that runs their business with a CRM

month. If you are forced to use a single field for multiple

system? And why is integration important?

purposes, things get muddy fast, and you lose control.

The three biggest obstacles with integrating systems

All of our ERP and CRM features are fully integrated.

are redundant data, user interface, and fundamental

We have written everything with the same user interface.

approaches to information.

The Business Edge sees the world clearly from both

If you have to enter the same information twice,

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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points of view of an ERP and a CRM.
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org

STAFDA’S ANNUAL CONVENTION RELOCATES
by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
The Specialty Tools & Fasteners Distributors
Association (STAFDA) recently announced the relocation
of its 2021 Annual Convention & Trade Show from
Charlotte, NC to Orlando, FL. The Charlotte dates were
November 7-9 and the new Orlando dates are Sunday,
October 24 – Tuesday, October 26.
STAFDA’s Orlando Convention & Trade Show will
be held in the South Concourse of the Orange County
Convention Center (OCCC). The Trade Show will be in
South Hall SA2, the General Session in South Hall SA1,
and STAFDA’s educational workshops will take place on
the South 200 and 300 Levels.
STAFDA’s Opening Party will be a dynamite event on
Sunday night, October 24: a joint venue affair at Mario
Andretti’s Indoor Karting & Games and TopGolf. Both
facilities share a common parking lot and it’s only a 7-10
minute walk from the OCCC. They are self-contained
facilities with countless entertainment options along with
varied food and beverage choices.
The three host hotels for STAFDA attendees will be the
Hyatt Regency Orlando, Hilton Orlando, and Rosen Centre.
Both the Hyatt and Hilton have raised walkways to the
South Concourse and the Rosen Centre is directly across
International Drive from the South Concourse.
On Monday morning, October 25, entrepreneur…
innovator…and co-founder of Fast Company magazine,
Bill Taylor, will keynote STAFDA’s General Session.
Taylor has a passion for the ideas and practices that
are reshaping how organizations
compete, innovate, and win. He’ll
address these in his STAFDA
presentation: Talent, Culture, and
the New World of Work: How
to Unleash & Sustain Fierce
Execution & Nonstop Innovation.
As a young entrepreneur, Taylor

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

founded Fast Company, the bold business magazine
that redefined the genre and chronicled the tech-fueled
revolution which transformed business and work. In less
than six years, a magazine that took shape in borrowed
office space in Harvard Square sold for $340 million.
Chronicling and learning from free-thinking leaders
and game-changing companies is Taylor’s passion. In
a competitive environment where ordinary is not an
option, he’s a natural storyteller who inspires people to
transform their organizations and challenge themselves,
to make sure what they know doesn’t limit what they
can imagine about the future. Following his keynote
presentation, he’ll be in STAFDA Central in STAFDA’s
Trade Show from 12:00 – 12:45 p.m. signing copies of
his book, Simply Brilliant. The first 50 attendees in line
will receive a complimentary copy of the book.
Also speaking at the
General Session is Don Kudlak,
president, Aerosmith Fastening
Systems, Indianapolis, who’ll
present the Associate State of
the Industry. Aerosmith supplies
commercial contractors and
industrial fabricators with unique
fasteners to attach a variety of products to steel and
concrete. They also supply the RV, cargo, and utility trailer
manufacturing industries. Aerosmith recently expanded
into the mechanical and adhesive anchoring market.
Kudlak is a 30 year industry veteran having started
off with a STAFDA distributor, then moving onto ITW before
being recruited by Aerosmith in 2005.
More details on STAFDA’s Orlando meeting will be
forthcoming on the Association’s website and in the monthly
newsletter. STAFDA’s Orlando Convention registration opens
Monday, June 28 at 8 a.m. Central from the members-only
section of www.stafda.org.
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

TECHNOLOGY AND MEETINGS OF THE FUTURE
The demands of doing business during the pandemic
have helped us all become more comfortable with
gatherings using remote meeting software. Adoption of
new technologies has certainly taken a leap forward due
to the special circumstances of social distancing and
enforced isolation. People who had questioned their ability
to handle business through electronic interface have
become quite used to talking with their associates and
customers through little electronic pictures on a screen.
As with all such advances, we are just seeing the tip of
the iceberg as new wrinkles and nuances are added to
the capability of those systems. There is no doubt that
management’s ability to effectively control meetings will be
increasing greatly. This may be a good thing when it comes
to cost control and achievement of corporate objectives,
but some of the new anticipated features seem downright
scary when we consider the “Big Brother is watching you”
characteristics of these tools.
Recently, the Wall Street Journal published a special
section with a series of articles looking at the “Office of
the Future” (January 14, 2021). Among the series was
an article titled “Tech That Aims to Improve Meetings”
which talked about the bells and whistles coming down the
line to help meeting hosts and company managers pitch
their information more effectively to recipients. They also
have features to “manage” those participants. These are
designed to see who is paying attention so the leader can
direct questions to and wake up those whose minds might
be wandering. Clearly this would have to be used carefully
with customers and outsiders, but a control freak manager
might be attracted to this as a means of keeping his or her
employees on their toes.
Among some of the features foreseen are:

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

[1] Heart rate monitors for meeting participants to
measure engagement.
[2] Video tools to analyze facial expressions and
posture to measure engagement
[3] Artificial intelligence which would speak up to give
feedback or note who hasn’t spoken up and invite
them to comment.
[4] Monitoring speakers who have gone over their
allotted time or pointing out if someone is being cut
off or talked over.
[5] Reports generated showing relative performance of
meeting attendees when it comes to engagement
and contributions to the discussion
These features could be used by the host in real
time to tailor remarks to the group’s responses and to
determine when to take breaks or change the subject That
is all well and good, but I wonder if most of us are not ready
for such intimate monitoring of our behavior! Who would
want their career progress or job security to be impacted
by electronic surveillance of their personal behaviors while
sitting in a meeting? Would this lead to artificially engaged
people making useless and time wasting observations just
to rack up the participation points? It seems eerily similar
to the reports of “social credit” scores which we read are
being used in China to provide incentive or disincentive to
tow the government line or support government policy.
Some things on the horizon which may be more
appealing are designed to make the virtual meeting
experience even closer to an in person meeting. Consider
the use of “avatars which would mimic real time facial
expressions and body movements, allowing casual
conversations among certain participants and spontaneous
small group meetings to spring up.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 116
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JOINT CONFERENCE WITH SFA IS SET FOR FALL by Vickie Lester
Save the Date for Pac-West’s joint conference with
the Southwestern Fastener Association, October 20-23,
2021 at the Hilton Palacio del Rio in San Antonio, Texas.
More details will be available shortly, but you can be sure
it will contain relevant education and great social and
networking events.

¤ 20% discount on new subscriptions to the IFI
Technology Connection
¤ 20% discount off the print edition of the IFI Inch
Fastener Standards book
Details can be found at the association website, www.
pac-west.org

Pac-West Members Eligible for Discounts on IFI
Technology Connection Subscriptions and Manuals

Random Threads

Now there are even more reasons to be a member of

Be sure to check out the latest issue of Pac-West’s

Pac-West. Exclusive discounts on the following programs

Random Threads newsletter, The Rise of the Automated

offered by the Industrial Fasteners Institute are now

Warehouse, at www. lmpwfa.memberclicks.net/random-

offered to Pac-West members:

threads-march-2021.

¤ 10% discount on subscription renewals for IFI
Technology Connection

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

For more information about Pac-West contact Amy
Nijjar at 562-799-5509 amy@pac-west.org.
PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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Jo Morris Marketing Director, Fastener Training Institute

®

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

®

5318 East 2nd Street #325, Long Beach, CA 90803
TEL 562-473-5373 FAX 661-449-3232
EMAIL info@fastenertraining.org WEB www.fastenertraining.org

A BRAND-NEW OFFERING FOR
FASTENER BASICS TRAINING
The Fastener Training Institute is presenting Fastener

Week 11 - Anchors

Basics like you have never seen before – in 22 live

Week 12 - Vibration Resistance

webinar sessions! Instructed by Carmen Vertullo, each

Week 13 - Platings & Coatings

topic is discussed in an open format with the opportunity

Week 14 - Materials - Steel

to interact and ask questions. This fast-paced program will

Week 15 - Materials - Stainless Steel & Others

cover all the topics relevant to new fastener professionals

Week 16 - Fastener Quality Assurance

and is recommended for all sales, purchasing, warehouse,

Week 17 - Structural Bolting

quality, and management personnel.

Week 18 - Electronic Assembly Hardware

Each 90-minute session will start with an opportunity

Week 19 - Lifting Hardware

to ask questions covering the previous session and if

Week 20 - Aerospace Fasteners

you miss a week your subscription will provide unlimited

Week 21 - Fastener Inspection

access to all previously recorded Fastener Basics

Week 22 - Fastener Testing

Sessions. Students may join at any time and catch up at
their own pace.

Instructed by Carmen Vertullo who is one of the
most well-known and respected trainers and consultants

Each webinar will cover both inch and metric products

in the fastener industry. He has trained hundreds of

and will leave students prepared for advanced learning

fastener professionals in basic and advanced fastener

in the FTI’s Certified Fastener Specialist (CFS) training

industry topics. He has worked in fastener distribution

program.

and he knows about the issues and concerns that all

Here Are The Topics, Presented Biweekly
Week 1 - Fastener Standards & Screw Threads
- Including ISO Metric

fastener suppliers face daily. His goal is sharing his
knowledge and experience with the new generation of
fastener professionals and help tune-up the seasoned
experts. With Carmen’s help, students will come away

Week 2 - Bolts & Hex Cap Screws (Hex Head Products)

with knowledge that would take

Week 3 - Socket Products

years of experience to attain in

Week 4 - Machine Screws

just a few months. His ability to

Week 5 - Hex Nuts

present technical information in

Week 6 - Lock Nuts

an easily understandable way and

Week 7 - Blind Rivets

his endless and unforgettable

Week 8 - Tapping Screws

fastener war stories guarantee an

Week 9 - Pins & Washers

interesting and exciting learning

Week 10 - Other Non-Threaded Fasteners

experience.
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The Auto Bolt Company
is proud to announce and
welcome Garrett Hedges as
the Company’s V.P. of Sales.
Garrett will be responsible for
managing our internal and
external sales force. He will also
focus business development
and strategic planning. As a
Senior Executive, Garrett brings
over 20 years of experience
to Auto Bolt. His professional
background working in corporate
environments includes; building
products, distribution, tooling,
and manufacturing.
He is a customer-driven
leader, committed to building
long lasting relationships
with customers and his sales
teams. With his knowledge
and qualifications in product
development and sales
strategies, Garrett will no doubt
be a great fit here at Auto
Bolt. Garrett received his MBA
from the College of William
and Mary, Mason School of
Business. This husband and
father of 3, loves spending
time with his family, including
weekends at the soccer field.
Located in Cleveland, OH,
Autobolt is an independently
owned manufacturer of quality
fasteners since 1948. Auto Bolt
is a leading provider of fasteners
for various industrial, distribution
and original equipment markets
and applications to include Truck
and Trailer, Military, Construction
and Agricultural equipment, as
well as Automotive components.
For more information contact
The Auto Bolt Company by
telephone at 1-800-988-BOLT
or online at www.autobolt.net.
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

ECONOMIST TELLS NFDA:
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
Now is the time to invest in your fastener company,
economist Alex Chausovsky told the National Fastener
Distributors Association.
Expect 2021 to be a year of economic recovery and
positive business cycle, Chausovsky of ITR Economics
said in a virtual presentation to the NFDA. Looking
ahead, 2022 will be the “backside” of the economic
cycle and 2023 will have expansion, but at a slower
pace, he forecast.
His economic outlook is “very positive” and he
encouraged “aggressive” investment in your company.
Low interest rates encourage investment now,
Chausovsky added.
He dismissed the pandemic recession of 2020 as
“uncharacteristic.”
Late in the decade will be a depression, which
ITR has been forecasting for years. This year’s $3.1
trillion deficit and growing national debt and changing
population will be factors in an upcoming depression, he
warned.
The U.S. economy is stronger than many people give
it credit for.
Most leading economic indicators declined due
to the pandemic in Q2 of 2020, but “now all of the
indicators are rising,” Chausovsky pointed out. U.S.
industrial production is especially strong.
The U.S. fairs far better than China, Mexico and
Vietnam on risk factors, Chausovsky said. Europe has
the disadvantage of being more expensive and other
countries have higher supply chain risks.
U.S. employment is strong. Unemployment is
primarily in the hotel, travel and retail industries and “not
manufacturing,” Chausovsky emphasized.
American citizens’ disposable income has gone up
and the “U.S. consumer is in a strong financial position.”
Americans have been “buying goods rather than

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

services,” Chausovsky explained.
Expect expansion of spending through the end of
2023.
Among the strongest industries this year: Singlefamily housing and heavy duty trucks.
Single-family housing “is on fire now” and usually
leads economic growth. Non-residential lags and most
recently was down 5.2%, Chausovsky explained.
Single-family housing was up 12.3% and is likely to
rise 20% this year. Multi-family housing is “overbuilt,”
Chausovsy said.
OEMs are reporting solid growth at 9.6% in the past
quarter. U.S. new machinery orders are up.
The defense industry – driven by congressional
spending – has reported strong growth for the past four
years and will likely continue, he forecast.
The electronics industry has benefited for the “work
from home” response to the pandemic.
Now is the time to spend on your business. You
need to hire salespeople now. “You can not wait for
business to come to you,” he advised.
For your business you should be asking, “Where
are the bottlenecks?” in your business and invest
in efficiency. “Automate, automate, automate,” he
advised.
“What do you wish you’d done in 2010?” is a
question for now, Chausovsky said. Consider investment
in acquisitions, adding products to sell and in efficient
processes.
Expect U.S. infrastructure spending based on
political pressure. There are price increases and some
suppliers are changing from 30-day price quotes to 10
day, he finds. The U.S. economy is stronger than people
realize, he said.
“Take advantage of other people’s pessimism. Now
is the time to act,” Chausovsky declared.

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

BLIND RIVETS ARE “UNIVERSAL” FASTENERS

There has been many discussions about blind rivets,

being joined together. Installation may be accomplished

many of these discussions occurred during and after my

by a mechanically operated tool, or in some special

seminars that I conducted in the USA, Europe, Asia,

cases, through an impact where a pin is driven into the

Bahrain etc.. Many points of discussion and questions

rivet shell causing an upset, or formation on the blind

were similar in all seminar locations. I will discuss some

side. Some blind rivets styles involve lock spindles and

of the questions asked.

other special features which go beyond the two piece

[Q] What Is A Blind Rivet Or Blind Fastener?

configuration.
Originally, blind fastening was conceived as a

[A] A blind rivet or blind fastener is a mechanical

labor-saving concept of nonoperator control and was

device which can join components parts in an assembly

extensively refined during WW11 to overcome severe

where access for fastener installation and activation is

labor shortage.

available from only one side. Specifically, a blind rivet

Bur a significant distinction should be made at

is a blind fastener, having a self-contained mechanical

this point, that the term “blind” associated with these

feature which permits formation of an upset on the blind

fasteners is not an application limitation that they

end of the rivet, and expansion of the rivet shank during

can only be used in blind applications. Really, it’s an

rivet setting to join components parts of an assembly.

enhancement of the product to be used in that fashion.

A blind rivet is a mechanical fastener for installation

Today they are many applications where blind side

in a prepared hole (either drilled or punched) from one

fastening is not the primary requirement. Rather, these

side of the workpiece to fasten two or more thicknesses

fasteners are selected because they represent a well-

of material. We define a blind rivet as a two fastener in

controlled lightweight inexpensive low-installed cost

which installation is from one side only of whatever is

saving.
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OBITUARY
Robert J Key owner and
founder of Key Bellevilles, Inc.
passed away January 27, 2021
in his home. Known by most
as Bob, Key traveled the World
selling and promoting Belleville
springs for the last 50 years. After
graduating Summa Cum Laude
from Dickinson College in 1957
with a Doctor of Jurisprudence,
Bob thought law would be his only
profession. However, in 1967 after
two gentlemen backed out of a deal, they
asked Bob to facilitate, he found himself in the
manufacturing business. Bob operated Ohio
Spring Specialties in Ohio, before relocating to
their current location, in Leechburg Pennsylvania,
a few years later. Like anything he did Bob put
everything into getting Key Bellevilles up and
running. He would fly his Cessna 182 all over
the country meeting with engineers to explain

how Bellevilles could be a better fit for their
application. All of Bob’s hard work paid off as Key
Bellevilles became a more recognized name in
the industry. Key Bellevilles products have been
used in everything from the space station to the
mechanical shark in ‘Jaws’. Key Bellevilles will
continue to operate with all the same people in
place and Bob’s wife, Patty, stepping into the
role of President.

KEY BELLEVILLES, INC.
We are the largest Disc Spring Manufacturer!
•
•
•
•
•

Complete size range from .236” to 36” O.D. & 3” Thick
Largest Raw Material and Finished Inventory in the World
We manufacture Metric Parts to DIN Specs
Complete Line of Stainless and Inconel Parts
10,000 Different Sizes in Stock

Call toll free from anywhere in the U.S. and Canada at:
Phone: 1-800-245-3600 • Fax: 1-800-847-1672

Key Bellevilles, Inc.

Visit Our Websit
or Call for a FR e
Engineering CDEE

100 Key Lane • Leechburg, PA 15656-9531 U.S.A.
Phone: 724-295-5111 • Fax: 724-295-2570
www.keybellevilles.com • e-mail: sales@keybellevilles.com
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COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY
1351 Armor Blvd, Mundelein, Il 60060
TEL 847-918-0333 EMAIL sales@componentsforindustry.com

WEB

www.componentsforindustry.com

COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY: YOUR
WORLDWIDE PROVIDER OF COMPONENTS
CFI was founded in 1991 by Kevin Christie. Fresh
out of college, Kevin Christie found himself looking for
job opportunities. He found his home at a medium-sized
fastener distributor in the Chicago area. He spent a few
years working with standard fasteners and processing
orders until he came across an opportunity to provide
custom components. During his time at that company,
he had found that the standard system for this industry
had a fundamental flaw: communication. Kevin had spent
time building relationships through Fax and Telex with
the overseas manufacturing plants. Instead of delegating
purchasing and product management to a purchasing
agent, he took on the responsibility himself. When the day
came that an opportunity to provide custom components

account management led him to become an excellent

arose, he sought his friends’ help on the other side of the

salesman and owner; however, to the surprise of Kevin

Globe. This opportunity eventually came to fruition, but he

(and probably Annie), Annie’s sales abilities were unlike

came to an impossible bottleneck as a junior salesman at

anything he had seen in his then-half-decade of sales

his company. The company required things to be done by

experience. Annie and Kevin both had vastly different

the book, and Kevin wanted to change the book entirely.

approaches to business and sales. Kevin, with a calm

At this point, Kevin and Annie’s friendship rekindled. Annie

intensity and logical thinking. Annie, with the ability to

and Kevin had been friends since childhood. With Annie’s

form long-lasting connections with strangers from all

friendly push, Kevin began pursuing a different career path.

walks of life. Together, with their incredibly different styles

Using the relationships he had cultivated over a short time,

and mindsets, they took the small business and grew it,

he became a manufacturing representative. Simply put,

part-by-part, to what it is today.

this did not last long. Kevin’s aspirations were larger.

Although differing in many ways, one fundamental

Kevin began CFI and recruited Annie to be the

truth has remained consistent through 30 years of

co-owner, to run the books’ side of things. Annie always

business; a culture, a way of thinking. It is the essence

had a knack for numbers, but only when dollar signs

of “what” CFI is and “how” CFI does it. Simply put:

were put before them. Together, Annie and Kevin took

friendship, family, partnership. Talk to anyone who has

on an already crowded room in custom and standard

worked with CFI before; they will say the same. It’s an

fastener distribution. Kevin’s experience with sales and

experience unmatched in this industry.
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

MWFA PRESENTS FSTNR WEEK
by Nancy Rich

The Mid-West Fastener Association will host their
39th Table Top Show on August 17th, 2021. Fastener
suppliers are invited to showcase their products and/
or services at this one-day show. The MWFA hosts an
annual Table Top Show allowing suppliers a convenient
venue to showcase as they do at other shows but at a
more economical fee and in the heart of the fastener
industry. The fastener industry has the luxury of being

August 16th-20th
In keeping with the concerns of safety for our
members, the MWFA has chosen to move some of
their events to later in the year to allow time for more
normalcy. To make it easier for industry and your
personal scheduling we have put our major events into
one week. This is what the week looks like. COVID 19

able to showcase their product in a booth or Table Top
environment. The MWFA appeals to all exhibitors by
offering each every other year. Exhibitor registration
is being accepted at this time. The floor plan will be
finalized six weeks before the show based on COVID
regulations. At that time we will reach out to exhibitors,
for exhibit selection, in the order registrations were

protocol will be followed at all events.

received

August 16th

2 chairs, table company sign, two lunches, and free

Basic Print Reading Seminar - 9:00am-12:00pm

Exhibit space includes:

Skirted 6’ x 30” table,

attendee passes.

Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL
Attendees will have the opportunity to learn: what
are prints, types of prints, understanding what is on
prints, technical components of prints and part to print
recognition.

75th Anniversary/Hall of Fame Dinner - 6:00pm
Venuti’s Ristorante, Addison, IL
It all started when the average cost of a new house
was $5,600, average wages were $2,500 (yes, a year),
gas was 15 cents a gallon, coffee was 85 cents for 2

August 17th
MWFA Fastener Show - 12:00pm-4:00pm
Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

pounds, a new car was $1,120 and the first electric
blanket came out. 1946 was the debut of the Chicago
Bolt, Nut & Screw Association.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 124
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SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
30 Rock Avenue, Danielson, CT 06239
TEL 1-860-774-8571 FAX 1-860-774-2048

EMAIL info@spirol.com WEB www.spirol.com

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DISC SPRINGS
AND BELLEVILLE WASHERS by Nicholas Bunt, Product Specialist
While both Disc Springs and Belleville Washers may
be suitable for your application, they are not always
interchangeable. This white paper breaks down some of
the important differences, and why a disc spring may be
more beneficial for your application.
Disc Springs and Belleville Washers are both
conically shaped spring washers typically made from

spring steels and designed to be loaded axially. Both can
provide a higher degree of force in a relatively compact
area as compared to coil springs or wave springs. While
the terms “Disc Springs” and “Belleville Washers” are
often used interchangeably, there are some technical,
design, and application differences between the two
products:

Belleville Washers are primarily used in heavy
duty applications fastened together with a bolt where
the load is considered static. Disc Springs can be
statically loaded either continuously or intermittently, or
dynamically subjected to continuous load cycling. Unlike
Belleville Washers, Disc Springs are designed specifically
to provide a repeatable force-travel relationship, and
have a long and predictable fatigue life in dynamic or
cycling applications. Disc Springs are commonly found
in a variety of applications including pressure controls
and regulators, vehicle braking systems, valves, shock
absorbers, clutches, friction assemblies, and joints where

thermal / weight cycling occurs. Disc Springs can be used
as a single piece, or combined together into different
configurations in stacks to achieve the desired forcedeflection performance.
A defined list of standard Disc Spring sizes and
associated load and deflection characteristics is available
in DIN EN 16983 (formerly DIN 2093).
Selecting the most appropriate Disc Spring or Disc
Stack configuration can be challenging. It is recommended
that designers partner with experts in Disc Spring
Application Engineering to determine the optimum Disc
Spring for a particular application.
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Nelson Valderrama
Nelson Valderrama is the CEO of Intuilize, a software Service platform that specializes
in helping mid-sized distributors transform data into profits. With more than 22 years’
experience as P&L manager executive for major PE firms and industrial distributors.
Nelson has dedicated his career to help business uncover hidden competitive advantages
and unleash the power of data in the new Digital Economy. For more information
contact by email nelson@intuilize.com or visit www.intuilize.com

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS: HOW SIMPLE
ANALYTICS CAN MAKE YOU MAJOR PROFITS
For me, the easiest way to understand complex
concepts has always been to see them in a real-world
context. That’s why today, I thought it would be nice to
take a quick dive into a recent client exchange which I
think perfectly sums up one of the most basic principles
of business analytics: customer segmentation!

Diagnosing A Simple Problem
While working with this client - a mid-sized hardware
distributor with 1000+ accounts serving OEM, MRO
and various contracts — they presented me with a very
familiar challenge: Their revenue was growing; they
were considering revamping their e-commerce; and
they started wondering, how the hell were they going to
manage their pricing through all these channels?!
While talking with the client about how they
classified their customers, I confirmed what I have
experienced time and time again while doing due
diligence for Private Equity firms — all owners know
by heart almost everything about their top 10-25%
customers, but when asked about the customers in the
middle of their profit range, they barely have a word or
two to describe them.
I asked this client of mine “why are you giving better
pricing to some of the guys in the middle of the list than
the top ones?” After a couple of seconds of silence…he
realized that he didn’t know for sure.

Segmentation Is A Surefire Fix
I described to our client that a simple but
comprehensive customer categorization (also know
as segmentation or stratification) could be a good
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framework for his organization (not just him or the pricing
guy). Simply put, through categorization, when anyone
at his company was talking about “Account XYZ”, they
would know immediately if that account was a “Core”,
“VIP”, “Standard” or “Drain” account.

So What Do These Mean?
For a Core account (a segment that typically
represent >50% of your total GM$) you do almost
anything. VIP accounts are just shy of being Core
accounts, so you want to really focus on nurturing and
developing them. Standard accounts are your come-andgo customers but provide a nice GM$ at lower cost to
serve. And the Drain accounts are actually losing you
GM$, meaning it’s time to review the cost to serve them.
This categorization or segmentation method has
been use for decades in the B2C world, especially by
the biggest companies in our field. For example, Grainger
has Wall Street talking about their mid-size customers
and how that segment is growing by double digits…but
the reality is that when you dig into their financials the
revenue from that segment only represents 12% of their
customer base!

Finding Real Profits Hidden In Plain Sight
When we completed my client’s customer
categorization, the list of his Core customers came out
expected - but the remaining accounts were where the
fun began…
Much to his surprise, a couple of my client’s
accounts surfaced as true VIP customers with obvious
potential for growth.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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GOEBEL FASTENERS INC.
5650 Guhn Rd Suite 110, Houston, Texas 77040
TEL 713-393-7007 FAX 713-393-7084 EMAIL sales@goebelfasteners.com

WEB

www.goebelfasteners.com

UNDERSTANDING THE VARIATIONS
AND BENEFITS OF RIVET NUTS
Rivnuts were originally developed in the late 1930s

make them suitable for various applications where other

by the BF Goodrich Company and sold under the

blind rivets won’t do. We’ve already mentioned aviation

trademark RIVNUT®. They are also known as blind rivet

manufacturing, but rivet nuts can also be used for

nuts or threaded inserts. The makeup of a rivnut is

appliances, automotive manufacturing, office furniture,

one piece that is threaded internally which is able to

playground equipment, solar installations, electronics,

be anchored entirely on one side. The rivnuts were first

boats, pools and hot tubs, military equipment, and even

used to mount de-icing boots to aircraft wings. Rivnuts

bicycles.

are now available in many variations and sizes and

Rivet nuts are more versatile than self-tapping

therefore used for many different fastening capabilities.

screws or pressed inserts. They can be made from steel,

But they are also still important components for aviation.

stainless steel, brass, and other materials, and are not

A main strength of rivet nuts are that, just like

affected by heat, which makes them more convenient for

with traditional rivets, they are blind. Meaning, these

applications such as plastic or wood where conventional

fasteners can be installed securely from one side of

welding is impractical.

the work piece. No need to struggle to reach around the

Body styles vary for rivet nuts, with round body rivet

back of the bolt to fasten the material with a nut. Once

nuts being most common. These are found in either

the rivet nut is installed, fasten your material through

plain or serrated style. Serrated bodies are ideal for

the rivet nut with any compatible externally threaded

smaller sized rivet nuts in thin sheet materials where

fastener and you’re all set.

the serrations help to grip more firmly in softer materials

The rivet nut itself can be installed into a variety of a

such as aluminum. However, when set correctly plain

different materials including metal, plastic, fiberglass and

bodied rivet nuts offer no degradation in performance

carbon fiber. Rivet nuts offer a number of advantages that

over serrated bodied rivet nuts.
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GOEBEL FASTENERS UNDERSTANDING THE VARIATIONS & BENEFITS OF RIVET NUTS from page 54

To perform the measurement, the
pins are pressed flat against the face
of the gage using a surface plate or
any other hard flat surface and the
indicator is zeroed. The fastener’s hex
feature is then aligned with the pins
and is pressed up against the gaging
diameter. The resultant value shown
on the indicator is the wrenching
height.
Suppliers of external hex drive
fasteners must carefully read the
specifications for the parts they supply and use the

inspection characteristic. As stated earlier, wrenching

correct gaging method to evaluate wrenching height.

height is vital to achieving correct and consistent

Wrenching height is not an insignificant, or an optional

fastener tightness in the final assembly.
GOEBEL FASTENERS
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Birmingham Fastener
and Supply Inc. is thrilled to
announce the addition of our
newest branch manager, Nick
Overholt, to the team. Nick
brings a vast amount of bolting
knowledge in the structural
steel fabrication sector of our
marketplace. Previously, Nick
worked at Atlantic Fasteners
for eight years and managed
their key structural steel
fabrication accounts. Nick
is a passionate golfer and a
graduate of Virginia Tech.
Nick will use his extensive
knowledge and salesmanship to
extend the Birmingham Fastener
footprint in the Carolinas and
Atlantic region of the east coast.
Birmingham Fastener has a
manufacturing and distribution
facility within one-day transit time
of this region. In the interim, we
will utilize these locations to
service customers. In the near
future, we will be opening up in
the Carolinas as we understand
the value of quick turnaround.
Birmingham Fastener always
looks to our Core Values when
making business decisions.
With over 1,000,000 sq.ft.
of manufacturing floor space
dedicated to making anchor
bolts, structural fasteners,
oil and gas fasteners,
water works fasteners, and
special fasteners our goal
continues to be customer
service and customer loyalty.
Our customers are our
shareholders and we are here
to serve you.
For more information
contact Birmingham Fastener
Inc. by Tel:1-800-695-3511 or
online at www.bhamfast.com.
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Jay-Cee Sales and Rivet
Inc., a Master Distributor of
Rivets and other threaded
fasteners, announced today
that it has been approved for
and issued a Certificate of
Registration for ISO 9001:2015.
To achieve this certification,
an organization needs to
demonstrate its ability to
consistently provide products
and services that meet customer
and applicable statutory and
regulatory requirements.
“We are very proud of this
achievement,” says Greg
Weitzman, Vice President of JayCee Sales & Rivet, Inc. “The
certification verifies the quality
of our products and shows our
dedication and commitment to
our customers.”
Jay-Cee Sales and Rivet Inc.
a family owned business since
1948 is a Master Distributor
of Rivets and other threaded
fasteners to many different
industries including automotive,
medical, and aerospace
just to name a few. The ISO
9001:2015 registered company
stocks more than 60,000
different parts and carries 8
million pounds of inventory.
They have an e-commerce
site for their rivet and rivet nut
line, www.rivetsonline.com and
www.valuefastener.com for their
threaded fasteners.
For more information about
Jay-Cee Sales and Rivet Inc,
contact them at 32861 Chesley
Dr., Farmington, MI 48336. Toll
Free: 888-527-4838, Tel:248478-2150, Fax: 248-478-6416,
Email sales@rivetsinstock.com or
online at www.rivetsonline.com.
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NUTS, BOLTS & THINGAMAJIGS
2135 Point Blvd., Elgin, IL 60123
TEL 1-888-394-4362 EMAIL info@nutsandboltsfoundation.org

WEB

www.nutsandboltsfoundation.org

RESEARCH FINDINGS SHOW MANUFACTURING
CAMPS HELP RECRUIT FUTURE SKILLED WORKERS
Nuts, Bolts & Thingamajigs® (NBT), the Foundation
of the Fabricators & Manufacturers Association, Intl.®
(FMA), is proud to announce the publication of its firstever Program Impact Study report. NBT embarked on
the research project earlier this year to evaluate the
effectiveness of the foundation’s programs, specifically
summer manufacturing camps, in fulfilling NBT’s mission
to inspire the next generation workforce to pursue careers
in manufacturing. Additionally, the study provides evidence
that NBT’s manufacturing camps are successful in
creating mutually beneficial partnerships with the schools
that host camps and the manufacturing companies that
support them.
Under the guidance of independent evaluator Holly
Lewandowski, president of Evaluation for Change Inc,
NBT collected and analyzed survey data from various
individuals and organizations served. Groups of
respondents included past and current camp participants,

equipment and learn about courses and programs to

participants’ parents / guardians, camp directors or

continue building on those skills.

instructors from host schools, and representatives from

¤ NBT camps provide meaningful benefits to the

manufacturing supporters such as companies that provide

schools and organizations that host camps and to the

sponsorships, plant tours, guest speakers, or material

local manufacturers that sponsor and support the camps.

donations to camps in their area.

“Findings from the impact study validate what we at
NBT have known for a while,” said Ed Dernulc, foundation

The report includes the following key findings:

director. “Reaching individuals at the prime ages of 12 to

¤ NBT camps expose middle and early high school

16 years old and exposing them to manufacturing jobs in

youth to manufacturing careers and increase their

their community is key to influencing their future career

awareness of educational pathways and manufacturing

choices. The results prove to companies and prospective

jobs in their community.

donors that NBT summer manufacturing camps are

¤ NBT camps provide a fun, engaging atmosphere for
camp participants to learn new skills using manufacturing

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

effective in building a pipeline for their skilled workforce
of tomorrow.”

NUTS, BOLTS & THINGAMAJIGS
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FASTENER FAIR USA HEADS TO CLEVELAND, OHIO
NOVEMBER 8-10, 2021
Conference and trade show event to feature best
practices in industrial and supply chain management.
The 2021 Fastener Fair USA will include a dynamic,
day-long educational program on November 8, and a
productive, two-day expo geared to the entire fastener
industry on November 9 and 10.
Fastener Fair USA is the only exhibition in the
U.S. dedicated to the full supply chain – distributors,
mechanical

and

design

engineers,

purchasers,

wholesalers and OEMs, and for 2021, an expanded
emphasis on manufacturing. In October 2020, Fastener
Fair USA and the International Fastener Machinery
& Suppliers’ Association (IFMSA) entered a multiyear agreement to bring the International Fastener
Manufacturing Exhibition to Fastener Fair USA beginning
with the November 2021 show.

Fastener Fair USA 2021 will produce a pre-show
conference program on November 8, as well as technical

From automotive to aerospace, construction to

sessions on the floor on products and processes

HVAC, furniture to appliances, fastener professionals

impacting the industry. Key among these is a heightened

from every segment of the market find the latest products

interest among OEMs and distributors in sourcing

they need at Fastener Fair USA and the manufacturing

fasteners and fixtures closer to point of use. The

sectors it serves.

pandemic has complicated the global supply chain, and
more firms are expected to examine the potential to
source more of their fastener production and processing,
like adhesive application and coating, closer to home, or
in some cases, in house.

Cleveland the Perfect Location
“We’re excited to return to Cleveland, and present
the most robust Fastener Fair USA yet,” said Bob
Chiricosta, Event Director for Fastener Fair in the U.S.
and Mexico. “Given Ohio’s renaissance in advanced
manufacturing, Cleveland is the perfect setting for the
next Fastener Fair USA.”
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MID-ATLANTIC FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

3211 West 9th Street, Trainer, PA 19061

TEL

610-430-8615 (Lubker Distribution)

EMAIL

MAFDA ANNOUNCES NEW HIRE

info@mafda.com

WEB

www.mafda.com

by Bill Bankoske, President

The Mid-Atlantic Fastener Distributor Association
(MAFDA) is pleased to announce that we hired Maria
Ungaro from Lubker Distribution as a part time
administrator. With Maria on board we are planning on
updating our website, and moving more of the day to day
association communications to Maria to handle.

after you join our email list make sure that you keep

MAFDA in conjunction with Brighton-Best International

alert for more information for our annual golf outing that

is planning on holding an abbreviated Fastener 101

will be held on Thursday, September 9 at Applecross

virtual class in April or May. Please make sure that you

Country Club in Downington, Pennsylvania. We are also

follow @MAFDA_US on twitter and join our email list by

very optimistic that we will be able to have our annual

emailing Maria at mungaro@lubkerdist.com so that you

holiday dinner.

can stay informed of exact dates and times of when we
will be having the class.
Please make sure that you follow us on Twitter and

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

If you haven’t already please make sure that you get
your COVID vaccine! We are all in this together and need
to do everything possible to get back to normal.
MID-ATLANTIC FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

IMPROVING THE RECEIVING PROCESS
You Can’t Ship What You Don’t Know You Have
Even if the merchandise is right in front of your eyes
if it isn’t fully received, in the system and accounted for,
shipping the carton to a customer is a not just a bad idea,
it’s an invitation to theft and another brick in the path
of good intentions on the road to bankruptcy. Accounting
and Warehouse Management Systems (WMS) rely on
timely, accurate and honest
inputs. This starts with the
receiving process.

Taking Control Of
Receiving Does Not Begin
In Your Building
Both scheduling and
predictability can be built into
the ordering process. We often
take this for granted with FedEx and UPS deliveries
and plan the operations around the carrier’s schedule
regardless of whether it makes sense for our context. If
the staff and dock doors are maxed out in the mornings
work with the shippers and/or common carriers to
establish a mutually beneficial afternoon schedule.
Similarly regular full truck and Less Than Load (LTL)
shipments can be timed to avoid congestion at your dock
and get the carrier’s truck back on the road sooner. Doing
this isn’t very difficult, it only takes a phone call, Email or
letter. Establishing a “preferred carrier” relationship and
specifying a cooperative trucker on the order can create a
team instead of individuals working at cross purposes.
This leads to knowing what volume and items
are coming, thus setting the stage for labor utilization
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efficiency, inventory accuracy and planned resource
allocations. The objective is to level the labor and dock
peaks/valleys to eliminate downtime followed by frantic
activity. Good managers maintain a steady flow of goods
and workload. Poor management leads to stress and an
unmotivated staff.
For larger facilities a simple trick is to direct inbound
freight to the door closest
to where the materials will
be stored or utilized. This
isn’t difficult once you make
dock planning a habit. One
of our clients had a building
of 200,000 square feet,
200’ deep X 1,000’ long with
70 doors. Directing freight
inbound and out according to
the inventory storage pattern
saved hundreds of thousands of dollars in just 3
months. If your warehouse holds customer inventory,
has some seasonality or if the product line has interrelationships (ex. threaded rod with associated washers
and nuts) keep the products together in the warehouse
and bring the trucks to the dock door closest to the point
of storage or usage.

Running A Good Operation Means Never
Having To Say You’re Sorry
It’s what makes customers and management love
you. When the receiving department clearly and accurately
labels the incoming products errors at every point down
the line are reduced or eliminated.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 130
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.

Tampa . Charlotte . Chicago . Dallas . Los Angeles . Philadelphia
TEL 1-888-241-0203 FAX 1-888-241-2096 EMAIL sales@daggerz.com WEB www.daggerz.com

INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC. LAUNCHES DAGGERZ U
International Fasteners, Inc. announces the launch
of Daggerz U, a university built to offer online training
for their products and applications. Focused on offering
the same quality and value as they do for their products,
International Fasteners, Inc. is striving to provide a
unique training experience for those in the industry.
With the tagline “Welcome to Screw School,” Daggerz
U currently offers four courses ranging from the basics
such as Screw Identification as well as Terminology
and Specifications to more in-depth training on the
applications of Long Length Self Drills and Wood and
Light Gauge Framing. Each course is designed to provide
an informative presentation or video followed by a quiz
to test your knowledge. Each course offers the ability to
revisit the presentation or video to ensure you have every
opportunity to learn the material or even just review.
International Fasteners, Inc. plans on releasing two
new courses on the 15th of every month. New courses
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will appear on the homepage and will be announced on
their social media channels. To get started, go to the
Daggerz™ website www.daggerz.com and select Training.
Known as the Distributor’s Choice for Daggerz™
brand Quality Construction Fasteners, International
Fasteners, Inc. offers one of the most comprehensive
fastener selections and are sold exclusively through
the distribution channel. Fastener offerings include an
extensive line of self drill screws, drywall screws, deck
screws, wood screws, concrete screws, post frame
screws, needle point screws, panel clip screws, specialty
aluminum industry screws, bonded washers, bits and
threaded rod. All of the Daggerz™ brand screws are
packaged in color coded cartons for ease of material
identification and are shipped from any one of the six
stocking locations throughout the US.
Make International Fasteners, Inc. your choice for
online training today!
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc. Roman
graduated from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree with a minor
in Psychology. He earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with an emphasis
in Accounting and recevied his JD degree from Southern Illinois University. Roman is a
licensed CPA as well as being a licensed attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is
in high demand for his expertise in financial, legal and tax matters. His areas of expertise
include mergers and acquisitions, contracts, real estate law, tax and estate planning.

AN ANALYSIS AND OVERVIEW OF
THE SECOND ROUND OF PPP FUNDING
On December 27, 2020, late Sunday night, President
Trump signed into law the $900 billion COVID-19 relief bill
that was passed approximately a week before by Congress.
The legislation, the Consolidated Appropriations Act of
2021, calls for direct payments to individuals and funding
to other various communities and sectors that have been
hit hardest directly by COVID-19.
This article will specifically examine the second round
of Paycheck Protection Program (also known as PPP2)
funding administered by the Small Business Association
using local banks of potential applicants. First, it will
discuss who is eligible to apply for PPP2 funds. Next, it
will discuss the loan terms of PPP2 funds in addition to
changes that have been made with regards to obtaining
funding. Finally, it will address the tax deductibility issue
created by the bill.
PPP2 loans will be available to first-time qualified
borrowers in addition to businesses that previously received
a PPP loan. Specifically, previous PPP recipients may apply
for another loan of up to $2 million, provided they meet the
following guidelines:
¤ Business has 300 or fewer employees.
¤ Business must have used or will use the full
amount of their first PPP loan.
¤ Business can show a 25% gross revenue decline
in any 2020 quarter compared with the same
quarter in 2019.
PPP2 also provides potential funding to Sec. 501(c)(6)
business leagues, such as chambers of commerce, visitors’
bureaus, etc., and destination marketing organizations,
provided they have 300 or fewer employees and do not
receive more than 15% of receipts from lobbying. The bill
allows borrowers that returned all or part of a previous PPP
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loan to reapply for the maximum amount available to them.
PPP2 will also permit first-time funding to the following
entities:
¤ Businesses with 500 or fewer employees that are
eligible for other SBA 7(a) loans.
¤ Sole proprietors, independent contractors, and
eligible self-employed individuals.
¤ Not-for-profits, including churches.
¤ Accommodation and food services operations with
fewer than 300 employees per physical location.
As with the first round of PPP funding, the costs eligible
for loan forgiveness with PPP2 include payroll, rent, covered
mortgage interests, and utilities. PPP2 also makes the
above costs eligible for forgiveness so long as the same
terms that applied for PPP1 are followed: the borrower
must spend no less than 60% of the funds on payroll over
the covered period of eight weeks or twenty-four weeks.
The PPP borrower will likely receive 2.5 times their average
monthly payroll cost in the year prior to the loan or the
calendar year, similarly to PPP1.
The new COVID-10 relief bill also simplifies the
application process for loans under $150,000 or less.
Specifically, a borrower shall receive forgiveness if a
borrower signs and submits to the lender a certification that
is not more than one page in length, includes a description
of the number of employees the borrower was able to retain
because of the loan, the estimated total amount of the
loan spent on payroll costs, and the total loan amount. The
SBA must create the simplified application form within 24
days of the bill’s enactment and may not require additional
materials unless necessary to substantiate revenue loss
requirements or satisfy relevant statutory or regulatory
requirements
CONTINUED ON PAGE 69
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Borrowers are required to retain relevant records
related to employment for four years and other records for
three years, as the SBA may review and audit these loans
to check for fraud.
The bill also specifies that business expenses
paid with forgiven PPP loans are tax-deductible. This
supersedes IRS guidance that such expenses could not
be deducted and brings the policy in line with what the
AICPA and hundreds of other business associations have
argued was Congress’s intent when it created the original
PPP as part of the CARES Act.
The COVID-19 relief bill clarifies that “no deduction
shall be denied, no tax attribute shall be reduced, and no
basis increase shall be denied, by reason of the exclusion
from gross income provided” by Section 1106 of the
CARES Act (which has been redesignated as Section 7A
of the Small Business Act). This provision applies to loans
under both the original PPP and subsequent PPP loans.
While the CARES Act excluded PPP loan forgiveness
from gross income, it did not specifically address whether
the expenses used to achieve that loan forgiveness

69
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would continue to be deductible, even though they would
otherwise be deductible. In April, the IRS issued Notice
2020-32, which stated that no deduction would be
allowed under the Internal Revenue Code for an expense
that is otherwise deductible if the payment of the expense
results in forgiveness of a PPP loan because the income
associated with the forgiveness is excluded from gross
income for purposes of the Code under CARES Act Section
1106(i).
In November, the IRS then expanded on this position
by issuing Rev. Rul. 2020-27, which held that a taxpayer
computing taxable income on the basis of a calendar
year could not deduct eligible expenses in its 2020 tax
year if, at the end of the tax year, the taxpayer had a
reasonable expectation of reimbursement in the form of
loan forgiveness on the basis of eligible expenses paid
or incurred during the covered period. Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin also argued against businesses being
able to deduct business expenses paid with forgiven, taxfree PPP funds, calling it an unwarranted double benefit
for businesses.
ROMAN BASI
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MEMORIAL TO CHARLES WILSON
by Laurence Claus

I was saddened to learn that Charlie Wilson, a longtime icon of the fastener industry and friend passed
away Monday, February 22, 2021.
Shortly after entering the fastener industry thirtyfour years ago, I would be quickly introduced to Charlie.
I began my engineering career with an IFI member
company whose leaders would “nominate” me to
represent our company on the
IFI’s technical committees. I
don’t remember many details
of those early meetings I
attended, but I do recall Charlie
welcoming me as if I had always
been part of the team and was
already an expert in my craft.
Charlie was good at putting
us young guys “at ease” and
with his encouragement would
help cement a perspective
in me and others that giving
knowledge and talent back to
the industry through voluntary
participation in fastener
standardization activities is an
honor and privilege.
Charlie currently holds the title of the longest
serving Technical Director of the IFI. In fact, he had
already served almost twenty-five years in this role
before I would meet him. When he finally hung up his
spurs, he had completed 44 years with the IFI, beginning
his journey in 1963 and retiring in 2007. During that
time, Charlie would accumulate an impressive array
of accomplishments and awards. Perhaps several of
the more memorable accomplishments include his
leadership role in the 1971 initiative to develop the
Optimum Metric Fastener System, his Chairmanship of
the ASTM Fastener Committee, F16, his Chairmanship
of ASME B18.4 which serves as the United States TAG
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to the ISO TC2 Fastener Committee, and his work on
the Fastener Quality Act in the late 80’s and early 90’s.
However, Charlie may be longest remembered for his
contribution to Fastener Terminology and his hard work
on both the ASME and ASTM terminology standards.
For all of his work supporting the fastener industry
and standardization, Charlie would be the recipient of
a number of very prestigious
awards. He was awarded the
Centennial Medallion by ASME
for excellence in service to
the mechanical engineering
profession, the Fred F.
Weingruber Award by ASTM for
his contributions to fastener
standardization, and the Frank
W. Reinhart Award by ASTM
for his contribution to fastener
terminology. He received a
Certificate of Appreciation
from the US Department of
Commerce for service to our
nation as a member of the
Fastener Quality Act Advisory
Committee. In 2005, Charlie
received one of the highest honors in the fastener
industry, the IFI Soaring Eagle George S. Case Sr.
Meritorious Service Award.
Charlie held a great passion for and possessed a
deep knowledge of the fastener industry. I learned a
great deal from him, but it was best summed up by a
contemporary of mine, that upon learning of Charlie’s
passing, shared the following with me, “[Charlie]
taught me a lot just being around him.” Charlie was
a good colleague and friend, and he will certainly be
missed. However, his work has left an enduring legacy
that our industry will continue to enjoy for many years
to come.
LAURENCE CLAUS
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WOMEN IN THE FASTENER INDUSTRY
PO Box 242, Northvale, NJ 07647
EMAIL events@fastenerwomen.com

WEB

www.fastenerwomen.com

WIFI ANNOUNCES 2021
OFFICERS AND BOARD MEMBERS
WIFI President Jen Kushnir
Jen currently holds the
position of Sales Manager for
DLP Coatings, Inc. DLP Coatings
is the industry leader in providing
superior quality painted fasteners
to a wide array of markets.

WIFI Vice President Jan Morr
Jan currently holds the position
of Regional Sales Manager at
Würth House of Threads, an
operating company of Würth
Industry North America (WINA).
Her role will cover Würth business throughout the Midwest
servicing the Construction Industry.

WIFI Treasurer Taryn Goodman
Taryn was named Vice
President of Finance at Industrial
Rivet & Fastener Co. in 2014.
In this role, she is responsible
for the financial operations of
the company and is involved in strategic, marketing and
human resources aspects of the day-to-day business.

Board Member Becky McMorrow
Becky
currently
leads
Marketing and the Business
Transformation Office for Würth
Industry North America (WINA) a
strategically aligned collective of
14 companies in North America and Brazil.
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Board Member Kristin Rivera
Kristen currently holds a
position in Sales for S.W.
Anderson, stocking distributor
and engineering representative
for specialty fasteners, standard
fasteners, and other OEM
components. Kristin’s focus is on quoting standard and
specialty fasteners.

Board Member Caia Baker
Caia Baker is the VP of
Procurement for Fasteners Direct,
Inc., a wholesale distributor of
fasteners, located in Upstate, NY.
Her fastener journey began in
2013 when Caia was hired as the purchasing assistant.

Board Member Kimberly Arnold
Kim has been working in the
Fastener Industry for over 17
years, all with Brighton-Best. She
started out as a Receptionist in
2003 and has now been the
Cleveland Branch manager for 10 years. Kim also sits on
the Board of North Coast Fastener Association. This will
be her 3rd year on the Board.
Women in the Fastener Industry provides opportunities
for women in the fastener industry at all levels of
experience. We work together to unite, educate, mentor
and encourage one another, for the express purpose of
advancing women in the fastener industry.
For more information or to become a member, visit us
at www.fastenerwomen.com.
WOMEN IN THE FASTENER INDUSTRY
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INTEGRATED PACKAGING & FASTENER INC.

1211 Norwood Ave, Itasca 60143
EMAIL sales@integratedpack.com

TEL 1-800-807-5510
WEB www.integratedpack.com

INTEGRATED PACKAGING ADDS CAPACITY TO MEET GROWTH
Integrated Packaging & Fastener has been growing
quickly over the years and we are excited to announce
we have started a 2nd Shift in March 2021! We have
been very busy keeping up with packaging demands so
we thought this was the best fit for us. This will help
shorten our lead times to our valued customers to get
our packaged product with a quicker turnaround. We
also have capabilities started in 2020 of a Pemserter
for Assembly, 50 ton press and Arbor Presses for light
assembly work. We now have the ability to help with
various jobs your customers may be looking for.
We have seen a tremendous growth during the last
12 months and want to be your one stop shop for your
secondary services you may need.
We are located in Itasca, Illinois and you have the
ability to drop ship from Importers and Manufacturers

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

directly to Integrated Packaging & Fastener and we
can then inspect your product in house and send you
our inspection report for you to approve your product
for packaging, this can help with freight costs. You
are more than welcome to send us your boxes so we
can put your product directly in there so there is no
repackaging involved when it arrives to you. We also
have biodegradable bags available if you ever have any
requests we can help with that. We can hand package
them or have run on our automated machines.
We are happy to also announce our President Jill
Lewis is now on the MWFA Board. It is a great organization
to be a part of Integrated Packaging has been a longtime
member. We are also happy to offer FREE pick ups and
delivery to you within 15 miles of our packaging facility.
Looking forward to a successful 2021!
INTEGRATED PACKAGING & FASTENER
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PIVOT POINT INC.
761 Industrial Lane, PO Box 488, Hustisford, WI 53034
TEL 1-800-222-2231 FAX 920-349-3253 EMAIL mail@pivotpins.com

WEB

www.pivotpins.com

PIVOT POINT OFFERS
DIGITAL PRODUCT TRAINING
Looking to get up-to-speed on the latest in Non-

in developing new fastener solutions to solve particular

Threaded Fastening? Pivot Point is proud to offer free

fastening challenges. Exclusive innovations include

digital training sessions. These live sessions can be

SLIC Pins™, Bow-Tie Locking Cotter™ Pins, Rue Ring™

scheduled for an individual, or groups of any size.

Locking Cotter pins, Nylon Lanyards™, Infinity S-Hooks™

The training is custom-designed around YOUR needs
- industry-specific information, application examples,

and more.
Specials are our specialty! If you are unable to locate

best practices, and creative

a specific fastener for your

customization

examples

application, put our expertise

to get the gears turning. A

to work for you! We offer

session can be as brief, or

personalized

as in-depth, as you like.

solutions and we are adept

Attending the session

at

engineered

designing

specialized

is easy and safe. Whether

fasteners tailored to suit

you’re

your particular application.

working

from

a

Our

tablet, smart phone, or
desktop

workspace,

join

of

wide

machine

range

capabilities

the scheduled session by

include cold heading, screw

clicking the secure link and

machining,

following the instructions.

drilling,

No web cam needed - just

assembly

a screen and a phone or

other machining capabilities.

high

ball
and

speed

detenting,
numerous

We manufacture with

microphone.
Take the first step toward

numerous materials including

learning how Non-Threaded

carbon steel, alloy steel,

Fasteners can speed, simplify, and streamline assembly

stainless steel and aluminum. We can provide virtually

processes.

any finish that you require, including electroplating such

Pivot Point manufactures both stock and specialty
Non-Threaded Fastener Solutions. We continually invest
in automation, systems and improvements to allow us to
provide fast lead times and competitive pricing.
We are widely recognized for our progressiveness
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as zinc and nickel, mechanical plating, black oxide,
passivation, anodizing and more.
Contact Jordan Jaeger via email jordanj@pivotpins.
com or call 920-643-7518 to schedule your personalized
digital product training session.

PIVOT POINT
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LeJeune Bolt Company
is pleased to announce that
The Research Council on
Structural Connections recently
published the 2020 Edition of
the Specification for Structural
Joints Using High-Strength
Bolts, where, included in the
new addition of the specification
is the fifth installation method;
The Combined Method.
LeJeune’s Torque+Angle
Fastening System is the first
system on the market to utilize
the combined method. Now
users can specify ASTM F3148
TNA® bolts and the RCSC
combined method on future
projects with the confidence of
industry approval.
The Combined Method uses
torque for the snug tightening
process and then employs
angle (degree of nut rotation) for
final tensioning. The method is
the first to establish a minimum
snug tight tension. This
minimum initial tension provides
a quantifiable snug condition
and is the foundation for
accurate, reliable pretensioning.
LeJeune Bolt Company is
headquartered in Burnsville,
MN, and offers products that
include; TNA® Torque+Angle
Fastening System, Structural
Bolts, Anchor Bolts and
Threaded Rod, Weld Studs
and Equipment, Industrial/
OEM Fasteners, and Installation
Tools and Equipment.
For more information about
LeJeune Bolt Company contact
them by Tel: 1-800-872-2658,
email:sales@lejeunebolt.com or
online at www.lejeunebolt.com or
www.tightenright.com.
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NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

FAX

7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060
440-350-1676 EMAIL lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

SAVE THE DATE! NCFA DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL
SET FOR JULY 8, 2021
This last year has brought uncertainty for so many!
With the future finally taking a positive turn in

aspect. There are no booths to drag in and set-up and
you are not stuck “working” behind a table

the Covid battle, we are looking forward to

top all evening. The Distributor Social is

bringing back some of our events. We

exactly what it is.....a networking event

have missed all of our valued members

with many top distributors and suppliers

and industry friends, and appreciate

in our industry all gathered in one

your continued support!

room. You are free to roam the entire

Our first event to kick off this

evening talking to customers, potential

unusual year, will be our Distributor

customers, vendors, and industry friends.

Social. There are some key differences to
note regarding this event. We typically hold this
event mid May, but we just weren’t confident hosting

The NCFA knows very well that this event
would not be possible without the sponsorship
and support from our SUPPLIER COMPANIES. This allows

quite so soon, which is why we pushed it out until July

DISTRIBUTORS TO ATTEND FOR FREE. We thank you

8th. In addition, the other major change is the location.

suppliers for your continued support year after year to

We will be hosting this year’s event at the Holiday Inn in

make this event a continued success!

Strongsville, OH.

This event is OPEN TO ALL OF OUR INDUSTRY
FRIENDS, NON-MEMBERS INCLUDED! We feel so strongly
about the networking benefits you can get out of this
event, we did not want to limit to our membership alone.
To show our thanks to our loyal supplier members, they
do receive a di-counted price for sponsoring this event.

Solution Industries has also offered to host a tour and

We are hopeful if you are not a member of the NCFA,

lunch earlier in the day for Distributor Social attendees,

once you attend this event or one of our many networking

which is in close proximity to the new venue.

events, you will see why so many others have joined and

It’s hard to imagine with this being our 12th year

have been with us for so many years. If you are interested

hosting this event that it needs any explanation at all,

in joining the NCFA, please contact the NCFA Office or visit

but just in case, here it goes. We imagined being able

our website www.ncfaonline.com and click on the “Join

to recreate a networking event similar to what was once

NCFA” tab.

held at the Hyatt Hotel after the old Columbus Fastener
Show many, many years ago. It turned out, it was exactly

Looking forward to starting off the new year, albeit a
little bit later than we had hoped, with some normalcy.

what our industry was missing and wanted. We recognized

For more information regarding the NCFA, please

from the start it was important to keep it simple, so the

contact the NCFA Office at 440-975-9503, Lgraham@

focus for attendees could be on the social and networking

ncfaonline.com or at www.ncfaonline.com.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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3Q INC.
1707 Quincy Avenue, Unit #159, Naperville, IL 60540
TEL 630-405-8492 FAX 630-839-0990 EMAIL sales@3q-inc.com

WEB www.3q-inc.com

3Q, INC. PREMIER FASTENER SOURCING FOR
FASTENER DISTRIBUTION COMPANIES
3Q, Inc.’s goal is to provide a single part number

processes

are

solution with inventory programs to improve customer

nothing

service and profitability for the fastener distributor. Our

to 3Q, Inc. Our

ability to partner with our distribution customers is the

proven

first step to a successful relationship. We continue to

chain secondary

see increasing demands placed on distribution customers

processes allow

and we are here to support these efforts. We know of

3Q, Inc. to provide

plenty “big box” suppliers that will do a great job shipping

a complete single part number in the carton, labeled and

standard product with their label, their box size, and

ready to ship to your customer. Our customers enjoy

50 lb. cartons but as VMI programs
have

evolved

the

new
supply

reduced risk, no inventory loss and known cost with

“touches”

overall reduction in handling soft

have increased to satisfy the

cost. 3Q, Inc. is in the Chicago

highly disciplined VMI program

area and has relationships

structures of the OEM customers.

with the absolute best sources

Special labels, special package

for plating, painting, coatings,

quantities, carton weight limits,

sorting, drilling and so much more.

special finishes are what makes

Reduce your handling, freight, and overall

3Q, Inc. unique as a premier fastener

cost on these types of fastener items with the

source for the fastener distributor.

3Q, Inc.

Remote Managed Inventory Program: The 3Q,

Packaging, Kitting and Assembly: Do you need

Inc. RMI program is the premier stocking program for

kitting, polybagging or assembly work? Our in-house

the fastener distributor looking for inventory turns and

Packaging and Assembly department can complete the

risk reduction to provide the highest level of customer

job to your specifications. Our skilled staff will care for

service. We are thinking this would have been something

your parts like no other. We support the local hiring of

nice to have over the

challenged adults. We are dedicated to help reduce

last 6-12 months with

the high unemployment rate of challenged adults –

delays in the global

currently around 80%. The next time you need to hire a

supply chain. We have

new employee in your organization please think about

the answer – The 3Q,

reaching out and hiring perhaps the best employee you

Inc. Remote Managed

ever had or think of 3Q, Inc. for your kitting and assembly

Inventory program.

needs. Support the movement of acceptance and

Value

inclusion of people with intellectual and developmental

Added

Services: Secondary

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

disabilities.

3Q INC
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-684-0695 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fasteners.org WEB www.nfda-fasteners.org

THE NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
HOSTS MONTHLY VIRTUAL EVENTS by Vickie Lester
Coming off the successful Virtual Conference and
Executive Sales Planning Sessions® in March, NFDA is
focusing on more virtual events. Monthly virtual roundtable
discussions or webinars will highlight business key areas
such as human resources, operations, and sales and
marketing. The virtual platform allows everyone in your
company to access these educational programs with
ease, and many of them are free.
The next virtual event “Improve the Performance of
Your Stainless Steel Fasteners” will be held on April 8,
2021 at 2:00 PM EST.
Join Derek Dandy from Bodycote S3P and learn how
to improve wear and galling resistance for stainless steel
fastener applications. Galling is a type of wear caused
by friction and adhesion between sliding surfaces;
typically, it occurs under a compressive load and results
in damage to the structure of a component.
The webinar applies to all roles including R&D,
engineering product design, manufacturing, materials
procurement, technical support, quality control as well
as maintenance personnel, maintenance managers,
and production managers or personnel, across various
market sectors.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Attending this webinar will help you to understand the
principles of Kolsterising® and learn about benefits such
as increased lifetime and fatigue strength, repeatable
performance, and more.
All are welcome to participate in NFDA’s monthly
virtual roundtables and webinars, as membership is not
required. This event is free but does require registration.
Visit www.nfda-fastener.org for more information or to
register.

Schedule of Events 2021
May 13

Sales/Marketing Webinar

June 10

Operations Roundtable

July 8

Human Resources Roundtable

August 12

Operations Roundtable

September 9

Sales/Marketing Webinar

October 14

Human Resources Roundtable

October 21

CEO Roundtable

November 11

Operations Roundtable

December 9
Sales/Marketing Roundtable
For registration information visit www.nfda-fastener.org
or call Amy Nijjar at 562-799-5519.

NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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All Integrated Solutions (AIS), a division of
MSC Industrial Supply Co. is pleased to announce
that it has moved in to its new distribution center
in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul, MN metro area.

Located at 10680 Fountains Drive in Maple
Grove, covers 52,000 square feet and is 170
percent larger than the company’s previous
distribution center in nearby New Brighton, the
new facility features a state-of-the-art warehouse
system utilizing narrow aisles, wire-guided
material handling equipment and 32-foot ceilings
to improve storage efficiency.
“In response to growing customer demand,
we are pleased to move into a larger distribution
center that can accommodate our warehouse and
kitting capacity needs to better serve assembly
and manufacturing customers in the Greater
Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area and beyond,”
said AIS President Nick Ruetz.
In addition to the new facility in Maple Grove,
Minn., AIS operate eight facilities in Franksville,
Wisconsin; Fargo, North Dakota; Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Traverse City,
Michigan; Connersville, Indiana; Atlanta, Georgia
and Monterrey, Mexico.
AIS, which was founded in 1962, is a leading
value-added distributor of industrial fasteners and
components, assembly tools, and maintenance,
repair, operations and production supplies
(MROP). In 2018, AIS was acquired by MSC as
the platform for the company’s OEM fastener and
components strategy. AIS has seven locations in
six Midwestern states.
For more information contact All Integrated
Solutions at 8625 Industrial Dr., Franksville, WI
53126. Tel: 262-770-3305, email: info@allintegrated.
com or online at www.allintegrated.com.
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ABLE LABEL

310 North Haven Street, Spokane, WA 99202 TEL: 1-800-348-1455
EMAIL sales@ablelabel.com WEB www.ablelabel.com

ABLE LABEL - YOUR THERMAL LABEL EXPERT
Able Label is a USA manufacturer and worldwide
distributor of Thermal Transfer and Direct Thermal
Labels. We are the label expert for
the fastener industry providing
high quality label materials and
innovation, such as border labels,
significantly enhance the product
readability and quality appearance
in a very cost-efficient manner. With
customers in every state of the USA
as well as throughout Canada and 20
other countries, Able Label continues
to be the “go-to” expert for the fastener
industry.
In the market for bin labels? Able Label
has Custom Label Specialists who can design
your bin labels complete with bar codes, part
numbers, and pictures for whatever your need.
Polypropylene bin labels are durable, resistant to

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

tear, water, dirt, oil, and grease in harsh environments.
Bin labels are printed with smudge
and scratch resistance resin ribbons
ensuring the highest quality.
Able Label prides itself in providing
the highest quality at the best price.
Personalized service remains a
hallmark for us – you will not hear a
phone tree when calling Able Label.
Label Specialists are available every
business day from 6:00 AM to 4:30 PM
Pacific Time to provide free consultation
and help ensure you receive the best
solution to your label needs. On-line
services and product ordering is also
available on our website 24/7.
Able Label stocks over 1,300 different
SKU’s, most of which are available for
same-day shipping and next day delivery.
ABLE LABEL
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SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323
847-516-6728 EMAIL sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

2021 SEFA SPRING CONFERENCE - MAY 3-5 2021:
REUNITE WITH YOUR INDUSTRY FRIENDS by Nancy Rich
Southeastern Fastener Association is going back
to the beach in 2021!! The conference venue will be
Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort located in Miramar
Beach, Florida. In 2019, SEFA enjoyed their conference
at this resort and due to the great feedback; we have
chosen to return in 2021. This 2,400 acre resort has
more than seven miles (11 km) of beaches and bay front,
four golf courses, 15 tennis courts, 19 swimming pools,
a 113-slip marina, a fitness center and spa, as well as
pedestrian village made up of shops, casual and fine
dining restaurants, and nightlife venues.
This year suppliers have the opportunity to showcase
their products and advertise in our conference program
Exhibitors will be given a 6ft-skirted table to display
their products/brochures etc. throughout the conference
from April 30th 5:30 p.m. to May 1st 12:30 p.m. If the
supplier prefers they may remove valuables from their
display overnight.
The Sandestin location allows attendees to enjoy the
annual conference while spending time at a great location
with many amenities. Attendees may opt to extend their
stay at this lovely location. Check our website (www.
thesefa.com/news) for more information.

Monday May 3rd
6:00pm - 8:00pm
8:00pm - 9:30pm

Welcome Reception
Arcade Play

Tuesday May 4th
11:15am
Noon
6:00pm
7:00pm

Golf Registration & Golfers Lunch
Baytowne Golf Club at the Sandestin
Shot Gun Start
Cocktail Hour/Supplier Showcase
Dinner, Awards, Silent Auction

Wednesday May 5th
8:15am
8:30am

Member Breakfast
Membership Business Meeting
Scholarship Awards Announcement
9:00am
Logistics Issues & Challenges
Presented by Ginger Seabrook,
Unique Logistics International
10:15am - 11:00am Supplier Showcase
11:00am - 12:30pm Economic Forecast
Presented by Adrienne C. Slack
New Orleans Branch, Federal Reserve
12:30pm
Drawing for complimentary
Certified Fastener Specialist Class
by Fastener Training Institute
Winner must be present. Class may
not be transferred to another party.

SEFA Welcomes New Member
DLP Coatings, Inc. - Elk Grove, IL

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL 847-370-9022 TEL 847-516-6728 TEL nancy@nefda.com TEL www.nefda.com

NEFDA SCHOLARSHIP GOLF OUTING - JUNE 10, 2021 by Nancy Rich
as Premium sponsors. A multitude of awesome raffle
prizes are always an anticipated part of this event.
This event will take place at Juniper Hill Golf Course
in Northborough, MA
Schedule for the day:
8:30am

Registration

9:00am

Breakfast

is proud to host this great event. Golfers may win prizes

10:00am

Shotgun Start

for top teams as well as course contests. This fun event

3:00pm

Cocktails, BBQ, Awards & Raffle

The New England Fastener Distributors Association

allows the fastener industry to gather while supporting
a great cause. All proceeds go directly to the NEFDA

Early bird rates available. For more information

Scholarship/Member Education Fund. Support can be

visit www.nefda.com or contact Nancy Rich via email to

done in form of hole and hospitality sponsorships as well

nefda@nefda.com or by Tel: 847-370-9022.
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SPIROL International Corporation
is pleased to announce the
expansion of their Solid Pin Product
Line to include the new Series
BP100 Press-N-Lok™ Pin.
The new Press-N-Lok™ Pin was
designed to permanently retain
two plastic components to each
other. The pin has opposing raised
barbs on each end that are angled
backwards opposite the direction
of insertion. As the pin is being
inserted, the plastic backfills into
the area around the barbs resulting
in maximum resistance to axial
force providing a
secure,
tamper
resistant assembly.
The Press-N-Lok™
Pin is manufactured
from
lightweight,
lead free, corrosion
resistant aluminum.

One major advantage of the PressN-Lok™ Pin is that assembly time
is quicker and it requires lower
assembly equipment costs as
compared to screws and adhesives.
The Press-N-Lok™ Pin is installed
in two steps:
Step 1: Press the pin into one
half of the plastic housing.
Step 2: Align the other half of the
housing with the exposed end of the
pin and press into place.
SPIROL offers a comprehensive
line of Solid Pins to accommodate
different application requirements.

Standard Solid Pins include:
DP100 Straight Pins, FH100
Headed Straight Pins, KP200
Straight Knurled Pins, FH200
Headed Straight Knurled
Pins, KP300 Helical Knurled
Pins, FH300 Headed Helical
Knurled Pins, BP100 PressN-Lok™ Pins, FH400 Headed
Barbed Pins, LP500 Latch
Pins for Plastics and FH600
Twist-Lok™ Pins.
With full Complimentary
Applications
Engineering
Support: SPIROL Engineers
will review your application
requirements and work
with your design team
to recommend the best
solution at the lowest total
assembly cost. It all starts
with our Optimal Application
Engineering process.
		
SPIROL is a leading
manufacturer of a diverse line
of engineered components
for fastening and joining,
including Coiled Spring Pins,
Slotted Spring Pins, Solid
Pins, Disc Springs, Alignment
Dowels and Bushings,
Spacers,
Compression
Limiters, Threaded Inserts
for Plastics, Precision Shims,
and Installation Equipment.
Since 1948, SPIROL has
been providing technical
expertise in fastening, joining
and assembly to the world’s
leading manufacturers.
		
For more information
contact Spirol International
Corporation at Tel: 1-860-7748571, Fax: 1-860-774-2048,
Email: info@spirol.com or
you can visit their website at
www.spirol.com.
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BRUNO MARBACHER THINGS THAT AFFECT THE COST OF FASTENERS FROM DESIGNING THEM TO INSTALLING THEM from page 8

For a special cold formed part, it could be quite a
task. For quoting, those cost figures are approximations,
most likely include safety margins. Some manufacturers
use special software, some have created their own
calculation programs.
Regardless, what method is used some fine tuning
is necessary to calculated material usage, that typically
happens prior to production and not in the quoting stage.

COST EFFICIENCY THRESHOLD

The rule of thumb for a Cost-efficient minimum
quantity for cold heading

RAW MATERIAL CALCULATION

For complex parts it is often necessary for
manufacturing engineers and end user engineer to work
together to come up the most cost-efficient, reliable final
part.
See illustration as to how the volume of the raw
material blank is calculated.
The cost associated with this is often called
engineering cost. At times, a production drawing needs
to be made that too would be part of engineering cost. If

So here is a list of things that possibly have an impact
on the cost of the final product (landed cost of a part):
¤ Tooling cost in general: Typically, applies to the
first run, if manufacturers get commitment for further
orders that cost factor is less. Wear of the tooling is
included.

excessive tool wear/tool breakage is anticipated that too
will be a cost factor. The multi-die machine takes longer
to set-up, has more tooling and more expensive tooling.
The dies take longer to design and make, they require a
lengthy polishing process, machines run slightly slower.
All these factors contribute to the piece price.
The cost efficiency threshold may vary depending on
manufacturer and parts being made.
Development costs for tooling for cold formed parts
are relatively high, especially for multi-die operations. It
calls for high minimum production runs.

TOOLING
CONTINUED ON PAGE 140
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UC COMPONENTS, INC.

18700 Adams Court, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
TEL 408-782-1929 EMAIL sales@uccomponents.com

WEB www.uccomponents.com

UC COMPONENTS LAUNCHES A NEW, FULL-FEATURE WEBSITE
UC Components, Inc. announces the completion
and launch of their new full-feature website that greatly
enhances the user experience.
The updated website not only improved the overall
look and feel of the site; also added are a full-featured,
more intuitive, product browsing and buying experience
for the customer. The site includes enhanced technical
specifications, interactive CAD drawings, downloadable
CAD drawings, 2D sales prints, 3D models, and much
more. In addition, the new site has been built with
increased resources, improved navigation, and live chat
capabilities.
UC’s new website also includes more detailed
information on the company itself, their history, the
industries served, product offerings, RediVac® and other
processes, certifications, and a brand-new company
blog. Visit the new and improved website at www.
uccomponents.com.
“The new site makes navigation easier and

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

dimensions clearer while adding 2D sales drawings
that should make the procurement process more fluid
from quotation to purchase. A visual approach has
taken the UC site to the next level, weather you’re a
first-time user or seasoned customer. The new website
coupled with our cleanroom expansion and upgrade, ISO
9001:2015 certification, increased production schedule,
and aggressive addressing of the COVID-19 epidemic
have all poised UC Components for anticipated growth
in 2021 and beyond,” stated Rick Anderson, President
of UC Components, Inc.
UC Components, Inc. is a pioneer and innovator
in vented screw manufacturing and has been the world
leader in high vacuum hardware since 1974. Today,
UC is one of the leading manufacturers of fastener
and seal products for clean-critical environments of the
21st century with a focus on plated, coated, polished,
cleaned, and vented screws for High and Ultra High
Vacuum equipment.
UC COMPONENTS, INC.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A “GALLING DEVELOPMENT”- WHAT EVERY DISTRIBUTOR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD GALLING from page 10

In other words, materials like hardened steel or those

play a key role in galling so that many, although not all,

with hard, strong protective layers are rarely subject

fasteners which possess FCC structures, like Austenitic

to galling. Stainless Steel, Aluminum, and Titanium

Stainless Steels, possess a greater tendency towards

fasteners are particularly vulnerable. These materials

galling than those possessing a CPH structure, like

possess a protective natural oxide layer. If this protective

fasteners plated with Cadmium or quench and tempered

layer is punctured or abraded away the resulting base

to form hardened Martensitic steel.

metal interface is generally soft and vulnerable to galling.

Galling Mechanism

Prevention
Since certain materials, like Austenitic Stainless

To better understand this phenomenon one should

Steel, provide significant advantages for fasteners, it

have a general idea of the mechanism that allows

is unreasonable to suggest that designers simply avoid

materials to gall. Galling is actually a severe form of

designing and using fasteners made of materials with

Adhesive Wear. “Adhesive wear occurs when two metallic

strong galling tendencies. Instead, designers and users

components slide against each other under an applied

must develop strategies which minimize or eliminate the

[2]

All metallic

risks of deploying these materials. Factors related to

surfaces possess irregularities, projections, and whiskers

design, lubrication, environment, and application can all

known as “Asperities”. Considering the surface of a part

play a role in whether fasteners will gall or not. In essence,

or material sample, the rougher the surface is, the greater

most prevention strategies will take aim at reducing

the influence of the asperities. However, even very highly

contact stress. Some of the more commonly adopted

polished metallic surfaces possess asperities at the

preventative measures are:

microscopic level. When the contacting surfaces slide

¤ Assembly Speed

over one another the asperities bind together through

¤ Lubrication

metallic bonding. More heat and pressure intensifies the

¤ Surface Roughness

metallic bonding and once it reaches a threshold level the

¤ Surface Finishes

weaker of the two sliding materials experiences a shear

¤ Material Choices

failure which deposits itself on the opposing surface.

¤ Thread Pitch

As these deposits or lumps grow, they may penetrate

¤ Thread Damage

the protective oxide layer on materials like Stainless

¤ Debris in Thread

Steel and Aluminum, which is working to counteract the

¤ Thread Engagement

metal bonding attraction, exposing the bare metal, and

¤ Part Alignment

accelerating the adhesive wear.

¤ Tightening Practice

load where no adhesives are present.”

Scientists have also determined that the crystalline
structure can have a dramatic impact on the tendency of
the material to gall. The ease with which the crystal lattice
can slip in multiple planes during plastic deformation is
another indicator of galling tendency. Although there are

¤ Insert Lock Nuts
Let’s explore each of these preventative measures in
greater detail.

Assembly Speed

fourteen primary crystal structures (how the atoms align

One of the triggers for galling is heat. The faster that

themselves to form identical repeating units) possible,

a screw thread is assembled, the greater the development

metals tend to only take the form of three or four of them.

of localized heat through sliding friction. When a fastener

Scientists use terms like Face Centered Cubic (FCC), Body

is assembled with a power driver there may not be

Centered Cubic (BCC), and Close Packed Hexagonal (CPH)

sufficient time for the heat to dissipate through the

to describe these crystal structures. Investigation has

fastener leaving high localized temperatures in the thread

shown that the crystal lattice and ease of dislocation slip

flank.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 142
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SALIM BRAHIMI THE HISTORY OF THE IFI BOOK OF FASTENER STANDARDS from page 14

[Link]

What is the process for compiling the
standards for each edition?
The standards that are included are a curated mix
of consensus standards from ASTM, ASME, SAE and
the IFI itself. Systematically, these organizations require
their technical committees to review the standards, at a
minimum, in a five-year cycle. However, many standards
are updated more frequently based on market or industry
needs. Like the book itself, the standards have a shelf life
and to do business in the fastener industry, it is important
that the latest industry information is being referenced.
[Link] How is the Book of Standards Structured?
Edition to edition, IFI keeps the format consistent. The
current format started with the 7th edition. This consistency
makes the book intuitive and easy to use. Dimensional
standards are at the beginning of each product section,
followed by the related material standards.
For example, the dimensional data for a bolt is given
in ASME B18.2.1, located in the front of the Bolt Section,
which also contains the material standards for SAE J429,
ASTM A193, among others.
One notable change, that was also true of the 2108
edition, is that the Book does not contain the term “Inch”
because many of the consensus standards included have
been combined into “dual inch/metric standards.” This
consolidation has been part of the larger effort in fastener
standards committees, ASTM F16, ASME B18 and the SAE
Fastener Committee: to withdraw redundant ASTM, ASME and
SAE metric fastener standards in favor of ISO Metric Fastener
Standards. Although the term “Inch” was omitted from the
title, this book fundamentally remains the comprehensive
reference source for Inch Fastener Standards.
[Link] You mentioned that IFI is also a source for
some of its own standards?
Yes. Many of the standards out there started as IFI
standards. As things evolved, some IFI standards were
adopted into larger standard bodies. IFI continues to
develop its own standards to “fill in the gaps” for areas
of interest for the industry. Currently, IFI has 22 active
standards. These standards have been relatively stable,
with minor updates over time. However, we are starting a
systematic review of the IFI standards that will likely result
in future updates.

[Link] What has changed since the 2018 version of
the Book of Fastener Standards?
Almost half of the standards have been revised to
some degree since the 2018 edition. This means a lot
has changed in structural bolts and thread standards,
as well as other areas in that period of time. Also, IFI
has added two significant new standards that have been
issued since the 2018 edition was released.
To be effective, the standards must reflect the “state
of the art” as it is currently—making the standards living
documents that are continually changing and improving.
Customers and quality auditors expect you to stay
current with changing standards and to keep your library
of standards current. Correcting errors resulting from
unintended non-compliance can be very expensive and
damaging to your business.

[Link] As standards evolve between editions, how
does the industry keep up with changes?
In addition to the hardcover Book of Fastener Standards,
IFI also maintains the Online Book of Fastener Standards,
which was launched to address this dynamic landscape.
The online version is available via subscription from
IFI’s online bookstore. It contains the same standards
as the hardcover book, with the significant advantage
that the latest revision of any standard is available to
subscribers as soon as it is released. The convenience
of online access, paired with powerful search tools, make
subscribing to the online edition a powerful resource to
complement the hardcover edition. Incidentally, IFI offers
a free, seven-day trial of the Online book of Fastener
Standards.
[Link] Is the online version replacing the hardcover
release of the IFI Book of Fastener Standards?
The hardcover Book is iconic, and a great item to keep
on a bookshelf. It also serves as a historical record of the
evolutions of standards. Many people, myself included,
love the feel and touch of a real book. So, there is still
significant demand for the hardcover book. Unfortunately,
the book has a shelf life, and the clock starts ticking,
literally the day it is published. There are many that work
from both the online and hardcover versions. Online may
gradually take over, but I anticipate that to be a couple of
versions from now.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 103
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SALIM BRAHIMI THE HISTORY OF THE IFI BOOK OF FASTENER STANDARDS from page 102

[Link] Are online tools becoming the wave of the

[Link] What other IFI resources do you consider

future for IFI?

essential to own?

Yes. IFI offers the most advanced digital tools to access

The IFI Fastener Technology Handbook is sold as a

the latest fastener specifications and technical data. The

companion to the IFI Book of Fastener Standards. The

IFI has also developed the IFI Technology Connection™

Fastener Technology Handbook is an extensive body of

(ITC). It is the product of years of development and is

technical information and commentary on all technical

the world’s most comprehensive and authoritative web-

matters related to fasteners. It is more than 300 pages

based tool for fastener technology information. All the

of comprehensive and insightful information into fastener

data in inch fastener standards (ASME-ASTM-SAE-IFI) and

technology and fastener industry history. It is essential

ISO metric fastener standards have been integrated in

reading and meant to help educate fastener suppliers as

the ITC.

well as end users and it should be in every technical library.

The IFI Technology Connection™ also includes many
calculators, cross references, converters, technical

To purchase the 2021 edition of the IFI Book of Fastener

bulletins, and inch and metric tools that fastener distributors

Standards or any of the resources available through the

and manufacturers need to use on a daily basis.

Industrial Fasteners Institute, visit http://indfast.org.

SALIM BRAHIMI | INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
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JOE DYSART GOOGLE MAY UPDATE: LOWER RANKINGS FOR POORLY DESIGNED WEB SITES from page 24

The format is designed to ensure Web sites and
no wonder the search engine is doubling-down on its
Web browsers use encryption to exchange sensitive
requirements for this performance indicator.
information like passwords, social security numbers,
In a phrase, sites that are not designed for visitors
credit card numbers and the like.
using smartphones and similar small-screened devices
These days, virtually every fastener distributor Web
will be penalized in a Google Page Experience evaluation.
site that wants to be taken seriously uses HTTPs
¤ Annoying Pop-Ups and Other Interstitials:
encryption, which is indicated in the Web address bar with
Those who grit their teeth when Web sites overload
the display of a tiny lock.
their screens with pop-ups, slide-into-view offers and
So far, the advent of an icon indicating poor page
similar annoyances should welcome Google’s renewed
experience icon is still talk. But it’s definitely worth
determination to impose a penalty on these behaviors.
monitoring closely.
Yes, pop-ups and similar ads do sometimes work.
“This latest update just reinforces the importance
But they may no longer be worth it if Google places
of having a technicallyyour Web site lower in its
sound Web site,” says
search engine returns as a
Tyler Cameron, senior SEO
result.
manager, Seer, a digital
   ¤ Malicious or Similar
marketing firm.
Software Onboard: While
“We often focus so
malware and similar software
heavily on content,” Tyler
is often embedded on a Web
adds. “But remember, the
site without the knowledge of
foundation has to be there as
the Web site owner, Google
EVEN WEB SITES WITH GOOD KEYWORDS AND SEARCH
ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION
WILL
BE
PENALIZED
IF
THEIR
well.”
still plans to penalize Web
OVERALL DESIGN NEEDS WORK
Indeed, even slight
site owners when it finds such
shortcomings
in
page
software there.
speed alone can generate a
The message: Fastener
disastrous fall-off in Web site
distributors need to continually
visits, according to Sergio
monitor their Web sites for
Arboledas, SEO manager,
possible sabotage.
MintTwist, a digital marketing
   ¤ No HTTPS: Most site
firm.
owners got the memo a few
Pages that take only
years back that Google would
GOOGLE WILL ALSO PENALIZE YOUR WEB SITE IF IT FINDS
three seconds to load,
penalize Web sites that do
MALICIOUS CODE EMBEDDED THERE BY HACKERS
for example, still trigger a
no use the HTTPS standard.
significant number of Web surfers to click away, Arboledas
It’s a communications format used between a Web site
says.
and a Web browser that ensures all data transmitted is
And pages that take six seconds to load increase
encrypted.
the probability a Web surfer will click somewhere else by
Such encryption is critical for safer exchange on
106%, Aroboledas adds.
Web sites that accept credit cards and similar sensitive
Fortunately, Google is offering detailed guidance on
information.
the metrics it will be using to monitor Web site design and
So if your fastener distributor Web site is still using
performance.
the older HTTP standard, now is definitely the time to
Here’s a breakdown on those signals, as well as key
switch.
tools fastener distributors can use to get an extremely
¤ Slow-Loading: Faster Web page download time
granular look at how their Web sites are performing and
has been a pursuit probably only moments after the first
how the design of those Web sites can be improved:
Web site was published to the Web.
¤ Poor Performance on Mobile Devices: Given
Google’s equation for speed is simple: the faster your
that excellent performance on mobile devices has been
Web site downloads in a browser, the potential higher
the Holy Grail for Google for a number of years, it’s
ranking it will win in Google search engine returns.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 144
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UNICORP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE

291 Cleveland St, Orange, New Jersey 07050
TEL 1-800-526-1389 FAX 973 674-3803
EMAIL sales@unicorpinc.com

WEB www.unicorpinc.com

UNICORP CELEBRATES ITS 50th ANNIVERSARY
In 1971, Unicorp started with one man, Bernard
Levine, a talented entrepreneur with experience in the
electronic hardware industry. 50 years later, we are
excited to celebrate our incredible accomplishments
that have been achieved thanks to our employees,
sales force, customers, and partners. Never forgetting
our humble beginnings and challenges of a constantly
evolving industry, we still operate with the same core
principals, providing great quality products and superior
service to customers while continuing to maintain a
family and caring work culture, as well as being a socially
and environmentally responsible company.
In 50 years, Unicorp has undergone several important
transformations. After Unicorp’s founder Bernard
Levine retired in 1989, Steven Mercadante became
the company’s managing partner. At that time, Unicorp
started to find new areas of growth, quickly becoming one
of the most recognized brand names in the industry with
the most in-depth inventory in the nation.
Looking to the future, Unicorp will continue to expand

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

its manufacturing capabilities to meet the needs of its
customers. Custom and special parts can be manufactured
to blueprint specifications. Unicorp offers top quality
precision products, fast delivery, excellent pricing, and
technical assistance. We are known throughout the
industry as the “oddball king” because we offer the widest
variety of diameters, lengths, materials, and finishes in
our numerous product lines. We also have a new line of
7,000 flat washers available for immediate purchase.
Unicorp is a proud partner and authorized distributor for
Rotorclip retaining rings.
Unicorp is a trusted source for many of the world’s
largest distributors and catalog houses. The Unicorp
product line consists of metric and American standard
standoffs, spacers, male-female standoffs, male-male
standoffs, jackscrews, swage standoffs and spacers,
plastic circuit board supports, captive panel screws,
nylon fasteners, cable ties, dowel pins, thumbscrews,
thumbnuts, flat washers, insulating washers, selfclinching fasteners, handles.
UNICORP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 847-370-9022 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL nancy@nefda.com

WEB www.nefda.com

NEFDA HOLIDAY PARTY GOES VIRTUAL
by Nancy Rich

¤ EFC International
¤ Fall River Manufacturing
¤ Kanebridge Corporation
¤ Moynihan Sales
¤ North East Fasteners Corporation
¤ Rick Rudolph & Associates
¤ Sems and Specials Inc
¤ Smith Associates
The traditional bowling Holiday Party fell by the
wayside when COVID-19 restrictions didn’t allow events,
but the NEFDA Board found a way to still host a virtual
event. Members who attended the event, took part in a
Holiday sweater contest and Holiday drink contest. Rob
White (SB&W) was the winner of the Sweater Contest
and Lisa Breton (D.B. Roberts) was the winner of the
Drink Contest. Congratulations to Rob and Lisa!
The highlight of the night was the virtual raffle.
Thanks to the generosity of our members, attendees
had the chance to win over 40 prizes. Half the fun
was listening to the excitement of the attendees being
together. Thank you to Laura Driver (D.B. Roberts) for
coordinating our prize presentation for the event.
And a big thank you to our many sponsors who made

¤ Soule, Black & Wechsler
¤ Spirol International
¤ Star Stainless
¤ Vertex Distribution

2021 Schedule of Events
June 10th - 32nd Scholarship Golf Outing
Juniper Hill Golf Course, Northboro, MA
July TBA - Economic Forecast Speaker
September 10th - Fall Fling Pittsfield Country Club
December 8th
Holiday Party

this a special event:
¤ All-Tech Specialty
¤ Arnold Supply
¤ Beacon Fasteners & Components
¤ Brighton-Best International
¤ Buckeye Fasteners
¤ Components for Manufacturing
¤ Distribution One
¤ DB Roberts

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FASTENER FAILURES from page 26

[2] Incorrect Torque
¤ This could mean that no measuring method was
used and/or a lubricant was present.
¤ This could also mean that the proper torque
was not applied for the conditions of the
application; environmental, temperature, surface
finish, lubricants, etc.
[3] Lubrication
¤ All torque charts cite values for ‘as received’
product, which is mostly ‘dry’.
¤ There are numerous lubricants on the market of
which some are more efficient than others.
Therefore, torque values must be adjusted for each
type of lubricant.
¤ Lubricants reduce the friction between the mating
threads as the bolt is torsionally tightened.
Therefore, torque values are generally reduced to
much lower values than on torque charts.
¤ Using a ‘dry’ torque value, or no torque at all, with
a lubricated fastener will generally cause the
fastener to be stretched into its plastic region well
past its yield point.
[4] Power Wrenches
¤ Pneumatic or hydraulic power all rely on pressure.
Unless regulated, there is no accurate method of
applying torque.
¤ Air wrenches are much faster than hydraulic
wrenches, but all seek friction to cause the wrench
to stall. If a lubricant is present, there is little
friction present to cause the wrench to stall.
Therefore, the wrench continues to impact or turn
until the fastener is beyond its yield point.

¤

As an example, an ordinary shop 1/2” unregulated
impact gun has an initial impact of 425 lb-ft of
torque. This will cause a 3/4”-7/8” Grade 8
lubricated bolt to yield.
¤ Impact wrench abuse can be noted by the
damage to the hex corners of the nut as the socket
slams repeatedly into the nut corners causing v
visible deformation.
[5] Speed of Applied Torque
¤ Even a matching strength grade nut will strip its
threads in the presence of intentional or accidental
lubricant if the applied torque is too fast.
¤ The bolt is more likely to be stretched into yield, or
fractured, if the speed of assembly is high as
the speed also reduces friction until contact with the
surface.
¤ Speed also causes an elastic rebound effect, which
in some circumstances could cause the fastener to
be stretched into yield as the joint material regains
its shape from compression.
[6] Elevated Temperatures
¤ Joint materials expand with heat.
¤ If the fastener was tightened very tight in the
connection, the joint expansion could cause the
fastener to be stretched into yield.
¤ This will cause a loose bolt in the joint when it
cools. Again, check the thread pitch.

Underloaded
If the cap screw is not tightened sufficiently to
produce a clamping force greater than the load that will
be applied to it, the fastener will fail from a phenomenon
known as metal fatigue.
Fatigue failure occurs in heat treated metals and
is most frequently encountered in heavy dynamic and
fluctuating load assemblies where maximum loading does
not occur during installation but later, when the equipment
has been placed into service and when a heavy initial
load impacts the joint. In this case, a cap screw may fail
even though its tensile strength is much greater than the
service loads it experiences.
The mechanism for this type of failure is similar
to the repeated bending of a coat hanger wire. The
metal becomes ‘tired’ or fatigues due to this repeated
movement.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 146
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Martin Inc., is pleased to
announce that Kelso (KG) Sims
has been promoted to Vice
President, Fastening Solutions.
KG’s added responsibilities will
include business development
and fasteners market expansion
throughout Martin’s territories.
“Since KG joined the team,
Martin Fastening has seen
significant improvement in
operational efficiency and
profitability,” said Douglas
Ruggles, CEO & President,
Martin Fasteners and co-owner
of Martin Inc. “I am confident
that his leadership will further
advance Martin’s fastening
footprint and his expertise will
help companies operate better.”
KG joined Martin in 2018
as Director of Operations and
then transitioned to Fastening
General Manager in 2019. KG
has over 28 years’ experience
in manufacturing, engineering
and operations Management
and 9 years’ experience in
the pneumatic and threaded
component distribution industry.
Martin Fastening is ISO
9001 certified and a member
of Global Sourcing Alliance and
National Fasteners Distributor
Association.
Headquartered in Florence,
AL in 1934, Martin Inc. is one
of the nation’s leading providers
of custom-tailored solutions for
maintenance, repair, operation
and production supplies
(MROP) to the industrial and
construction markets.
For more information about
Martin Inc, contact them by Tel:
1-800-828-8116, Email: info@
martinsupply.com or online at
www.martinsupply.com.
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PENN ENGINEERING SELF-CLINCHING FASTENERS & STAINLESS-STEEL ASSEMBLIES: APPLICATION SUCCESS from page 28

Verify Sufficient Installation Force Consistent
With Fastener Thread Size
Stainless steel self-clinching fasteners featuring
relatively larger thread size will always require higher
installation forces for proper fastener installation compared
with smaller-thread clinch fasteners. It’s imperative that a
fastener installation machine for these parts is equipped
and verified to develop the necessary squeezing force
for the application. Our catalog provide guidance on the
installation forces required for every fastener.

Choosing The Right Fastener Type For Your
Application
Significant strides have been made over the years
to develop “stainless for stainless” clinch fasteners that
meet various application requirements – whether for basic
component attachment, stacking or spacing, or enabling
subsequent access to assemblies. Here are some of
today’s most notable families in the stainless clinch
fastener category:
Stainless self-clinching nuts
These nuts provide
strong load-bearing internal
threads to accept mating
screws. Upon nut installation,
the reverse side of the sheet
will flush and smooth. Styles include types with reduced
outer dimensions and thinner sheet capabilities than
standard, and “floating” versions to compensate for
mating hole misalignment, among others.
Stainless self-clinching thru-hole threaded
standoffs & blind threaded standoffs
These enable
components to be
stacked or spaced
in an assembly
(unthreaded types
have been introduced
for spacing multipanel assemblies). These fasteners are installed with
heads flush with one surface of the mounting sheet, and,
in the case of blind styles, the outer sheet surface is both
flush and closed.

Stainless self-clinching flush-head studs
These fasteners
mount flush in stainless
sheets and include
types demonstrating
especially high hardness
and corrosion resistance
properties.
Stainless self-clinching captive panel screws
This family of fasteners
represents
the
latest
generation of access hardware
for stainless applications.
These complete, springloaded assemblies meet UL
1950 “service area access
requirements” and their
captive-screw design removes
handling and installation
issues associated with loose
screws.
The Extended Portfolio
The portfolio of stainless self-clinching fasteners has
further been expanded to include
¤ Swaging collar studs to accommodate multiple
panels
¤ Fasteners enabling flush “face-on-face” sheet
attachment in stainless steel
¤ Internally threaded floating nuts to allow for mating
hole misalignment and locking threads
¤ “Micro” pins and studs that can be highly customized
for compact consumer electronics applications

The Full-Service Partner Advantage
As stainless applications continue to emerge and
evolve, stainless self-clinching fastening solutions
will expand in response. Partnering with not only an
experienced manufacturer – but with someone who
offers value-add services such as application engineering
expertise, testing, technical cleanliness offerings, and
after-sales tech support – will ensure you a successful
outcome for your application, and a competitive advantage
in today’s challenging market.

PENN ENGINEERING
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LARRY BOROWSKI MEASUREMENT OF NON-STANDARD FASTENERS from page 30

Much of the standard inspection equipment in the
marketplace can be used to inspect these non-standard
heads, even though the end resultant is different than
the standard. For example, an undercut flat head screw
can still be measured on a protrusion head height gage
to obtain a value to the new protrusion head height
value. Most of the time, heads are a feature that can be
measured with many different tools that are considered to
be multi-functional, such as micrometers, calipers, optical
comparators, indicator stands, Height gages, etc.
Optical comparators are probably the most versatile
piece of inspection equipment used to measure specialty
fasteners, simply because there are many options for
magnification, work holding, transparent overlays, as well
as surface illumination.

Measurement of Special Drives
Non-Standard recesses or drives often give inspectors
problems. Again, this can range from a modified drive
to a purposely designed special drive.

The majority

of the time, these require special tooling because we
are not only checking the profile, but also checking the
depth. A combination drive is a good example that can
be found in some standards. Many times these are
standard recesses with a slot placed in them. It works
great for serviceability, but confuses many inspectors.
As an example, it cannot be expected for a cross recess
combined with a slot to pass a wobble test. This is
because the slot removes most of the material related
to that test. Nor can it be expected that the slot be
dimensionally accurate across the entire length, as it is
missing most of its material over the central portion of
the drive.
As a gage designer/manufacturer, we get plenty
of requests for special recess gaging, whether it be a
special size to accommodate a “pre-plate” condition or
a special configuration containing multiple drive shapes,
or multiple drive levels. The criteria may be orientation
of shapes, depth of the shapes, or size of the shapes
either individually or collectively.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 148
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SEMS AND SPECIALS INC

6483 Falcon Road, Rockford, IL 61109
TEL 1-800-888-7367 FAX 815-874-0100 EMAIL sales@semsandspecials.com

WEB www.semsandspecials.com

OUR EMPLOYEES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Since our early beginnings 30 years
ago, our employees have always been our
greatest asset. Sems and Specials has
grown from one employee in 1990 to over
90 employees today.
In March of 2020, Covid-19 impacted
our working environment. Our greatest
concern was and still remains the health and
safety of our employees. We immediately
developed new environmental policies and
procedures to protect our employees.
In May of 2020, we were given the
opportunity to produce several million brass
machine screws to Ford Motor Company

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

to build 60,000 GE/Airon Model A-E
ventilators. Our employees accepted the
challenge and delivered parts in less than
3 weeks. Having the will and perseverance
and practicing safe work habits, we were
able to maintain our level of service during
those trying times.
Fast forward to today; even with the
recent demands caused by the global
sourcing issues, we have been able to
support our all of our customers with the
same service we provided prior to Covid 19.
At Sems and Specials “it’s our
employees that make the difference!“
SEMS AND SPECIALS
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. FRUSTRATED WITH YOUR CRM? from page 32

CRM Actions
In The Business Edge, a “CRM Action” is a record of
what someone has been assigned to do.
You can create a CRM Action on the fly while you
have customer information already on the screen. CRM
Actions can be created while in Customer Inquiries,
Contact Inquiries, Quote & Order Inquiries, Entering
Quotes & Orders, the Enter & Edit Prospect screen,
To-Do Lists, and more.

sales order, you can update the document’s Opportunity
Funnel Stage while viewing the CRM Action.
There is also an inquiry that will create a list of
active customers, prospects, or leads that do not have
any open actions based on an entered ending date. This
prevents lost opportunities.

Entering Prospects
The Enter & Edit Prospects screen is a quick way to

Interactive To-Do Lists make it easy to get things

enter a prospect from a list, the web, or a spreadsheet.

done. The click of a single button allows you to close

The Business Edge formats the company name

the action and move it off of your To-Do List into history.

and checks new entries for existing similar names in

You can also create a follow-up related to the action

the customer database. When a similar name is found,

to move it off today’s To-Do List to one in the future.

you will be prompted to confirm if it is the same as what

System-level flags determine the default number of days

you are entering. If it is, the system will read the record

a follow-up should use based on the record’s Lead Type.

from the customer file. If it is different from the name

Salespeople use the features because it is easier than

you entered, you can continue entering a new record.

any other methods outside of the system.

The system tests multiple variations of the name when

Inquiries with a mix of history and open actions
are great tools for management. Date ranges and other
filters make these inquiries perfect for expediting weekly
meetings.
While entering or editing a CRM Action, you have
access to update some of the customer record’s
information. Customer Type, Lead Category, and if it is
an Active Record.
If the CRM Action is associated with a quote or

TM

looking for a possible duplicate record. This saves time
and helps keep your database clean.
You can copy and paste multiple columns at once
from spreadsheets. Most addresses found on websites
can be pasted in once and be automatically parsed to
store things in the correct fields.
You can quickly update existing prospect and
customer information with the Enter & Edit Prospects
screen.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 150
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JIM TRUESDELL TECHNOLOGY AND MEETINGS OF THE FUTURE from page 36

Using avatars could replicate the experience of actual
face to face meetings without the intrusion of actual
video feeds showing a person’s home environment or
screenshots that might invade their privacy more than they
would have intended.
Data collection derived from employee badges will be
able to track worker interaction with others and that data
can then be used to determine which employees function
well together during the workday so those compatible
people can be placed on joint project teams to ensure
smooth functioning groups.
Effective meeting planning has always stressed keeping
to an agenda, good note taking, the identification of action
items and assignments, with deadlines then allocated
by the manager in charge. What if artificial intelligence
became capable of listening to and analyzing a meeting
flow to prepare those notes, identify the action items and
assignments, and then due dates could be allocated by
the manager in charge? Perhaps best of all, software could
help to keep meetings on time track and put an end to
interminable wastes of time where egotistical managers or
participants use these gatherings to show off their skill or

authority or to enhance their office politics agenda. Those
kind of limitations would be something I would think most
people would welcome. Only good things can come from
less time stuck in meetings and more time left for bringing
tasks to fruition. If one buys into the idea that the manager
of the future will not be an authoritarian dictator imposing
his or her agenda and will be more of a coach aiming
to bring out the creativity of the staff, then technological
enhancements to the meeting process will be accepted if
they help people grow in their empowerment and realization
of career growth. These changes will likely not be accepted
if they merely increase management control and rob people
of their autonomy as to how they participate in meetings and
structure their own contributions to the workplace goals.
Change is a constant, but we need to be aware of the
kind of culture we want to create. Will we be “Theory X”
manager - believing we can only pull acceptable behaviors
from our workers by incentives or disincentives? Or will
we be “Theory Y” managers who expect the best from our
staffers and show trust in their ability to give that effort? I
would suspect most of us would opt for a little less electronic
monitoring and more confidence placed in our people!
JIM TRUESDELL

JO MORRIS A BRAND-NEW OFFERING FOR FASTENER BASICS TRAINING from page 38

In addition to basic training, FTI returns to in-person
instruction with a new and refreshed Fastener Training
Week curriculum. Under the leadership of Laurence
Claus (NNi Training and Consulting) and assisted by
Salim Brahimi (IFI Director of Engineering & Technology)
this week-long intensive training program has been
refreshed to include more interactive content, revised
class presentations and an expanded course outline.
For the fourth year, the Mid West Fastener Association
will host Fastener Training Week in Chicago from August
16th-20th. Students are invited to attend the MWFA’s
Tabletop Show and networking event during the week.
Later in the year, the Pacific West Fastener
Association will host Fastener Training Week in Los
Angeles from November 29th – December 3rd.
New classes and course development are essential
for FTI and industry support is critical to achieve this.
For the third year we are pleased to announce that
Würth Industry North America has partnered with FTI as
our 2021 Sustaining Sponsor. The generous support

of Würth will continue to help FTI fund both existing
programs and develop the new content needed to grow.
Although we are excited to get back to live classes
and “social gathering” we remind you that on-line
learning is stronger than ever. During the COVID19
travel restrictions FTI comprehensively invested in
our on-demand curriculum which now includes over
40 fastener related topics developed for fastener
professionals at all levels of experience.
Subscription packages are available to fit any
budget requirement. Please visit our website at www.
fastenertraining.org for a detailed description regarding
all our classes and webinars.
If you would like to receive our newsletter please email
Jo Morris at JoM@FastenerTraining.com.
JO MORRIS | FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
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Ramco Specialties, Inc., has completed the
process of consolidating multiple brands into a
single Ramco brand. Formerly known as Copa Tool,
Ramco’s hub for machining expertise in South
Lyon, MI, will now be known as Ramco Michigan.
With locations in Hudson OH, South Lyon MI
and Gavardo, Italy, this consolidation will provide
our customers with a global unified point of
contact for a vast array of manufactured products.
In addition to these changes, Ramco Specialties
will invest more than $10m in new equipment,
including forming equipment for large diameter
product as well as new CNC machining centers.
“Our customers continue to request localized
production to minimize supply chain risk. We
have made the strategic decision to invest in new
capabilities to meet these customer demands. Our
business continues to transition from a distribution
model to a domestic manufacturer of engineered
specialty parts,” said Rick Malson, President.
This transition can be seen by reviewing our new
website at RamcoSpecialties.com. The website
highlights Ramco’s domestic manufacturing of
cold-formed parts, assemblies, Strux® nuts,
clinch nuts, hydraulic fittings, machined parts and
other engineered items. Services include FSP
programs, specialty shipping and logistics, kit
bagging, and high-speed inspection.
Ramco has longstanding experience servicing
the Tier 1 automotive market. The company’s
new website emphasizes its capabilities to supply
automotive segments such as electric vehicle parts,
body in white, chassis, suspension, powertrain
and seating. It also details several recent projects
for defense, aerospace, agriculture, and heavy
industry. New photography and video showcase
recent machinery updates and product highlights.
Providing a safe and dynamic work environment
is a priority for Ramco. In an ongoing effort to
attract top tier talent the new website includes a
section devoted to careers, culture, and inclusivity.
This also includes the company’s commitment to
sustainability, safety, individual employee growth,
and community involvement.
For more information about Ramco Specialties Inc,
Tel: 330-653-5135, Email: info@ramcospecialties.
com or online at www.ramcospecialties.com.
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SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
292 Sugarberry Circle, Houston, TX 77024
TEL 713-952-5472 FAX 713-952-7488 EMAIL swfa@swbell.net WEB www.southwesternfastener.org

AN EXCITING TOPGOLF NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY FROM THE SFA by Cari Bailey
The SFA is excited to announce another exciting
event on April 22, 2021 in Texas. This time the SFA
is inviting members to enjoy a great day of golf, drinks,
food, networking, and fun in Houston-Spring, TX at Top
Golf. Our Top Golf event in Dallas in the fall of 2020 was
a huge success and we all enjoyed the chance to see
each other face to face (actually mask to mask). The
SFA plans to outdo ourselves at this event in Houston.
We are ready to celebrate a return to in person events at
a venue that puts safety first. Top Golf is committed to
allowing people to have face to face events while being
able to rest assured that safety and customer health
is the top priority and considered in every aspect of a
Top Golf event. The SFA puts the safety and health of
its members first and that is why we have chosen the
Top Golf venue for this event on April 22. A quick visit
to the Top Golf website will show the commitment they
have to customer safety through everything from rules
for how many people can occupy a bay to top of the line
cleaning policies. Please make plans to come out to The
Top Golf at 560 Spring Park Center Blvd. Houston-Spring,
TX 77373 from 6:30 - 9:00 for a great night with a lot
of fun and networking opportunities for business in the
Houston, TX area. We would love to have you join us.
To register please go to www.southwesternfastener.
org or call Cari Bailey at 903-918-3158.
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ANTHONY Di MAIO BLIND RIVETS ARE “UNIVERSAL” FASTENERS

[Q] Where Did Blind Rivets Originate?
[A] Certainly, there is a variation when you analyze
company-by-company development. Europe, however, was
first in lighter-weight fabrication. But, there is no question
that refinement in product design and improvement of the
manufacturing process have come from the US over the
years.

from page 44

corrosion, fatigue etc. Other large users include the farm
implement, earth moving equipment, hardware, mining,
petrochemical and electric utility industries.

[Q] Do Blind Rivets Compete With Other
Fastening Systems Such As Welding or
Adhesives etc?

In the 1930s the aircraft industry changed from wood

[A] In one word ”yes.” In many instances blind riveting

and fabric design to metal design and construction, which

is used in lieu of the aforementioned, or in conjunction

created new fastening requirements-in that access from

with. For example: tacking with blind rivets prior to welding

both sides of a required fastening joint was not always

or to hold material together mechanically during the curing

feasible. The first practical application in the US was

process of adhesives.

In 1930 when blind rivets were used in the production

We mentioned the engineering advantages of blind

of aircraft. It’s true also that development of new high

rivets in the marketplace. But, one difficulty has been in

strength material and material combinations for blind

convincing purchasing and technical people that the only

rivets came the US, despite the fact blind rivets are so

true measure of economic effectiveness of any fastening

common in Europe.

method is it’s “installed cost.” “Installed cost” is now
more widely used as a key factor in fastener selection.

[Q] Where Are The Primary Applications For
Blind Rivets?

From a technical standpoint, blind rivets offer many
advantages over threaded fasteners. Blind rivet cannot be

[A] Primary applications are found in the general

over torqued or under torqued when set in an application.

category of transportation, aircraft, installing nut plates

A threaded fasteners cab be over torqued and under

and gang channels, automotive, identification plates,

torqued that damage the application.

and truck/trailer attaching metal skin to frame. There are
many blind rivet applications appliances, electronics and
light assembly businesses. Here, a significant benefit of
blind rivets is their resistance to vibration and tampering.

[Q] From What Materials Are Blind Rivets
Made? Can You Get The Tensile And Shear
Strength Needed For Tough Applications?

A blind rivet is not affected by vibration and will not

[A] Any material that can be cold formed is eligible.

become loose because of vibration. Threaded fasteners

Some blind rivets have material of one designation for the

are subject to vibration and can become loose, that is

body and another for the mandrel. Many combinations

why chemicals are applied the threaded fasteners before

are possible and often chosen to enhance upsetting

installation, to lock the threaded and prevent the loosing

capabilities. Virtually and metallic material that lends itself

by vibration. Actually, a potential blind rivet application

to fastener production can be used. There is versatility

exist wherever two or more components are to be joined

in being able to coordinate appropriate metals to match

and in all kinds of materials, aluminum, steel, canvas to

customer requirements for strength, corrosion, softness

wood—it’s unlimited. Aircraft is a major market for blind

of the set etc. n riveting brittle materials, for example, a

rivets in the US. Of necessity, these blind rivets are more

high tensile mandrel would be destructive. So, we tailor

sophisticated, have higher strength levels, resistance to

the fastener to meet the users specific needs.
ANTHONY Di MAIO
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COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY YOUR WORLDWIDE PROVIDER OF COMPONENTS

from page 46

To answer the question, why was CFI founded;

it does to their customers. They provide world-class

simply put, there is no reason “why;” rather, “what.”

QC service on all products. Components For Industry

Meaning, what idea pushed Kevin and Annie to create

prides itself on its adherence to strict, established

this company. Well, it was the desire to change the way

in-house quality guidelines and ISO procedures. CFI’s

things have been done before. To make things better.

Quality Assurance process does not end after the

To solve a problem that this industry didn’t know it had.

inspection process. They offer continued maintenance

Relationships created CFI, relationships have grown CFI,

of part history profiles, related correspondence, and

and relationships will continue to keep CFI running and

quality inspection levels that guarantees that proper

growing.

products reach your production line on-time, every

Company Culture Makes The Difference		

time.
In addition to utilizing outside inspection services

Family dynamic. Three generations of Christie’s

and vendor audits, CFI cross-checks information with

family and a small, close-knit feeling internally protrudes

its own in-house quality control lab. Reports available

the company’s walls and welcomes anyone interested

include ISIR (Initial Sample Inspection Reports), PPAP,

in coming in and staying a while. On the business end,

Chemical Composition, Metallurgical Analysis, and

diversity: growth internally and growth through the supply

specialized test reports as requested. The CFI quality

chain has kept CFI consistently competitive and vastly

check and balance system keep material flowing at

diverse over 30 years.

the highest quality standards. CFI has spared no

In 1994, after Kevin’s second child’s birth, to help

expense, employing state-of-the-art QC equipment and

with the business’s growth and management, Kevin

an experienced staff tasked only with your products and

recruited his then-retired, ex-chemical engineer father.

materials’ quality.

Ted Christie (fondly known as “Papou,” the Greek name
for Grandfather) helped take the company to a new level.

Services

Taking Kevin’s streamlined communication idea and

CFI provides a wide range of services for its client-

bringing it to a new level. The eagerness to help was

partners in addition to our normal component services.

palpable, and the customers “Papou” brought along

In addition to their primary component engineering and

have stayed apart of this company’s growth even 27

production services, they can provide their partners

years later.

with a wide variety of secondary services to fulfill

Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance means just as much to CFI as

a company’s every need. CFI provides services for
the automotive, aerospace, appliance, and any other
industrial application.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 152
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MWFA PRESENTING FSTNR WEEK from page 48

Some probably wondered if this would be a shortlived men’s club.

Fast forward, time has come to

prove this was a group with a purpose and the energy,
ambition, and dedication to continue for many years.
This dedication has created many years of history and
many great contributors to the CBNSA, now known as the
Mid-West Fastener Association.

Our industry has been known to enjoy a good
Golf Outing and MWFA has a reputation for holding a

This year, we are celebrating our 75th anniversary.

great outing. Over the years, the MWFA has attracted

We will be inducting our CBNSA presidents into the

from 144-160 golfers at their outing allowing plenty of

CBNSA Hall of Fame (founded many years ago). We hope

networking, fun, and great prizes. Chevy Chase Golf

to have many past Board Members attend as well as

Course in Wheeling, IL will host the outing. Enjoy 18

members who have been part of the CBNSA and MWFA.

holes of golf with all the amenities of a championship

Please reach out to your fastener friends, as

golf course. The well-maintained greens offer challenging

well as those who you may know who have left the

holes, GPS on every golf cart, and a full-service golf shop.

industry and enjoyed years of CBNSA/MWFA. We’ll have

Gather your own foursome or we can pair you with one.

past presidents to speak of the CBNSA years sharing
interesting and fun stories.
We are pleased to announce our Keynote Speaker
will be Matt McMillan. The culinary fire of Matt McMillin
has been burning since he was 4 years old. Today,
McMillin, 50, has fostered that fire into a career as a
chef, educator, cookbook author, and most recently

August 16th-20th

Vice President of Culinary & Beverage Innovation for

Fastener Training Week

Cooper’s Hawk Winery and Restaurants. Chef McMillin

The Fastener Training Institute and the Industrial

is a graduate of Kendall College, where he received the

Fasteners Institute partner to present the weeklong

Escoffier Award for Culinary and Academic Excellence.

intensive version of FTI’s Certified Fastener Specialist

He continues his work at Kendall as a frequent teacher,

advanced technical training program.

guest speaker, and Culinary Advisory Board Member.

This class will be offered at the Belvedere, Elk Grove,

It will be an awesome evening of special memories

IL the week of August 16th. Fastener Training Week

while creating new memories. Come enjoy this special

includes everything that a student would experience

social event whether you’ve been part of the CBNSA,

in the regular seven-course CFS training, but all on

MWFA or both.

consecutive days. MWFA Members receive substantial

August 18th
68th MWFA Golf Outing - Noon Shotgun Start
Chevy Chase Country Club, Wheeling, IL

discounts on registration. For more information, go to
www.fastenertraining.org
For more information and registration for FSTNR Week
events please visit us online at www.mwfa.net.

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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The Fastener Training
Institute® the
leading
nonprofit provider of fastener
training
opportunities,
announced the appointment
of Greg Rawlings as its newest
Board of Directors member.
Rawlings is the current
president of Nylok LLC, a
Marmon Holdings company
that is part of the Berkshire
Hathaway Inc. group. Nylok
is a value-added solutions
provider of resin, adhesive and
lubricant coatings for threaded
fastener applications with five
facilities in North America
and business partners in 31
different countries across
the globe. He has served in
various roles at the company
over the past 12 years
including sales, engineering
and management positions.
“We are grateful for the
expertise Greg brings to our
Board,” said John Wachman,
Managing Director for
Fastener Training Institute.
“His knowledge of fastener
coatings and wide range of
experience in the industry
will be invaluable to our
organization.”
Rawlings brings 23 years
of experience in the fastener
industry to FTI’s Board of
Directors and previously
held positions in tooling
engineering, applications
engineering, sales, sales
management and facility
management for fastener
manufacturer and distributor
companies. He previously held
a Board of Directors position
for Fastener Education
Foundation from 2016-2019.

Currently, he also serves as the
Vice Chair for the Industrial Fastener
Institute Division 3 Automotive
group. Rawlings holds a Bachelor of
Science in Mechanical Engineering
from Lake Superior State University.
“I’m happy to join the Board
for Fastener Training Institute and
share the organization’s desire to
improve the fastener industry through
training and continued learning
opportunities,” said Rawlings.

125

FTI is committed to bringing
fastener training opportunities to
companies and students who do
not have the ability to travel for
live instruction and has adapted
its training material virtually in
response to the global COVID-19
pandemic.
For more information about FTI
and to view the complete training
schedule, please visit their website
at www.fastenertraining.org.
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NELSON VALDERRAMA KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS: HOW SIMPLE ANALYTICS CAN MAKE YOU MAJOR PROFITS from page 52

When he compared the GM% between Standard and
Drain accounts he realized that he could improve his
pricing approach as well as the cost to serve accounts - a
prime place for e-commerce to play a critical role.

What I like the most about running “programs” or
initiatives across a category is that you can set goals,
and more importantly, measure results.

Applying Analytics To Your Own Business

Let Predictive Analytics Software Do the
Heavy Lifting

There are thousands of Mid-sized distributors just
like my client that are trying like hell right now to better
understand their real opportunities. Customer categories
are a simple and easy framework you can apply right now
to start seeing clear tactics to take.
Taking it one step further, segmentation allows you
to run “programs” or initiatives across a single category
without affecting the other ones. Maybe you launch
automated marketing for only VIP accounts, or run a
programmatic review of pricing for only Drain accounts.
You could start doing customer profitability tests for all
Core customers, or test your e-commerce initiative with
only Standard customers….

If customer segmentation is new to you - or even if
you’ve been doing it for years - the process can seem
understandably taxing. Endeavors like these are exactly
why we built Intuilize, a predictive analytics software
designed specifically for mid-sized industrial distributors.
Intuilize can automate essential business intelligence
practices like segmentation as well as helping you
run programs, evaluate tactics, and even make
recommendations for finding opportunities hiding in the
data you already have.
Our industry is evolving faster than ever before. Arm
yourself with the weapons to get the most out of your
customers now.
NELSON VALDERRAMA

METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL

201-254-7784

FAX

847-516-6728

EMAIL

admin@mfda.us

WEB

“TOYS FOR TOTS” DRIVE AN AMAZING SUCCESS
Like almost everything else this
past year, the COVID-19 pandemic
forced the MFDA’s 22nd annual
campaign to be completely virtual.
However, in an amazing show of
support from 19 companies and
15 friends & families, the MFDA
raised $9400 this year, smashing
all previous records! The amount
was nearly double the Association’s
previous high.
Each year the Marines of Golf
Company, based at the Picatinny Arsenal in Dover NJ, help
organize nearly 100,000 toys donations to over 40,000
children in our area. In speaking with the drive coordinator
in December, we were told that 2020 was a very difficult

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

www.mfda.us

by Rob Rundle

year for them to collect toys, so the
MFDA’s contribution was especially
needed and welcomed.
Even without the annual dinner,
MFDA members still managed to
collect hundreds of toys from and
drop them off at the base in early
December.
The MFDA board thanks all who
donated time, toys or money to help
the drive this year. We look forward
to seeing everyone again in person
next December for the 2021 dinner.
Pictured is (R to L) – Major Pernotto, 1st Sgt Brian
Dillon, and an unnamed Marine volunteer at the Toys For
Tots collection drive in early December 2020.
METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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FASTENER FAIR USA FASTENER FAIR USA HEADS TO CLEVELAND, OHIO NOVEMBER 8-10, 2021

from page 60

of the market find the latest products they need at
Fastener Fair USA.
Close to 2,200 fastener professionals participated in
Fastener Fair USA 2019 in Detroit, surpassing the 2018
inaugural show in Cleveland. More than 270 exhibitors
from 15 countries connected with customers in the
aerospace, automotive, civil engineering, construction,
energy, machinery, and other industries.
Visit www.FastenerFairUSA.com for the most up-todate information on Fastener Fair USA or contact Event
Director, Bob Chiricosta at bchiricosta@reedexpo.com.

The advancement of manufacturing in Ohio
received a boost this past year. In September, the U.S.
Department of Defense approved a $5 million grant
to improve defense manufacturing processes in Ohio
and train workers for next-generation jobs. In August,
Ohio was named a Defense Manufacturing Community,
in a program designed to support investments that
strengthen national security innovation and expand
capabilities for defense manufacturing. Coordinating
partners in the Defense Department initiative include
regional business development organizations, including
MAGNET, a Cleveland-based non-profit consulting group
whose mission is to grow the manufacturing industry to
help small and medium-sized companies transform with
technology, innovation, and talent.

About Fastener Fair USA
Fastener Fair USA is the only exhibition in the U.S.
dedicated to the full supply chain – manufacturers,
distributors,

mechanical

and

design

engineers,

purchasers, wholesalers, and OEMs. From automotive
to aerospace, construction, MRO to HVAC, furniture to
appliances, fastener professionals from every segment
FASTENER FAIR USA
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ROBERT FOOTLIK IMPROVING THE RECEIVING PROCESS from page 66

Bar coding, RFID and scanable labels can hold a

Ancient technology that uses too much paper and takes

wealth of information suitable for stocking and inventorying

too long robs any operation of time and money. Invest

the goods. Color coding can make these identifiers into a

in heavy duty technology, not the cheapest throw away

staff friendly pneumonic. Changing the colors and label

consumer products. Printers and scanners now drive your

design by materials, season, and vendor creates an easily

warehouse production. Don’t leave people waiting for

identified visual indication of items that are in the wrong

obsolete equipment and/or systems to catch up to the

place.

needs of production.

As an Industrial Engineering student I learned how
time and motion studies can facilitate forecasting labor
utilization and facility availability. As a practicing Consultant

You Don’t Expect “Good Enough”
Performance From Your Doctors

I quickly learned that this can be a very laborious and time

“Sort of…,” “almost,” “OOPS!” and other expressions

consuming project unless you know about the magic of

are not acceptable in many aspects of your personal life

Warehouse Management Systems (WMS). Leave the

and attitudes that foster mediocrity should never be

fine detail to a WMS that can track every movement with

acceptable at work, especially since good management

precision and supplement this by noting what is going on,

can directly control quality. The only acceptable output

and who is doing it, every time you are walk the facility.

from receiving is perfection. Mistakes in this area multiply

Your observations can point to what data to extract,

throughout the warehouse and inevitably reach the

how to analyze it and most importantly the best ways to

customers.

visualize and present the information

Expect perfection, give the staff the tools to achieve

For example, a simple head count of the receiving

it and reward their efforts at least psychologically. Track

staff correlated with the time and day of the observation

quality performance thru the WMS, check and share

over a few weeks can provide many insights regarding

customer complaints as well as complements, then find

labor allocation…and how to modify inbound orders. If

ways to get your staff involved. Nothing should leave

the WMS is logging in orders along with who is doing the

receiving until it is properly checked in, identified, verified,

work your “gut feel” and sampling can be used to know

labeled and dispatched to the right location. You set the

the best practices to allocate the receiving resources

standards and expect everyone to meet them at all times,

and then demonstrate this knowledge for both staff and

even when stressed. It’s a lot easier to solve problems

management.

that don’t happen.
One secret in making this aura of perfection work is

Receiving Departments Are Very Demanding
On Equipment

to quarantine problems. Damaged goods, questionable
orders and “lost paperwork” should be sidelined for

Going in and out of highway equipment, short trips,

frequent periodic inspection and resolution. Don’t let

braking with heavy loads, frequent turns and general

things pile up, but definitely set up a physical space

bumps and lumps will take a toll on any materials handling

where problems can be resolved by the most qualified

equipment. Similarly data collection tools, printers,

personnel. All too often incoming freight pulls down

computers and scales are constantly stressed and often

productivity. Never let the problems let it clog the aisles,

abused.

fill expensive real estate and divert resources. If it cannot

Develop programs for preventative maintenance,
periodic updating and replacement of the hardware.

be handled readily by the normal systems sideline it and
come back later.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 154
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Smith Associates recently held their first virtual
tabletop show. Titled “Together Towards Tomorrow”
this event allowed companies to meet with the
principles represented by Smith Associates to
discuss strategies for the coming year while learning
about new products and initiatives. Customers
could sign up to reconnect with companies they
currently do business with while at the same time
getting the opportunity to learn about some new
companies as well.
Every person that participated in the event, both
customers and principles applauded the way the
event was handled as well as the value that was
received from the time they invested in participating.
While all were universal in their desire to get back to
holding face to face meetings they also were grateful
for the opportunity to reconnect.
Mike Smith, head of Smith Associates commented
“I am incredibly proud of the team at Smith Associates
for putting together this event and offering our
customers and principles the opportunity to connect
during these trying times. This program is a great

w w w. l i n k m a g a z i n e . c o m

example of the innovative thinking that has made
Smith Associates the premier manufacturers rep
agency for the fastener industry”. Other comments
heard from participants included Michelle Pharand
from Astral Air Parts “a very well-orchestrated event,
you kept people moving and on time with your ability to
manage the breakout rooms” while Marc DiVincenzo
of Century Fasteners said, “everything went over well,
thank you for including us and we would be happy
to be a part of this again in the future”. Finally,
George Latsis from Screws Industries stated, “Smith
Associates did a great job putting this all together,
THANKS!”.
Smith Associates is the premier manufacturers
rep group in the Northeast covering a territory from
Maine to Virginia. The company was founded in 1982
by Mike Smith and supplies wire and metal products
for the military, structural, industrial, and commercial
industries.
If your company is seeking representation in this
territory contact Smith Associates at 973-291-8100 or
check us out on the web at www.smithreps.com.
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Derry Enterprises, Inc.
announced today that it has
acquired O.K. Fasteners,
a Huck and mechanical
fastener distributor based
in Troy, IL. O.K. Fasteners
stocks and distributes Huck
fasteners, installation tools
and parts primarily for the
rail, transportation, mining,
and general manufacturing
industries.
As one of the leading Huck
distributors, O.K. Fasteners has
built a strong reputation with
its customers on having stock
of whatever Huck material the
customer may need. “Derry
Enterprises’ growth strategy,
future vision, and strong culture
will significantly enhance our
ability to provide value to our
customers and continue to grow
our business. We are excited
about our future together,” says
Jon Knauss, President of O.K.
Fasteners. Derry Enterprises is
also acquiring Tools & Parts
Inc, a separate organization
that stocks and distributes
Huck product as well.
With these acquisitions,
Field Fastener, a subsidiary
of Derry Enterprises, has
become a Huck master
distributor and is now able to
sell Huck components, repair
or maintenance items, as
well as tools and equipment.
Field also has direct access
to other Huck brands such as
Marson Fasteners and Tools,
Recoil Products, Camloc, SNEP
Products, Simmonds Products,
Keyserts, and Value Rivets.
The keys to Derry
Enterprises’ success are
the unique culture and value
proposition the company has.

The culture is people focused
and places a high value on the
development of its team members to
support is customers and suppliers.
The value proposition is to generate
year over year cost reductions for
their customers through VMI and
technical support services. “The
acquisition of O.K. Fasteners
is another important step in our
goal of being the most technically
competent fastening company in the
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world. We are pleased to have the
O.K. Fastener team and its vast
knowledge of Huck as a part of Derry
Enterprises,” states Chief Customer
Officer, Adam Derry. “Huck produces
a great product and we are excited
about partnering with them to drive
greater value to the OEM market.”
		 For more information about Derry
Enterprises contact them by Tel:
815-637-9002 or visit them online at
www.fieldfastener.com.
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BRUNO MARBACHER THINGS THAT AFFECT THE COST OF FASTENERS FROM DESIGNING THEM TO INSTALLING THEM from page 98

¤ Complexity of parts (fasteners): For a more
complex part the tooling is more expensive
¤ Standard vs. special: Are fasteners made to a
consensus standard or are they made to a print? For the
standard fastener, the tooling is already available the
parts can often be purchased off the shelf at lower cost.
¤ Quantity of parts: Higher quantities typically lead
to lower unit prices but how much of an impact this has
is based upon complexity of part as described above,
where cost-efficient threshold is reached. For standard
fasteners higher quantity for the most part. leads to lower
cost of purchased parts.
¤ Formability of material: Some materials are

CORROSION PROTECTION COATINGS

harder to form, therefor causing more tool wear and in

for smaller quantities, undercutting the thread may be

some instance early tool breakage. Depending on shape,

necessary, again adding cost. With zinc flaked coating,

some manufacturers charge extra or may even refuse to

thread fit is a factor that must be considered. Use thinner

quote. Some material may have to be annealed between

more corrosion resistant coating rather than undercutting

heading operations that will add cost.

the thread, undercutting a thread is costly. To find the

¤ Heat treading process: Some quench and

best suitable protection coating, certain parameters such

tempering processes are more involved than others, thus

as corrosion resistance, friction factors, permissible

affecting cost.

thickness must be evaluated. Through this process the

¤ Accuracy requirement: Tighter tolerances may

most cost-efficient coating could be determined.

require additional processes or more advanced machines

¤ Location of applicator: Where and when the

may have to be used. Forming dies are wearing, to keep

coating is applied (manufacturer’s applicator – end

tight tolerances require early tool replacement.

user’s, distributor’s applicator). It may be most cost

¤ Facility/utility cost: Where a part is manufactured
has a great impact on manufacturing cost, if produced

efficient to have parts coated at the same location where
they are manufactured.

domestically shipping cost are considerably lower. Also,

¤ Availability of raw material: Some materials

there are no tariffs and customs clearing fees. If procured

are common in one country and not common in another,

abroad, in certain countries the production cost is lower

thus are affecting cost. Unless parts are intended

(landed costs must be compared) Energy costs in certain

for a particular application, such as high temperature

regions are much lower, thus affecting end product cost.

service, subzero use, etc., one only should specify

¤ Type of corrosion protection coating: Thicker

mechanical properties (grade or property class). National

coatings cost more, special sealers and/or topcoats add

and international standards specify material chemistry

to the cost. For small runs and for coating that applicators

for a given grade or property class, other than that

do not typically have available, a minimum charge may

manufacturers are free to choose a suitable material they

be applied. Thick coating requires special tolerance,

have on hand.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 158
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EFC International is pleased to announce
its expanded focus on the world-wide distribution
of genuine parts made by Research Engineering
& Manufacturing, Inc. (REMINC) Authorized
Licensees.
EFC’s team of application engineers support
customers with advanced engineering assistance,
direct factory relationships and rapid prototype
solutions, as well as extensive value analysis and
value engineering services. Matt Dudenhoeffer,
President and CEO of EFC, states, “EFC, REMINC
and REMINC’s Licensees look forward to this
partnership knowing that end-users will benefit
from our combined strengths.”
REMINC’s Licensed products include best-inclass fastener brands, including the TAPTITE®
family of thread-forming screws. TAPTITE® screws,
primarily for metal applications, deliver increased
performance and cost savings. They remove the
costly labor, solvents, and time required for
the thread tapping process in manufacture, as
well as any external hex nuts, lock washers and
related hardware required for assembly. TAPTITE®
fasteners optimize metal-to-metal contact in
assemblies, significantly improving their electrical
grounding performance vs conventional machine
screws. This performance makes TAPTITE®
fasteners the industry leading choice for electrical
grounding applications in the global automotive
and EV industries. TAPTITE® fasteners also
partner exceptionally well with lightweight alloys,
making them a perfect fastener selection for the
energy efficient vehicles of the future.
Steve Kirkpatrick, President of REMINC, states,
“Genuine quality parts with global availability are the
backbone of REMINC’s business, and this mission
dovetails perfectly with EFC’s commitment to the
distribution of authentic, quality parts globally.”
REMINC, together with its sister company CONTI
Fasteners AG, has a global Licensee network with
over 100 manufacturing locations worldwide.
EFC International is a global supplier of specialty
engineered metal and plastic component parts to
the OEM and Distribution markets since 1983.
For more information contact EFC International
by Tel: 314-434-2888 or online at www.efc-intl.com.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A “GALLING DEVELOPMENT”- WHAT EVERY DISTRIBUTOR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD GALLING from page 100

Therefore, one of the simpler preventative fixes,

generated in a bolted joint is a strong function of the

especially with stainless steel fasteners is to reduce the

frictional characteristics of that joint. If the lubrication is

assembly speed or adopt a hand assembly procedure.

either improved or reduced outside of the purview of the

By slowing things down, the heat is given more time

design recommendations, there is a strong likelihood that

to dissipate through the rest of the fastener. Dropping

joint tension will change, which could lead to a variety of

automatic assembly equipment by several hundred rpms

disastrous outcomes.

(if it is a fast spinning device) can provide noticeable
improvement. Although not all assembly lines may be able

Surface Roughness

to accommodate it, hand assembly should provide even

Surface Roughness can play an important role

more striking results. Many times, experimenting with and

in galling. Ironically both “highly polished surfaces or

optimizing assembly conditions is enough to eliminate the

very rough finishes increase the tendency for wear and

[3]

galling.

Lubrication

galling.”[4] Although it is intuitive that rough finishes
result in greater interaction between asperities, it is
likely counterintuitive that very finely polished surfaces

Lubrication allows the mating surfaces to slide

may also be more prone to galling. Experts hypothesize

across each other more efficiently and with lower friction.

that these highly polished surfaces, which still possess

Frequently, adding a lubricant will eliminate galling. Relying

microscopic asperities, lack the ability to store wear

on lubricants as the solution, however, can sometimes be

debris or lubricants in the valleys between asperities.

tricky. In some instances the application is not favorable

With no place to store this material, it triggers greater

to a lubricant solution. In these cases other measures will

interaction between asperities and increases the

have to be adopted.

chances of galling.

There are many options of lubricants that can be

On the other side of the coin, rough surfaces promote

selected, although common ones include lubricants with

significant interaction between asperities. For this reason,

substantial quantities of molybdenum disulfide, PTFE

certain fastener manufacturing processes, such as thread

(Teflon), graphite, mica, talc or metal flakes. Often these

rolling, are preferred over other alternatives because they

lubricants are known as anti-seize compounds. Additionally

produce smoother, less rough surfaces. Although most

some waxes, greases, or oils may be effective.

externally threaded fasteners are roll threaded, most

For fasteners, lubricants are often pre-applied as a
dry-film lubricant, wax coating, or embedded into the top
coat of the fastener plating. Naturally, these lubricants
can also be applied at the point of use as well, which is
especially well suited for maintenance activities but not
always practical in high volume assembly.

internally threaded fasteners are cut. The cut threads are
rougher and more prone to galling.

Surface Finishes
Surface finishes (platings and coatings) may be a
strategic method of reducing galling. Many of today’s

Importantly, one must exert a degree of caution

coatings are designed with integrated lubricants in their

when using lubricants. There are certain instances where

top coat. In the event that a lubricant can’t be built

the presence of lubricants could contaminate or are

right into the coating, many modern plating and coating

incompatible with the surrounding environment and either

systems include a wide variety of post plating lubricant

should not be deployed or should be chosen very carefully.

applications, including wax, oil, and dry film lubricant

One that comes to mind, particularly germane to stainless

options. Additionally, there are several common platings

steel fasteners, are fasteners used in food processing.

or coatings that naturally resist galling. These include:

These applications may only be able to use lubricants

¤ Cadmium – provides natural lubricity tendencies.

which have been approved safe in a food processing

Cadmium plating is commonly used on an array of

environment. Another area of concern is that the tension

fasteners in aerospace and defense applications.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 162
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JOE DYSART GOOGLE MAY UPDATE: LOWER RANKINGS FOR POORLY DESIGNED WEB SITES from page 104

¤ Poor Interactivity: No one appreciates poor

developers.google.com/web/tools/chrome-devtools) offer

interactivity, or when a “buy now” button or a “subscribe

fastener distributors a comprehensive way to drill

now” button or similar button on a Web site responds

down on facets of your Web site that are scoring poorly

slowly. If your site is guilty of this kind of time-wasting,

on Google’s Page Experience rating and ensure that

Google will take a dim view of what’s going on.

you make the corrections needed to eliminate those

¤ Poor Visual Stability: Once in awhile, you’ll click

problems.

to a site that seems schizophrenic in its presentation,

Meanwhile, to improve your Web site speed only,

with images, text and other content all jumping about

you can use Google’s free PageSpeed Insights (https://

randomly until the site renders fully. This instability is a

developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights),

product of poor Web design and will also be penalized by

which offers a page-by-page analysis of Web site speed,

Google.

where the trouble is located, and how you can rid

Fortunately, Google offers a number of tools you can

yourself of speed bumps.
And for maintenance work on poor interactivity

use to see how your Web site adheres to Google’s Page
or

Experience rating – and correct any shortcomings.

poor

visual

stability,

fastener

distributors

Google’s free Google Search Console (https://

can use Web Vitals Chrome Extension (https://

search.google.com/search-console/about), for example,

chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/web-vitals/

will give you an overall analysis of all the signals Google

ahfhijdlegdabablpippeagghigmibma?hl=en) to perform a

is watching for when making a Page Experience rating.

page-by-page analysis of what’s going on and secure

For overall maintenance, Chrome Dev Tools (https://

specific suggestions for correcting the problem.
JOE DYSART

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

TOLL-FREE 1-800-753-8338

TEL 847-438-8338

EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

2021 EVENTS SCHEDULE
2021 Schedule of Events
April 21-22

Heat Treating/Plating Seminar (Virtual)
Hosted by Morgan Ohare & SWD Inc.

May 19
August 16-23

FSTNR Week

August 16

Basic Print Reading Seminar
Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL
Table Top Show
Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL

August 17
August 18

by Nancy Rich
MWFA Mixer
Real Sports, Elk Grove, IL

August 16-23

Fastener Training Week Class
Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL

Spring Golf Outing
White Pines

August 17

August 19

WEB www.mwfa.net

October 7

Oktoberfest

November 4

Scholarship Awards
Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL

December 9

Holiday Party
Medinah Banquets, Addison, IL

Check www.mwfa.net for more dates and details

75th Anniversary/Hall of Fame Dinner
Venuti’s, Addison, IL

MWFA Welcomes New Members

Golf Outing

Ironclad Performance Wear - Grand Prairie, TX

Chevy Chase Country Club, Wheeling, IL

Rhyno Manufacturing Inc. - Wheeling IL

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FASTENER FAILURES from page 108

A certain amount of ‘cold working’ occurs and the
metal develops a stress rupture. This ruptured stress
raiser continues to propagate through the grain boundaries
of the metal until there is very little cross-sectional area
left to support the service load or next impact, and then it
suddenly fractures. Such is the case when a cap screw is
not tightened sufficiently to produce a clamp load greater
than what it is being subjected to by the service loads.
Stresses can also initiate at other points which are
voids (abrupt changes in size or shape), imperfections,
scratches or discontinuities elsewhere on the metal
surface. Once a crack initiates, it propagates through the
core of the bolt with every additional shock or impact load,
until the area of metal which is left can no longer support
the next impact, at which point total fracture occurs
instantly
Typically, fatigue stress raisers develop at the last
thread run-out or at the first unengaged thread outside
the nut. If the fillet radius under the bolt head becomes
scratched or damaged, stress raisers develop and the bolt
head separates in a dramatic manner.
A metal fatigue pattern consists of conchoidal
markings or ‘beach marks’ as seen in image below.

The fracture in above image initiated at the 7 o’clock
position and continued through the body of the bolt until
final fracture occurred at the heavy darkened area. The
variance in dark to light bands indicate the frequency and
intensity of the service loads.
Some fractures may have multiple stress initiation
points as seen in the next image.

Underloaded Causes
[1] Non-Matching Fastener Components
¤ Check the grade markings on the nut and bolt to
determine compatibility.
¤ A Grade 2 nut on a Grade 8 bolt only produces a
Grade 2 connection.
[2] Embedment
¤ If the imprint of the bolt head and/or nut is visible
in the joint surface or flat washer, clamp load has
been lost.
¤ It only takes 0.001” of bolt relaxation, per inch of
loaded length, to lose 30,000 psi of clamp load.
¤ Continued load impacts will cause further
embedment and loss of clamp load.
[3] Debris in Threads or Tapped Hole
¤ Any amount of thread interference will increase
thread friction, provide false torque readings and
decrease clamp load.
[4] Burrs
¤ A burr is an uneven surface and may not allow the
joint surfaces to lay flat and parallel.
¤ The extra metal will compress further during service
and cause joint relaxation.
¤ The edge of the burr can dig into the fillet radius
at the head of the cap screw causing a stress raiser
or notch effect for metal fatigue.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 147
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FASTENER FAILURES from page 146

[5] Inadequate Torque
¤ Too much torque will cause the fastener to yield.
The fastener is now weakened and subject to higher
service loads and increased thread stress.
¤ Too little torque will cause immediate thread stress.
¤ Heavy dynamic loads require the fasteners to be
retorqued after experiencing the service loads.
The service loads will settle the joint and cause
some relaxation.
[6] Incorrect Torque Pattern
¤ Applying full torque to all fasteners, even in a crisscross pattern, will cause some bolts to be tighter as
well as loosen others.
¤ Proper procedure is to tighten fasteners in increments.
[7] Reusing the Nut
¤ Nuts are softer than the bolts to which they mate
so the threads can plastically flow to carry the load
of the expanding threads of the bolt. This produces
thread distortion, causing an increase in thread friction.

¤

Torque is a function of friction. Therefore, any
increase in thread friction will decrease the amount
of applied torque to the nut and bolt.
¤ The nut will continue to produce more thread friction
and less clamp load each time it is reused, even
when torqued at the same torque value.
¤ The exception is with using lubrication.
[8] Mixed Fastener Grades in the Same Connection
¤ The joint will produce less clamping force than the
lower bolt grade.
¤ If ahigher bolt grade is torqued the same as a lower
bolt grade, the resultant clamp load is less than that
produced by the lower bolt grade. This is due to the
strength of materials and torsion, not axial tension.
[9] Joint Relaxation
¤ All of the above.
There are ‘other’ less common reasons for fastener
failures but none the less cause of dramatic failures,
which we will explain in the next issue.
GUY AVELLON
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LARRY BOROWSKI MEASUREMENT OF NON-STANDARD FASTENERS from page 112

Generally speaking, a Non-standard drive will require

be in the standard 60º thread form with a non-standard

special measuring tools or gages, that are either designed

pitch diameter, which are probably the easiest threads to

by the engineer that developed the drive, or designed by an

measure. If variable thread gaging such as a tri-roll gage is

independent gage manufacturer based on the engineering

available, these specials can be measured directly based

print of the product. There is no simple measuring solution

only on the diameter and pitch of a standard thread form.

to accommodate all Non-Standard drive types, as they are

Tri-roll gasges are comparative type measuring devices,

specific to the design. This is why it is important to make

so the comparison is the known value of a standard set

sure that the screw print completely defines the profile,

plug to the unknown value of the special thread size. The

tolerance, and depth of the recess so that the gage

other option is to have special GO and NOGO thread rings

designer can do his job effectively.

made, but they are specific to the particular non-standard
thread being measured, and cannot be used in other
applications.
Other thread forms can include asymmetrical threads
similar to a Buttress thread with a 45º and 7º thread angle,
or some other combination of thread angles that are not
equal. These types of threads can either be measured
using specially made GO and NOGO thread ring gages,
or a lower cost alternative would be to use the 3 wire
method. The only problem with the 3 wire method is doing
the math involved to calculate the pitch diameter. It can
be a long complicated formula if software is not available
to aid in the calculation. Some of these thread forms can
be measured on a variable thread gage, but it is advisable
to check with the manufacturer to see if the geometry is
achievable on the rolls or segments. Optical comparators
can also be used in conjunction with transparent overlays
to measure some special thread forms.
Other non-standard threads that can be found are
modifications to standard fasteners in the threaded area.
These can be in the form of channels, missing threads,
combinations of more than one thread next to the other,
flats, notches, deformation for a locking feature, etc.
Typically, the pitch diameter of the thread can no longer be
accurately measured after the original thread is altered.
There is either something in the way, the modification did
not leave enough material, or the thread is completely

Measurement of Non-Standard Threads

missing. Sometimes a variable type gage can be used

Non-Standard or special threads can be easy or very

because it can be positioned on the thread as to not

difficult to measure, it just depends on the equipment

interfere with the modification, but that is not always the

you have, and the thread profile. Special threads can

case.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 149
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LARRY BOROWSKI MEASUREMENT OF NON-STANDARD FASTENERS from page 148

Conclusion
Measuring non-standard Fasteners can be challenging,
but if the time is taken to understand the requirements
though industry standards or engineering drawings, and
the correct equipment for the job is chosen , it can be
rewarding.
Make sure to fully understand the customer’s
requirements when dealing with non-standard fasteners,
because it may require special tooling or gaging that
can easily be overlooked. A modified standard fastener
cannot be expected to meet all the same dimensional
requirements as the original fastener did, either because
material is missing, or the modification has made it
impossible to re-measure.

If an existing fastener is

modified, make sure to do a full inspection before
the modification, because it may be impossible to do
afterward.

LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. FRUSTRATED WITH YOUR CRM? from page 114

You can copy and paste multiple columns at once
from spreadsheets. Most addresses found on websites
can be pasted in once and be automatically parsed to
store things in the correct fields.
You can quickly update existing prospect and
customer information with the Enter & Edit Prospects
screen.
Automatically create CRM Actions while entering new
prospects when desired. No user interaction is required
after the first action is defined.

Opportunity Funnel Stages
You can create as many unique Opportunity Funnel
Stages as you want.
The system can be set up to automatically change a
document’s funnel stage based on normal daily activity.
A document’s Opportunity Funnel Stage can be changed
from inquiry screens and when you are entering quotes,
orders, or CRM Actions.

Flexible Security
The Business Edge makes it easy for you to allow
TM

people to have access to everything they need without
seeing anything you do not want them to. There is an
almost limitless combination of security settings that
can be set up for each user with intuitive maintenance
screens.

Are You Ready To Do More With Less?
Are you ready for a truly integrated CRM system? If
any of this sounds better than what you are doing now,
contact us to learn more.

More Information
For more information about The Business Edge
contact Dennis Cowhey, President, Computer Insights,
Inc. 108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Tel:
1-800-539-1233, email: sales@ci-inc.com or visit them
online at www.ci-inc.com.
TM

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.

Beacon Fasteners and Components is
excited to announce Tom Buddenbohn of Budd
Sales as a manufacturers’ representative for the
states of Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.
“With over 40 years of industry sales experience
and technical expertise, Tom will be a great
connection to our south-central customer base and
a valuable resource to our team,” said Kameron
Dorsey, National Sales Manager at Beacon. “He
shares our drive for excellence and is focused on
creating outstanding experiences for every customer.
We look forward to growing and strengthening these
valuable partnerships together.”
Tom Buddenbohn has served on the NFDA
Board for five years and has been serving as
the NFDA Membership Chair for the last nine
years. Budd Sales brings people and businesses
together and is in the Dallas Fort-Worth area. Tel:
817.269.0430 Web: buddsales.com
Beacon helps its customers to enhance their
operations by providing supply chain solutions that

reduce lead times, improve inventory performance,
and support quality requirements with their
comprehensive validation process. Beacon is
the leading supplier of high-performance screws
focusing on Thread Forming, Thread Cutting,
SEMS, High-Low Tapping, Metric screws and
complementary sizes of Sheet Meal Tapping, and
Specialty Cold Headed Fasteners.
Beacon is the leading supplier of quality driven
high performance screws focusing on Thread
Forming, DIN 7500 Metric Thread Forming, Thread
Cutting, SEMS, High-Low Tapping Screws and
complementary sizes of Sheet Metal Tapping, and
Specialty Cold Headed Fasteners.
Buy From Beacon. The Partner to World Class
VMI Distributors.
For more information contact Beacon Fasteners
and Components at 198 West Carpenter Avenue in
Wheeling, IL. Tel: 1-800-669-2658, Fax: 847-5411789, Email: customerservice@beaconfasteners.com
or visit them online at www.beaconfasteners.com.
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COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY YOUR WORLDWIDE PROVIDER OF COMPONENTS from page 122

manufacturing capabilities, direct mill runs, and technical
expertise on standard or special components.
¤ Cold Heading
¤ Springs
¤ Screw Machine Parts
¤ Purchasing Programs
¤ Free Design & Problem Solving
¤ All Secondary Operation
¤ Components Assemblies
¤ Specialized Packaging
¤ Nuts, Washers, Stamping, Pins
¤ Direct Import
¤ In-house Sorting Capabilities

CFI Can Provide The Following Services
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

Optical Sorting
Roll Sorting
Electronic Sorting
Hand Sorting
Bar Coding
Poly Bagging
Blister Packaging
Part Cleaning

¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

Metal Finishing
Heat Treating
Locking Elements
Drilling & Tapping
Shaving
Milling
Logistics Programs
- On and Off-site

Engineering

Change & Endurance
Every challenge is an opportunity. Through 30
years of business, one learns how to think quickly and
adapt to the environment. The pre-COVID world and the
post-COVID world will be two very different things. It’s
a testament to CFI’s strength and ability to have stood
the test of time that so many other companies of similar
stature had not endured.

Doing More With Less

CFI’s component engineers have many qualifications,
including metallurgy, plastics, part modeling, cost
expertise, and more. If you need a component built to
spec, CFI’s team of engineers can do it right the first
time. Their engineers can design parts for aerospace,
automotive, appliance, or any other industry.
CFI also offers reengineering services for existing
components to optimize them for cost, material strength,
corrosion standards, and more. If you need your part to
be stronger, larger, smaller, or more cost-effective, CFI
will set their team of engineers on it to meet your specific
needs.

With the help of Computer Insights, CFI transported
itself from the 20th century to the 21st. With the
technology found in CI’s The Business Edge, CFI has
found the ability to manage inventory and financials and
provide quotations at a few clicks. Prior to this system,
known as CFI’s dark ages by some of the long-time
employees, the processes that now take only a few
seconds would take upwards of an hour. At the core of
every business’s growth is finding efficiencies. Without
Computer Insights’ help to integrate, upgrade, and
teach, we would not be the company we are today.

Who Is An Ideal Customer?

Components For Industry can be reached at 1351
Armour Blvd, Mundelein, IL 60060. Contact Annie
Patrick, by telephone at 847-918-0333, email apatrick@
componentsforindustry.com or visit them online at
www.componentsforindustry.com.
Computer Insights, Inc. can be reached at 108
3rd Street, Unit 4, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Contact
Dennis Cowhey, President, by telephone at 1-800-5391233, email sales@ci-inc.com or visit them online at
www.ci-inc.com.

CFI is your Worldwide component specialist,
providing custom designed products for standard offshelf components needs.
Easily put, an ideal customer for CFI is anyone willing
to understand the intangibles in fastener and component
distribution. And further than that, anyone willing to
give the opportunity to let them show how they manage
business.
Anyone who needs immediate access to in-house

TM

More Information

COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY
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ROBERT FOOTLIK IMPROVING THE RECEIVING PROCESS from page 130

Saving Money By Sloppy Work Costs More
Down The Line
Receiving should sort and pre-stage materials for

Costco, Sam’s Club, Home Depot and other nearby
stores offer four post wire shelf carts that are perfect for
customization to suit your operation.

the stockers. Carts with bins and dividers, plastic bags

One shelf should be set at the bottom of the posts

for pre-counts of bulk materials and specially designed

and another at the top (normally 6’ + wheel height).

pallets can be utilized to simplify the stocking function.

Leave a large working space open and a middle shelf at

In a well-run operation team work is encouraged with

a comfortable table top working height for the receiver.

each team member fully cognizant of the next person’s

To be ergonomically correct the optimal height is where

needs. Remember that stocking is really the highest

the person’s arms are horizontal when doing their job.

level job in any warehouse. Mistakes in stocking lead to

Normally this will be in the range of 30” to 36” above the

multiple errors in picking. Give the stockers perfection,

floor. Additional shelves below the working deck can be

setting up and separating the Stock Keeping Units

positioned equally, or the separations can be customized

(SKU’s) to facilitate their efforts.

to suit specific tasks.

Everything down the line must be perfect, that’s

Warehouse lighting according to OSHA only needs

obvious. What is also true is that it must also be timely.

to be 25 foot-candles, which is way too dark for doing

Investing in extra equipment to save steps and time is

paperwork and entering data. At the same store where

a great way to insure that information is entered early,

you bought the cart is another department that offers a

often and properly. Any receiving area where the goods

variety of under-cabinet and flat panel LED lighting. This

are being moved and staged multiple times is inherently

should be affixed to the underside of the top shelf and

inefficient.

powered by any suitable rechargeable battery/invertor

A good example is that Fastener Distribution usually

box that can be found in the automotive section. Portable

includes special order merchandise that comes in UPS

power on the cart will take care of both lighting and

or FedEx. If the delivery driver loads the cartons onto a

powering accessories. This might take some creativity

conveyor that runs directly to a receiver who can also

but it isn’t all that complicated because the cart will

relabel/repackage the materials for delivery, staging

frequently be used or parked near an electrical outlet

space is saved, maximum efficiency is gained and

and recharged during breaks or on demand depending

minimal turn-around times will be the norm.

on your usage.

Contrast this with operations where UPS drops

Open wire shelving isn’t conducive to counting small

individual cartons on the dock and receiving personal

parts and a solid deck might be required. This could be

move the materials multiple times just to check it in.

a cardboard box cut to suitable dimensions, plywood

Handling the products only once is always the best.

or ideally a laminate covered board that will be semipermanent and heavier duty. A simple molding around

Turning Theory Into Reality
Even the smallest Fastener Distributor can easily

the sides of the work surface will prevent round objects
from rolling off and help keep things orderly.

and economically enhance the receiving process with

Adding computers, printers, weigh counting scales

a well-designed cart that facilitates both check in and

and other accessories will be the next step in the

stocking. Any cart that is no larger than 2’ x 4’, with

customization process. The object is to bring the

multiple height adjustable shelves and at least 4”

receiving station to the goods and if possible deal with

diameter locking wheels will do the job. Container Store,

the incoming merchandise in one convenient step.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 155
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ROBERT FOOTLIK IMPROVING THE RECEIVING PROCESS from page 154

The bottom shelf, for example, can hold flat cartons,

your specific needs and often the personnel involved

padded envelopes, packing materials, etc., for immediate

can help design the most efficient and comfortable

processing of special order materials. With a scale on

work station. Stockers’ input and suggestions can

the cart and a WMS that includes a shipping module

help to formulate solutions that help everyone work far

every operation to expedite trans-shipment is always

smarter…not harder.

available.
This is also true for materials that will be stored in
the warehouse. The scale helps with counting inbound

The Real Benefit Isn’t Speed Or Efficiency,
It’s Quality

products and a supply of nesting bins or bags will

Reducing handling, eliminating redundant counting/

eliminate multiple handling. For mixed full cartons

sorting and expediting data entry eliminates steps and

another nearby cart can be used to sort out the contents.

operations that can be a source of errors further down

This might be the same basic wire deck cart with the

the line. For the cost of some carts and accessories you

shelves set by typical product heights conducive to

can improve internal motivation and enhance customer

stocking. Parking the stocking cart (or carts) at right

satisfaction. With a budget of $1,000 or less and some

angles to the work station reduces both walking and

ingenuity there are huge potential savings. Even in a

turning while insuring that as the incoming materials are

highly mechanized operation that are improvements that

being checked in they are automatically being optimized

can be made with enlightened experimentation along

for the next operation.

these lines.

There are infinite ways to customize cart usage to

What are you waiting for?
ROBERT FOOTLIK
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BRUNO MARBACHER THINGS THAT AFFECT THE COST OF FASTENERS FROM DESIGNING THEM TO INSTALLING THEM from page 140

¤ Types of machines used: Cost factors of the

possible, thus reducing overall shipping cost.

machines used to make the parts have a cost impact,

¤ Bulk purchases: Bulk purchase cost less but may

more advanced machines or 40 plus year old machines

require to be repackaged and that increases the price

have different cost factors. A part made on a Single Die-

per unit.

Stroke machines vs. Progressive or Multi-Station former

¤ Re-packaging: Some products need to be
repackaged into smaller containers. Packaging machines

cost less.

are costly. So to repackage in house is only efficient if
it can be done regularly in high quantities. Distributers
should do a thorough cost study to determine, whether
inhouse re-packing or outsourcing this process is more
economical. For bin stocking program repackaging is
typically not required.
¤ Warehousing, Inventory keeping/management
cost; Parts can be stored according to frequency of
THREAD PROTECTORS

pics, making order picking more cost efficient. Some

¤ Packaging: Some products require special

companies have order picking automated. The bins

packaging to prevent damage to the parts. Corrosion

are brough to a shipping station. This high-tech system

protection packaging for hot dip galvanized are more

would require substantial investment, also would involve

involved resulting in higher cost. Large parts with fine

a detailed study but it can provide high efficiency for a

thread are more easily damaged during shipping, require

mid to large size distributorship.
¤ Facility/utility cost: Handling equipment,

special packaging thus impacting overall cost.

electricity etc.

Distributor’s Cost

¤ Sorting: There are several reasons, why parts

¤ Freight: (ocean freight, inland freight). Air freight is

require sorting. During production or outside processes,
defective, foreign, or mixed parts may be introduced

exceptionally expensive.
¤ Receiving: Receiving, handling the product when

into the lot. These could cause line shutdowns. Sorting

dropped off, and putting into location etc. this is

Methods include hand sorting, roll sorting, acoustic,

generally straight forward, not too many ways of doing it.

inductors, vision, and single laser. All reduce PPM levels

¤

testing,

to some degree. Hand sorting in house is not cost-

qualification, auditing, etc. Receiving inspection of parts

efficient and only 200 PPM level (parts per million) may

may be reduced on parts from high quality manufacturers.

be achieved. (200 ppm = 4 defective pieces per 20000

Would save cost without reducing reliability of parts.

pieces)

Quality

assurance:

Inspection,

¤ Duties/tariffs of parts: Duties for parts vary;

Whether to invest in inhouse sorting equipment or

sometimes even antidumping duties may apply. Some

have this process outsourced, depends on the customer

protection tariffs also may have a serious impact of

base. Automotive, appliance customers etc., typically

overall cost of securing parts.

require low PPM levels. Inhouse sorting makes sense if a

¤ Customs Clearing/brokerage costs: There is

low-cost equipment can do the job. For 50 ppm level and

often a flat fee for clearing items through customs,

below requirements, outsourcing sorting is most likely

which has a particular cost impact on smaller quantities.

more economical. No matter who is doing the sorting,

Consolidation of air shipments may in some cases be

someone has to pick up the cost.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 159
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BRUNO MARBACHER THINGS THAT AFFECT THE COST OF FASTENERS FROM DESIGNING THEM TO INSTALLING THEM from page 158

the systems with scales requires some investment
(scales may be leased).
¤ Kitting: Work and special packaging materials
(special crates). Preassembly of a few parts, can be
outsourced to places that specialize in preassembling/
kitting etc. Simple assemblies may be outsourced to
institution with people with disabilities. Doing good work
with a lower cost

Conclusion
KANBAN SYSTEM

When an individual first enters the fastener industry
or even people who are already in this industry for years,

¤ Bin stocking: Stocking/replenishing systems have

they are not aware of all the costs involved in making,

been around for some years, from the original Kanban

procuring fasteners and other cold headed parts etc. so

(card system), 2-bin system, to the replenish systems

the above information provides insight into these and

with scales. The Kanban system (now with card reader or

allows one to find cost savings opportunities.

scanner) is still in use and relatively low-cost to manage,

Good luck.
BRUNO MARBACHER
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

HOLIDAY PARTY FUN DESPITE COVID!!
by Nancy Rich

When 2020 began we expected in December we’d
be at the MWFA Holiday Party bringing toys, visiting
Santa, sharing cocktails, doing a little gaming and
a lot of networking. Then in person events came to
a screeching halt and we all made the best of the
uncertain times. Despite the turmoil of 2020, the MWFA
moved forward with a virtual Holiday Party providing great
fun, prizes, and the networking we all crave.
We received comic relief with ventriloquist Chuck
Fields, voted on the best Holiday outfit with the winner
being George Hunt III of Brighton Best Internationall,
followed by a visit from Sgt Paul Casazza from Toys for
Tots who shared the history of the Toys for Tots with us.
Toys for Tots began in 1947 as the idea of Marine
Corps Reserve Major Bill Hendricks. Major Hendricks
and the Marines in his reserve unit in LA collected
and distributed 5,000 toys in 1947. At that time, here
was not an organization through which to distribute
toys. Seeing such successful community engagement
in 1947, the Commandant directed all Marine Reserve
Sites to implement a TFT campaign transforming it into
a national community action program in 1948.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Since 1947 over 584,000,00 toys have
been distributed to over 265,000,000 kids.
In 2019, in just the DuPage area, 24, 156
children were able to receive toys thanks to
the generosity of donors to Toys for Tots.
MWFA Members and industry personnel
made it possible for the MWFA to award a
check for $2,500 to the Sergeant Caszaa
for the Toys for Tots. Thank you to all who
donated, you made the Holidays for several
children! The party then went on to have a fun
trivia contest with questions on the industry,
the MWFA and even a few of our unique
members. Kelly Charles knows her industry,
she won a gift card for winning this contest.
Before settling into some fun networking several
raffle prizes were donated sponsored by our Holiday
Party sponsors and EFC International. Thank you to
everyone for allowing us to still celebrate the holidays
together in a unique year. Thank you to our Virtual
Holiday Celebration Sponsors:
Gold Sponsors
¤ Abbott-Interfast Corporation
¤ Avante Imports
¤ Brighton-Best International
¤ BTM Manufacturing
¤ Metric & Multistandard Components
¤ Star Stainless Screw
¤ XL Screw Corporation
Silver Sponsors
¤ Delta Secondary, LLC
¤ Sems and Specials, Inc.
¤ SWD Inc.
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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LAURENCE CLAUS A “GALLING DEVELOPMENT”- WHAT EVERY DISTRIBUTOR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD GALLING from page 142

A strong warning, however, must be raised related
to Cadmium plated fasteners. Almost thirty years ago

Thread Damage
Nicks and dings in threads are a strong trigger for

Cadmium was identified as being both unfriendly to

galling. These imperfections, even minor ones, increase

the environment and human health, and, is, therefore,

the torque required to assemble the fastener, which

banned from many industrial applications. Even in those

likewise increases friction and heat generation. Nicks

industries where Cadmium is still commonly used, recent

may act like the lumps on a part that is already galled

trends are all moving in the direction to eliminate it.

and locally damage the protective oxide layers, thus

¤ Hard Chrome – creates a very hard, wear
resistant surface that can be applied to both carbon and
stainless steels.
¤ Xylan® - A Teflon® (PTFE) based coating similar to
what is applied to non-stick cookware.
¤ Tin – has natural lubricity and “smears” rather
[5]

triggering the beginning of galling in those areas.
Fine threads are more prone to thread nicking than
coarse threads, yet neither are immune. Cutting tools
used to produce cut threads may become worn or
damaged and result in rougher surfaces.

Debris In Thread

than cracks

In a similar vein as thread nicks, threads that have

Material Choice

entrapped debris such as dirt, metal fines, or slivers,

If galling is a problem, one possible fix is to vary

are more likely to trigger galling than clean threads. Dirty

the bolt and nut material. Using components of the

threads may also impact other processes like adding

same material may foster like-to-like interactions and

variability to the method of tightening control, so that

more easily promote adhesion than if the materials

best practice encourages the use of clean threads.

were different types.

Additionally, pairing different

stainless steel materials with one another may reduce

Thread Engagement

galling because the hardness and work hardening rates

In general, standard bolt and nut joints and blind nut

are different. For example, pairing a 304 stainless

joints limit the number of engaged threads. Likewise,

component with a 316 stainless component could be

nut and bolt joints are designed, when possible, to limit

beneficial. One must be careful if taking this approach,

the threads of the bolt protruding beyond the top of the

however, because not all stainless steels provide

nut to about two pitches. When following such design

the same properties or hold up equally in certain

parameters, the number of engaged threads and the

environments. It would be unfortunate to solve one

number of threads which must pass through the joint is

problem only to replace it with a more serious one.

limited. This is advantageous because excessive thread
engagement causes increased interference and friction.

Thread Pitch

Screw threads, like any other manufactured element,

Thread Pitch is the distance from the point on one

cannot all be manufactured exactly alike. Thus as you

thread to the same point on the adjacent thread. Thread

compare one thread to the next and the next, on down

Pitch instructs us about the spacing between threads

the line, small variations in size and geometry appear.

which usually fall into either coarse or fine categories.

On their own, these minute variations raise little concern,

Fine threads have closer spacing, which provides some

but they are additive in nature, so that when taken as

advantages like increased strength, finer adjustability,

the whole, the engagement of each subsequent thread

and less inclination to self-loosen, but they also are

results in greater amounts of thread fit error that often

more prone to nicking and galling. If galling is a high

translates into increasing interference and friction. Thus,

concern, it is generally recommended that designers and

increased thread engagement or the number of threads

users avoid fine threads.

run through a nut can trigger galling.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 164
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Semblex Corporation and its parent
company, Jinhap Company, Ltd. have announced
the following management changes effective May
1, 2021.
Jinsoo Kim, the current
president of Semblex
has been promoted to
lead the international
businesses of Jinhap
and oversee operations
outside of Korea, which
include Jinhap companies
in China and Semblex in
the United States. He will be relocating to Korea
later this year. Mr. Kim has been at Semblex
since it was acquired by Jinhap in 2014 and has
served Semblex as Chief Operating Officer and,
most recently, as CEO and company president
since March 2019.
Gene
Simpson,
currently serviing as
Semblex’s Chief Operating
Officer,
has
been
promoted to replace Mr.
Kim as CEO and company
president. Prior to his
COO role, Mr. Simpson
served in a number of key
management positions at Semblex over the last
29 years, including Vice President of Quality &
Engineering and Director of Engineering Services.
Semblex Corporation, established in 1968, is a
premier supplier of innovative cold-formed product
solutions to the world’s leading manufacturers
that look to significantly reduce their assemblyrelated costs, or are challenged to find the best
way to fasten new materials emerging in their
industries.
Semblex provides customers with the latest
fastening technologies, along with precision coldformed and machined components, and special
assemblies
For more information, contact Semblex
Corporation at 900 North Church Road, Elmhurst,
IL 60126. Tel: 1-800-323-1736, Fax: 630-5308189, Email: sales@semblex.com or visit their
website at www.semblex.com.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A “GALLING DEVELOPMENT”- WHAT EVERY DISTRIBUTOR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD GALLING from page 162

Part Alignment
Although many assemblies are far from perfect,
efforts should be taken to get all the holes in the fastened
joint as aligned as possible. When components are out of
alignment, it often puts pressure on the fastener causing
the threaded components to be inclined at an angle. This
places very localized and uneven pressure on the threads,
potentially resulting in high heat and friction.
Where possible, all holes should be as closely aligned
as possible, with little or no stress on the fastener

the Nylon is intended to provide prevailing torque, because
the Nylon material itself is so much softer than the steel
bolt or screw material and in some instances acts sort of
like a lubricant, it is not intuitive that the insert may have
an impact on galling. Experts understand that an axial
load must be applied to effectively engage the virgin Nylon
insert. This axial load effectively pulls the mating threads
more tightly together generating more friction and heat and
raising the potential of galling. For this reason, users of
this type of hardware may need to consider incorporating

components.

some form of lubrication on the nut, provided that it does

Tightening Practice

plastic insert.

In line with the Part Alignment discussion above, the
tightening practice can play an important role in whether a
fastener will gall or not. As discussed immediately above,
the first part of the tightening process should be to make
sure all the components are as closely aligned as possible
and that the fasteners are as free as possible from any
stresses that would result from misaligned components
or bearing the weight of a component pushing down on
them. Once alignment is achieved, fasteners should be
tightened by hand, if possible, until the joint is snugged
up. At no time should tightening be used to pull the
joint components together. If the joint components are
separated or not well aligned, it might be good practice
to use a clamp on the joint until the bolt or screw can be
snugged up.
In multiple bolted joints, such as a flange joint, using

not trigger any sort of unfavorable interaction with the

Summary
Galling can be a significant nuisance to customers
that are experiencing the problem, even if only infrequently.
Since distributors commonly supply a wide range of
hardware to their customers, often including some
components that are vulnerable to galling, it is in their best
interest to be able to recognize the signs and know how
to counsel their customers in ways to avoid the problem.
Fortunately, there are more than a couple of approaches
to troubleshooting, and, in all but the most vexing of
cases; recommendations should be available that will
limit, if not outright solve, the customer’s problems. Being
able to provide such application troubleshooting and
assistance will, over time, begin to cement a distributor’s
reputation as a value-added troubleshooter and trusted

proper tightening practices can be important. In these

partner.

types of joints, the individual positions should be tightened

__________________________________________________

in a progressive (meaning a fraction of the torque applied

CITATIONS

in multiple tightening rounds) fashion using a crisscross

[1] ASTM Standard G40 (2017). “Standard Terminology

tightening pattern. This will result in more even application

Relating to Wear and Erosion”, ASTM International, West

of loading and reduce friction and the chances of galling

Conshohocken, PA.

as compared to the unevenly loaded final fasteners often

[2] Magee, John. ASM Handbook Volume 18, “Wear of

produced when multiple bolted joints are sequentially

Stainless Steel”, ASM International, USA, pg 715.

tightened in a clockwise or counterclockwise fashion.

[3] IFI Technical Bulletin. “How to Stop Thread Galling

Insert Lock Nuts
One design combination that is known to occasionally

on Stainless Fasteners”, Industrial Fasteners Institute,
Independence, OH, pg 1.
[4] Ibid Magee. pg 716.

trigger galling is stainless steel Nylon insert lock nuts. On

[5] Penn Engineering, Tech Sheet. “PEM® REF/THREAD

the surface this may appear to be a little puzzling. Although

GALLING”, Penn Engineering, Danburo, PA, pg 8.
LAURENCE CLAUS
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John R. Graham
John Graham of GrahamComm is a marketing and sales strategy consultant
and business writer. He is the creator of “Magnet Marketing,” and publishes
a free monthly eBulletin, “No Nonsense Marketing & Sales Ideas.”
Contact him at by email at jgraham@grahamcomm.com, call 617-774-9759
or visit him online at www.johnrgraham.com.

PRESENT YOUR WAY TO THE TOP
Why Presenting Has Power
It’s easy to understand why so many otherwise
capable people are distressed, anxiety-ridden, and almost
paralyzed if they’re called upon to make a presentation—
even a friendly audience of three—let alone 300. They
often reveal how they feel by starting out with “I only wish I
had more time to prepare” or “I’m not really good at public
speaking.” Unfortunately, what follows proves it.
It isn’t surprising that with successful presenters
the story is different. We
view them as possessing
leadership capabilities, as
well as being committed,
competent, and rising stars.
As more than one person
has said after a presentation
by such a person, “That’s my
future boss” or “She’s going
to run the place.”
What is it that separates
capable presenters from those who struggle? Why do
some presentations elicit enthusiastic responses, while
others are, frankly, dismal failures? Is it the content, the
preparation, the person, or something else?
Research by Caroline J. Wesson, Ph.D., at the
University of Wolverhampton in the UK, may help to
understand the issue: The perceived confidence that
listeners have in a speaker determines how they regard the
person’s “accuracy, competence, and knowledge level.”
Then, Dr. Wesson adds, “The more confidently expressed
that information is, the more likely it is to be followed.”

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

Is it possible that the primary difference between
a highly-regarded presentation and one that gets low
ratings is the speaker’s confidence? Is it possible that a
superbly prepared presentation can fall flat because of the
presenter’s lack of confidence?
By all measures, Jack Welch, the former GE CEO
and Chairman, was not just brilliant but an exceptional
business leader. Although he gave hundreds of speeches
and presentations during his career, he didn’t take
chances on how they would
be received. For example,
when he was getting ready
to speak on the occasion of
his retirement, he engaged a
well-known former radio and
TV news correspondent to
coach him.
For

Jack

Welch,

every presentation made a
difference. He understood
that his legacy depended on more than his words. As a
child, he stuttered, but he learned from his mother that
confidence could help him overcome his limitations.
Why is confidence so formidable and influential in
presenting? We can find the answer in what presentations
are meant to accomplish. Whatever else they may do,
their goal is to persuade. Listeners throw down the
gauntlet. They challenge presenters to convince, sway,
and motivate them. They want to know why they should
buy what you’re selling.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 168
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Tanner Bolt & Nut Inc. is pleased to
announce an agreement has been reached with
Parker Fasteners of Buckeye, AZ to become the
exclusive master distributor in the United States
for its Lock-Out® maximum security screw.
Lock-Out® is a new and innovative security
fastener featuring a unique patented drive that is
engineered to perform in high torque applications.
The distinctive oval center pin and multiple drive/
key combinations gives customers the option
to select higher levels of security in a tamperproof fastener. Installation bits are not sold
commercially. Installation bits will only be sold
through Tanner.
Lock-Out® is available in a multitude of head
styles, threads, diameters, lengths, materials,
and finishes. Diameters range from 1/4”-5/8”,
M1.4-M16, and #0-#10, with lengths up to 12”
for certain diameters. Materials available include
carbon steel, stainless steel 302HQ, 304, 316,
A286 & brass alloy steel 4037, 8740.
For absolute maximum protection of
your property or product, Lock-Out® can be
manufactured with a one-of-a-kind, drive pattern
that is exclusive to your company.
Tanner will receive its initial stock order in
early March 2021 and will continue to bolster
its inventory throughout the year. Made-to-order
product typically will ship in 8-10 weeks.
Tanner, headquartered in Brooklyn, NY is
a nationwide distributor of premium industrial
and security fasteners, code compliant anchors,
safety products, and power tool accessories. For
over 40 years, Tanner’s knowledgeable sales and
support staff has committed to a customer first
approach, delivering innovative quality products.
Tanner partners with over fifty well known quality
brands that provide our customers with industry
leading experience, innovation, and quality control.
Parker Fasteners is a premier ISO & AS9100
Rev D registered cold heading manufacturer
located in Buckeye, Arizona who sources all
raw materials from American sources, including
DFARS compliance.
		
Parker takes great pride in making
quality fasteners, meeting customer product
specifications, and delivering on or before
promised due dates.
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A South-Central Virginia Distributor is seeking
a buyer for the company. With a customer base
consisting mostly of vender managed inventory
accounts, the very profitable company owners
are ready to retire and are seeking a buyer that
will continue the employment of the current
employees. The owners will continue to work for
a transitional period that would be agreed with
both the buyer and the sellers.
For more info and memorandum contact Robbie
Gilchrist at Gilchrist Associates by Tel: 336-9069401 send an email to rgilchr485@aol.com.
		 Parker takes great pride in making quality fasteners,
meeting customer product specifications, and delivering
on or before promised due dates. Parker brings a unique
depth of experience and a high level of innovation to
their product offering, delivering the highest level of
support in the industry in this high growth area.
For more information contact Tanner Bolt & Nut Inc.
at by Tel: 718-434-4500, email: info@tannerbolt.com or
visit them online at www.tannerbolt.com.
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JOHN GRAHAM PRESENTING YOUR WAY TO THE TOP from page 166

conditions, and he didn’t. Experienced speakers make
their expectations known so they can be successful.
RULE #3 - Never apologize. Avoid such statements
as “I’m not a speaker” or “I only wish I had more time to
prepare” or “My grandmother’s cat died.” What they do
is broadcast your lack of self-confidence. Those listening
may still be sitting there, but they’re gone, never to return.
Presenting isn’t about you, so don’t let yourself down.
RULE #4 - Break the PowerPoint habit. Dependence
They want to know why they should buy what you’re
selling. They want to know why they should join your
cause or accept your proposal. In other words, listeners
want to know what to do. Logic alone doesn’t do it; it
requires confidence.
Why should you take presenting seriously? Why is it
worth your time and effort to send the message that you
will do what others fear. Why is it one of the most valued
skillsets in business? It demonstrates that you have the

slides is an addiction, and once it has you in its
grasp, it won’t let loose. Use slides and other props,
such as videos and graphics, sparingly to support your
presentation. Never read from the screen; keep the focus
on you and what you’re saying.
RULE #5 - Start strong. Demonstrate confidence
from the get-go. Drop the “warm up” stuff and stay away
from jokes, unless you’re an experienced stand-up comic.
What works may be telling a story about how your product

ability—the skill—to influence others—and opens the

or service helps customers and how it can benefit them.

doors to advancement.

Don’t waste time; get to why you’re there and why it’s in
the best interest of your listeners to hear what you have

Rules for Building Confidence
Just saying that confidence is needed isn’t enough.
Here are rules that help achieve the confidence goal.

to say.
RULE #6 - Give them a roadmap. Don’t let listeners
get lost in a swamp, make a wrong turn, or be distracted

RULE #1 - Prepare properly. Creating an outline

by other sights along the way. To keep listeners focused

doesn’t do it, and neither does “having in mind” what

on what you’re saying, let them know where you’re going.

you want to say. Proper preparation means writing out

Example: “Here’s where we are today. We have three

every word you’re going to say. This is how to shape and

choices. Only one of them will get us where we want to

focus your message—and get rid of what’s useless or

be.” The roadmap enhances confidence.

irrelevant. Every presenter is nervous—but knowing what
you’re going to say creates confidence.

RULE #7 - Compelling close. Never leave listeners
confused or up in the air. That only shatters their

RULE #2 - Control the situation. Presenters are

confidence in you and your message. The closing task is

actors—and they’re also directors. It’s their job to set

to reaffirm why your proposal, plan, concept, or initiative

the stage—to take control. A wealth management firm

is correct, and most importantly, what can be lost if it isn’t

engaged a well-known business school professor to

approved or adopted.

speak at a client event. When more guests than expected

Why is presenting a skill that’s key to career

showed up, the speaker was put in an untenable

advancement? It demonstrates all the right qualities—the

position of standing by himself in the middle of the room,

ability to analyze issues, leadership, and most of all instill

surrounded by the guests. No one could succeed in such

confidence.
JOHN GRAHAM
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WORLDWIDEFASTENERSOURCES.COM, LLC
TEL 602-793-2383
EMAIL mmcguire@worldwidefastenersources.com
WEB www.worldwidefastenersources.com

2021 FASTENER INNOVATION AWARD WINNERS
Mike McGuire, WorldwideFastenerSources.com’s
President is pleased to announce the seven winners of
the original Fastener Innovation Awards for the 2021
class.
Innovation is a very powerful motivator and one of
the greatest qualities Americans have and use every
day. The United States leads the world in innovation,
particularly in fasteners and fastening application
systems. Even COVID 19 could not slow down fastener
innovation as it is very strong and ongoing. It is called a
“Technology Trend” in the fastener industry.
Worldwide Fastener Sources.com has taken their
entrepreneurial spirit once again in developing the Fastener
Innovation Award to recognize the people and companies
that are leading the way to specific performance with new
fastener innovation, development, and design. Today,
fastener engineers and designers dictate that fasteners
are an important component of product design and are
now an important component of product design and are
now thought of “first” in specifying fastening application,

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Valley Forge & Bolt, America’s leading
manufacturer of load indicating fasteners, is proud
to announce the new High Temp Maxbolt®.
The robust performer is able to operate in
temperatures up to 650°F for near limitless
applications and proven performance in extended
high temperature run times and thermal cycling.
The new High Temp Maxbolt®, like the original
Maxbolt®, helps to reduce downtime, premature
wear, and catastrophic joint failures in critical
industries—including processing, mining, and
energy. Maxbolt® products feature a built-in analog
gauge. During operation, technicians literally see if
load ever falls out of spec on any bolt, addressing
the need immediately instead of waiting for critical
equipment failure.
With an accuracy of +/- 5%, compliant with ASTM
F2482, the High Temp Maxbolt® provides real-time
tension indication where process and environment
may result in elevated temperatures. Employing
all similar materials, a high-temperature lens, and
easy-to-read gauge, High Temp Maxbolt® operates

By Mike McGuire

not an afterthought of how to assemble the product.
The driving force in the evaluation process for
a Fastener Innovation Award by Worldwide Fastener
Sources.com is that the fasteners be innovative in
assemblies today and that they will be tomorrow’s
standard. Our philosophy is continuous improvement
with the innovative solutions for customers fastening
applications.
The Certificate of Recognition along with the unique
innovative modern Crystal Marquise globe will be
delivered in early April to the following seven winners.
APM HEXSEAL (Nutzilla), CAMO® Fasteners
(EDGEXMETAL™ Clips), Cat’s Claw Fasteners© (Cat’s Claw
Fasteners©), HYTORC (HYTORC J-WASHER), Jergens®
(Lift-Check™), Multi Piece Fastener (Foreverlok™) and
SPIROL® International (Press-N-Lok™).
The Fastener Innovation Awards is a year around
project and will now receive applications for the
2022 class. For more details, contact Mike McGuire at
mmcguire@worldwidefastenersources.com.
WORLDWIDE FASTENER SOURCES.COM

both in rapid thermal cycle applications and in
prolonged high-temp situations.
“We know customers have been eager for a
high-temperature version of Maxbolt® because
they value the safety and time-savings it brings
to their applications,” said James Brooks, Valley
Forge & Bolt’s head of engineering and business
development. “We’re pleased that we have combined
the right blend of materials and precision worthy
of the Maxbolt® name.” High Temp Maxbolt® is
available in all the standard diameters and grades
as original Maxbolt®.
Valley Forge & Bolt proudly produces innovative,
industry-leading fasteners. Their patented bolting
products are widely trusted for their unrivaled
quality, extraordinary performance and enduring
reliability. With the ability to produce both standard
and custom fasteners, Valley Forge & Bolt is truly a
custom bolt manufacturer for over 45 years.
For more information about Valley Forge & Bolt
Mfg. Co., contact them by Tel: 1-800-832-6587 or
visit them online at www.vfbolts.com.
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Threaded Fasteners, Inc. (TFI), a 100%
employee-owned business specializing in the
manufacturing, custom packaging, and distribution
of steel fasteners, has acquired Construction
Fasteners of Meridian, Mississippi. The acquisition
joins Construction Fasteners sales and distribution
team with Threaded Fasteners, Inc., expanding its’
reach to better serve the greater Mississippi market.
“We have proudly operated a branch in Gulfport,
Mississippi since 2006 and the construction
industry in Mississippi has grown exponentially in
the past 15 years, this acquisition joins two teams
that are dedicated to help better serve Mississippi
and neighboring states as construction and
infrastructure investments continue to increase,”
said TFI president Billy Duren. “We are thrilled
to add to our presence in Mississippi by joining
forces with the outstanding team at Construction
Fasteners.”Threaded Fasteners. Inc. Expands
Meridian MS

Construction Fastener Owner and Founder
Craig Melancon said “There may be a new name
on our building, but the old faces will still be here!
This has been such a seamless experience for us.
We feel so fortunate in having this opportunity to
join a company team that is customer driven, cost
efficient, community supportive and especially
faith based.”
“When I first met Billy (Duren, TFI President)
and Jerrad (Douberly, Senior Vice President) I
realized that Threaded Fasteners was more than
just a company. I cannot remember anything that
had more of an impact on me than the TFI Family
Tree,” said Melancon. The TFI Family Tree hangs
in the main conference room of the TFI Home
Office and contains the names and anniversary
dates of every employee owner. “The tree says so
much about who TFI is, I knew then that it was the
right fit,” said Melancon.
It was important to everyone involved that the
acquisition was a cultural fit. Duren said being
employee-owned means this is not only a new
branch with new employees, but they are going to
be new owners of the company.
		 Duren said, “as an employee-owned company,
we place a high value on how a company’s culture
fits in with ours before we move forward with an
acquisition.” TFI is dedicated to building upon the
foundation that Melancon built and cultivating
a lasting relationship with the entire Meridian
Community.
“This marks the opening of our eleventh
location and is a testament to the hard work of
our team. We knew it was a great fit from the start
and we cannot be happier to have Craig and the
entire team at Construction Fasteners become
part of the TFI Family,” says Duren.
For more information about Threaded Fasteners
Inc and the Mississippi Meridian Branch, contact
them at 229 MS-19, Meridian, MS 39307. Tel: 601482-2658, Email: infomeridian@tfmfg.com or visit
them online at www.threadedfasteners.com.
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Custom products and prototypes.
Tel (408) 782-1929
UMETA OF AMERICA
59
Supplier of OEM quality grease fittings and guns
Tel (800) 595-5747
Fax (704) 799-1923
UNICORP
105
Manufacturer of American Standard and
Metric Precision Electronic Hardware,
fasteners and handles since 1971.
Tel (973) 674-1700

V
VIRGINIA FASTENERS
131
Specializing in HDG timber, hex, carriage,
lag bolts, tie rods, nuts and washers.
Tel (800) 368-3430
Fax (757) 436-1460
VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
9
American-made plastic fasteners, all types &
quantities, custom molding since 1992. Over 100
million parts in stock with worldwide shipping.
Tel (800) 844-8024
Fax (870) 453-8707

W
WCL COMPANY
125
Mil-Spec fasteners, plastic components,
threaded fasteners, spring washers, lock
washers, flat washers, shaft retainers and
Belleville disc springs. AS9100 and ISO9001.
Tel (800) 331-3816
WESTERN WIRE PRODUCTS
129
Cotter pins, custom wire forms, spring pins,
d-rings, s-hooks, hitch pin clips, hog rings, key
rings, and lock washers. Made in the USA.
Tel (800) 325-3770
Fax (636) 305-1119
WILLIE WASHER MFG.
173
Special washers, stampings & prototypes.
Tel (847) 956-1344
Fax (847) 956-7943
WTC BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 37
Providing Fastener Specific Technology
Solutions. When utilizing our full array of
services, our partners benefit having one
contact for all things IT.
Email: info@wtcvet.com
Tel (877) 604-0282

X
XL SCREW CORPORATION
49
Importer of standard fasteners - hex cap
screws, bolts, nuts, locknuts, thread forming
screws, sheet metal screws, self-drilling screws,
machine screws, washers and anchors, metrics
and mill shipments. Over 14,000 imported
products in stock. America’s finest quality
imported threaded fasteners since 1968.
Tel (800) 323-7367

